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seen here at Boston

JefE Magnet looks at the development of
(Jeff Magnet photo)

Concorde F-BVFF, the 15th production aircraft, is
start of its takeoff run. In this issue,

the world's only operational supersonic airliner.



Fifty years ago, on 06 MAY 87, the
Hindenburg" was destroyed by fire while

giant passenger
first

flights that
disaster meant

German airship
landing at

airship
of a series of

summer.

the end

CONTPIBUTIONS WANTED
f|

CaVIPTaVIIN’§ L€G Lakehurst, N.J. The

arriving from Germany on the
scheduled trans-Atlantic

people died and the
passenger airship travel, probably forever.
The mighty airships "Graf Zeppelin", "Hindenburg" and
their predecessors roamed the skies for 27 years. They
carried thousands of passengers on scheduled services,
first in Germany, then Europe and later to North and
South America and, indeed, around the world. These
'Ocean Liners of the Skies' occupy a special place in
tthe development and growth of passenger air travel
They offered their passengers an on-board luxury which
is equal to that on the great ocean liners, but
impossible to match on board today's jet airliners.
The Germans were the greatest proponents of airship
travel. The Brtish tried but were thwarted by bad luck
and bad preparation.
We would like to ask readers to help us present a

comprehensive review of passenger airship travel in
the CAPTAIN'S LOG, Vol.l3, No.2. We would be very

grateful to borrow any material you believe would be
useful in this review. Please send photographs to the
main editorial address by 15 APR. For other material,
please contact the editor who handles the items you
have no later than 01 APR. All material will be

handled carefully and will be returned to you after
published. Thank you

was
Vfyrki JUrUne
Historical Soci-

All members and interested parties who wish to con

tribute articles, pictures, or other material of
interest to the membership are invited to do so. When
sending in your material, please be sure to include
your return address. All material, after publication,
will be returned to the owner. The Editor welcomes

ideas on material to be featured in future issues of

the CAPTAIN'S LOG.
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articles I had finished already
on the typewriter. That meant
retyping and doing new make-ups *
for 24 pages of this issue,
amounting to nearly half of the
editorial contents. That was a

lot of extra work, but I
believe it was worth it.

to the NEW LOOKWelcome

CAPTAIN'S LOG!
I see this change to computer
typesetting as another step
toward making the LOG look more
attractive in the crowded

market of commercial and hobby
aviation magazines. Perhaps it
will help attract more members
to the WANS and with

members we can improve the
even more.

Yes, your editor has bought a
home computer/wordprocessor and
printer and the CAPTAIN'S LOG
will be

equipment from now on.

thatproduced on

more

LOG

About that content: In this
issue we carry a major feature
about the Concorde, written

WANS member Jeff Magnet
Cambridge, Mass. He

supplied us with some
photos. Editors Don

The most-obvious change is that
the colums of type in
magazine
justified', meaning the lines

are flush to the right as well
as to the left. This eliminates

right' which was
inevitable in our

typesetting process

the

I bought this equipment in late
NOV 86 and that is

this issue is out later than
editors

bybenowcan

the reason of>

I also

fine
Thomas,

George Cearley Jr. and A1 Tasca
included major

hadThehad planned,
their time

but I

break

all

material

(Thank you, gentlemen!),
decided to make a

with the past

in on

the 'ragged
virtually

previous
with an electric typewriter.

have

material in their colums.
Concordeclean

retypeand

third-
airline
- has

second-largest
Air

In a surprise move,

largest
Pacific Western Airlines

taken

Canadian

Since it is only two issues aq
that WAHS member Tony Hetbe
concluded his two-part hlstor^
of CPAL, I thought ^
appropriate to look
takeover and at the

add some information
arrived too late to be j
in his article.

The Convention Canadian

over

Pacific

X

will find the

announcement

AIRLINERS

'87 CONVENTION in

July.

issue you
official

the

In this

first

about

INTERNATIONAL

Indianapolis
see page

Lines. AJji France Conc-o^de. F-Bl^FF, ike. ISih

pfiodaction cuA.cA£L^i, ^fiom
BoAton Logan AiApoAt in ihia line
pkotog^ph by Je^^ Magnei. Note the
^ive-degfiee down angte o^ the «oAe
cone.

He

The Concorde
© J

Pleasein

itcc
33 . at

the
^ime

'^hich
included

<
same

sentwho

information,

Mark

Arthur Smit Roeters,
advance

Adam's

convention

16-19

the air or just sitting on the
ground, you can't help but be
impressed. Seen from the front
it looks like a needle and when

viewed from above or below, the
wings remind one of the doors
and windows of a Gothic church.

The Concorde flies faster than

any other commercial airliner

in existence today and is also
faster than many operational
military jet aircraft, and its

shape is one of beauty and
grace.

THE FIRST STEPS

On 14 OCT 47, a young U.S. Air
Force major, Charles (Chuck)
Yeager, strapped himself into a
small, bullet-like

aircraft, the Bell X-1,
became the first man in

world to fly faster than the
speed of sound. The flight led

development
supersonic aircraft

countries, but it
the efforts of two of these

particular, Britain and Prance,
that we are now able

commercially at
speeds.
The first British

known to have

supersonic flight was a

experimental delta-wing
the deHavilland DH-108 Swallow,
designed to investigate the
properies of the delta wing. It
reached 700 mph (1,120 km/h) in

theme

Hotel,
will be

the
Sto^y and
kin Fnance.

ConcoA.de,

pkotoA by
JEFF MAGNET

says

where the

10!
IS

isJUL, a We finish our reviewheld

top-rated hotel and is
mile

on of
thelocated Boeing 247 and continue that

the Lockheed Twins.

Gerry Cole shows us

Ofofeast

International Air-

participants
courtesy

which

halfjust
Indianapolis

port.
who fly in,
shuttle bus

available 24 hours pet day, and
those who arrive by car
free parking. Exhibitors have a
direct access loading area into

hall.

Editone your
be .

whatevermemorabilia,

particular specialty may
Those who have been at previous

and those
for

try it. You'll

Or
step

step and photo by photo how
number

b yConvention
tomay use a

service
improve on a
737 model kits,

presents
selection

of Boe iconventions,
who have never been to one

know. Inis
Bill Dematest

"^om

wide-a
whatever reason,
like it!

The

planned

Indianapolis International Air
port terminal and ramp areas,
so bring your camera.
The convention floor

exhibits will be open to
general public on the Friday

and Saturday in the daytime, so
why not bring a friend to share
in the good times.

If you bring your family, there
are plenty of non-aviation
attractions in the area to
visit.

inaugurate Concorde service
simultaneously: British Airways
from London to Bahrain, on what

was hoped would be the first
step in a scheduled supersonic
service to Australia, and Air
France from Paris to Rio de

Janeiro.

In order to achieve a true

simultaneous inaguration, the
control towers at London and

Paris were linked by telephone
and the two aircraft captains
were in radio contact with one

another during push back,
taxiing and while holding at
the runway. After a space

flight-type countdown of 30
seconds, the brakes
released at exactly the same
time. Both takeoffs were shown

together on split-image TV
screen in both Britain and
France and it was estimated

that around the world 250

million people saw the takeoffs
either live or in some taped
version afterward.

Whether you see the Concorde in

receive SO much attention was lavished

on the 50th anniversary of the
DC-3 in 1986, another Important
anniversary in air travel has
been all but neglected.
We are talking about the 10th
anniversary of supersonic
passenger flight: 21 JAM 86! on
that day the revolutionary
British-French Concorde began
the world's first successful,
sustained supersonic passenger
air service.

Today only two airlines operate
the Concorde: British Airways
and Air France. But the initial
order book listed the names

many respected, major
national air carriers all
the world. However,

cost of

the aircraft, and

by many countries
overflights at
speeds, made
shrivel away again
fast as it had built up.

British Airways and Air
had in 1976, agreed

of postcards,
Dragges has what might well
the last Ozark-issued

has

the
committeeorganizing

tours
be

deckofOtherexhibit

available
Ofthe main

facilities

hotel

playing cards, Richard

has a selection of historic
current wings,
other items, Carl

us some of the 'golden
of his safety card

theat Kor an
indoor/outdoor

and
include 9nd

and

shows
°^<3ies '

collects
and Tom Kalina sent anoth
of his great airplane
drawings.

Judging by the reactions
receive from readers from
to time, theirwork

appreciated.

patches
Reese

room,

the city's
pools, exercise
Quincy's, one of
most popular nightspots and
your service if you have enough

left after wheeling and
all day

floor. The

and

theat
rocket

and

the
lon

one

pen

erenergy

dealing
convention

rate will be $60 per night

theon

hotel

toper

all members of the
convention.

the of1

in many
is through

room. I urge

WAHS to attend the
b ime
much

IS

will have aI guarantee you
great time and that you will be
able to add many wanted items
to your collection of airline

of in

inter-

When Arthur contacted

mid-January, he said the first

mailing of information packages
and registration

being prepared. If you want to
attend the convention, and
haven't yet heard by the
you read this,
should drop the
line. The address
33.

That is all for now.

you 'll like the
editors are

this issue,

wishing you all
1987 .

werein 1 hope
your

tome over fly
supersonicmaterial

bringing
the high

buying and operating
the refusal

to allow

supersonic
the order book

almost as

you

I'd like to end

a very happj

in
forms aircraft

achieved

small

was by

Please.. you
time

perhaps you
committee a

plane,Will Ron Kluk of

please

include your ZIP code with your
address. Thank you.

Chicago,
me .

IL,
Pleasecontact

Pranceis on page
to

3
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it Is also a feature of today's considerable negotiations, the
final division agreed on gave

Britain concluded 60' of the airframe work to

early on in its work that the Prance, and the majority of the
basic structure of airliners in engine work to Britain,
service in the 1950s would not The French were responsible for

be adequate for an
Conventional aircraft

controlled in flight by fins, the
rudders and flaps, but
are not suitable for

Concorde because they cause too controls. Britain would develop
much drag during supersonic
flight and would make
aircraft less fuel-

cost-efficient .

replaced, whether It needs
replacing or not.
An extensive and

structural course was

in adapting these
for the airworthiness

It included close

maintenance

component-failure patterns in
existing subsonic aircraft.
Because of its critical nature,

this examination was a joint

effort by the British
French

authorities. To arrive at
the

failures

Minor,
and

a dive on.06 SEP 48.
In France

SFECMAS 1402

delta-wing
first

movement which, in subsonic
airliners, the pilot would
correct by changing

settings of the appropiate trim
tabs. Without this option at
his disposal, the Concorde
pilot would have to correct the

attitude

maintaining a constant backward
colum.

the

Bristol had already addressed
the problem in its Model 223 of
the 1950s, and had designed a
nose which could be hinged down

during takeoff, in subsonic
flight and during the landing.
The Concorde nose now angles

down five degrees during
subsonic cruise, and 12 degrees

during takeoffs and on landing
the landing

the

Concorde.)
The STAC in

the experimental

also

was the

the*

costly
followed

princIples
program,

examination

and

the
Gerfaut,

aircraft,
to break through

sound barrier in that country.
It did so on 03 AUG 54 and the
significance of this flight
that the Gerfaut was the first
aircraft in the world

ai

the wings and wing
surfaces, the rear cabin and

conditioning,
these hydraulic, navigation and radio

the systems.

controlSST.

are by ofnose-downis
air

pressure on the control
However, he accomplishes
same control by shifting fuel
from one tank to another, using

special trim tanks - two in the
center of the wing and two in
the rear. The fuel, while in
the wing tanks, also acts as a
coolant, by absorbing surplus
heat from the hydraulic,

electrical generating, oil and
the air conditioning systems of
the aircraft.

The typical shape of the wing,
with its 'built-in' twist, also
contributes to maintaining

proper control at supersonic
speed.

to go
flight,

own

any

and flyingthe
supersonic in level

using only the power of its
jet

additional power boosting.
Britain, after

research into speed higher than
the speed of sound,
56 set

approach and in
run. In supersonic flight,
nose is in full-up position and
a visor slides in front of

cockpit windows to protect them
from the extreme heat

127 degrees C)
the

build the three forward theand

airworthiness
engine. without

the fuselage sections, the
and fuselage,

surfaces, engine nacelles and

Continuing STAC studies showed ducting, engine installation,
Britain was technically capable fire warning and extinguishing

supersonic systems, the electrical, fuel
But it ^nd oxygen systems and the
venture noise control and thermal

rear

tail
the

vertical

many years of
meaninful and safe values,

effects of possible
were categorized as:

hazardous

(500

on 01 OCT

committee of

from

degrees F
which is generated
-friction of

byup a

representatives

airframe manufacturers,
builders,
officials

of developing
transport by itself,
would be too costly a

major,
catastrophic. The probabilities
of failure were categorized as:
frequent, reasonably probable,
remote, extremely remote and
extremely improbable.
success of these

parameters has been
the fact

prototype
production aircraft
lost in service.

a
the outside air

sustained supersonic
the

engine
industry

government
The

during

flight at cruising altitude
60,000 ft (20,000 m).
Since half

takeoff weight

fuel, the
sufficient volume to

ofairline

and
Installations.

to take on all alone. So, after

seeing a model of the generally
similar Super Caravelle at
1961 Paris

British decided

joint effort with

The

realize developing their
Caravelle alone

costly.
Discussions in both Britain and

the

partnership on
to develop, design
what is today the

Bristol-Siddeley (later bought
by Rolls Royce) of Britain
would be designing and building

~ the rotary parts of the Olympus
engines and SNECMA of France

would be responsible for the

static components, including
the rear nozzles with the

thrust reversers and engine
silencers.

A panel was set up
the

excessive

engines,
lot of

research,

suppressing
would alter
too much.

® However, the research, time and
nrOney spent
suppressing systems
been wasted. The

of the Concorde's
consists of

wing must enclose
stow the

correctly
the

the

representatives.
committee's

initiate

The

design

proven by
none of the four

Concordes and
have been

the
task towas

Air Show, the
to pursue
the French.

French too had come to

Super
would be too

and implement
program of research and design
into the feasibility of Britain
building a
Called

a

it.bulk

distributed in relation to

center of gravity of
The fuel load of

of
16

commercial SST.

Supersonic
Committee

and

FAIL-SAFE DESIGNthe ff

Transport Aircraft
(STAC),
evaluated a number of design
studies. They included a range
of proposals, from medium- to
long-range aircraft, flying at
speeds from Mach 1.3 to Mach 2.

Meanwhile,
Ltd.

n

aircraft.

31,620 U.S. gins (119,707 Itrs)
actually plays an important
role in maintaining the correct
center of gravity and in
controlling the aircraft in
supersonic flight.
Remember

doesn't have the same array of
trim tabs and other

surfaces as subsonic

to keep it under
control because these would
cause too much drag.

The designers of the Concorde
came up with a novel solution
to the question of how to
control the aircraft without
these devices. They use the
distribution of the fuel for

that purpose I
As the Concorde accellerates

from subsonic to supersonic

speed, the pressure over the
wing changes considerably. This
results in a nose-down pitching

Early on in the design stage it
was decided that all parts of
the Concorde would be designed
on the fail-safe principle or
would have a

fatigue life.
A fail-safe structure is one

that if

its

it completed
TEST FLIGHTS IN 1969

to discuss

best ways of reducing
noise by these

but after spending a
time and money
it was concluded that

the engine noise

their performance

France

formation of a

29 NOV 62

and build

Concorde.

The partnership symbolized
determination

resulted in

bothConstruction began
France and Britain in 1969. The

French were to assemble the
odd-numbered aircraft and the
British the even-numbered ones.

Aircraft 001, the first French
Concorde, made

flight at Toulouse
69, followed by
British aircraft, 002, at
Filton in Britain on 09 APR.

in

pre-determined
on

Bristol

Britain

Aviation in France were

Aircraft

Sud

each

that the Concordethe

two
in and which is designed so

one

function will be taken over

another component
failed component is
In a pre-determined

fatigue life structure
component has a given
number of flying
take-offs and landings,
of load carried or

operation,
pre-determined
possibility of fatigue
of the comppnent is considered
unlikely. After the aircraft
has completed the fixed number
of cycles, the part is

theof

component fails.flaps,
control

airliners

countries and their respective
aircraft industries to build

safe and reliable aircraft. How

well they have succeeded is
proven by the fact
86% of Concorde departures

on time, that is,
minutes of the scheduled time.

Design studies took longer than
expected and the whole program
overran grossly both in time
and in cost. Part of the reason

was that the Concorde was not

only to be designed in
countries, but also
two countries by two
manufacturers. Even the name of

the new aircraft was a point of

controversy for some time,
for "Concorde",

late

its maiden

on 02 MAR

the first

working on supersonic transport
aircraft which, by coincidence,
had

by
until the

replaced.
safe-

each

fixed

hours,
amount

other

this

the

failure

noise

not

technology
which was developed with
Concorde in mind, is now
used in noise-abatement of

engines of today's

passenger jets: the Boeing
and 757, Lockheed L-lOll
the Airbus.

onsimilar designvery

characteristics. Both were very
slender

has
that today

are

within 15

delta-winged
powerful

which were yet to be developed.
Bristol,
become part of British Aircraft

(now

aircraft

the

being
the

subsonic
747

and

with four was based

for 150

Howver,
number the

Production

demand

world-wide.

this

would

engines on a

Concordes

even

production
money-losing

laterwhich would at

ofpartCorporation
British

called its plane Model 223
Sud, now part
Nationals d'Industrielle

During
lifetime

be a

BAe ) .

and

of the Societe

Aero

spatiale (Aerospatiale) had the
Super Caravelle on the drawing
board.

External details between the
two aircraft were minor,

engines of the Model
to be housed in one

nacelle straddling the fuselage
centerline at the rear of

Aerospace

The basic structural material
used in the Concorde

copper-based aluminum
Other

two

built in

different

Coming ^ght ovZAhzad. knotkzfi pkoto-
gAaph 0($ AiA. F^nce'i F-8l^FF cu>
by ^Aom thz oiheA end oi
th& Aunuay.

is a

alloy,
includematerials

titanium, stainless
areas of high stress
temperatures),

' silver.

steel ( in

and high
gold,

nickel.

The
The

223 were

copper,

platinum,
manganese and chromium.

French opted
from a speech by the
former French President Charles

de Gaulle, who talked about
"Concorde",

"friendliness" between the

large

^ OGIVAL WING PLANFORMthe
new

two

nations. The British favored

"Concord", without the 'e' at
the end. It was not until

that Prance and Britain finally

anew

wing, and the Super Caravelle's
engines were to have been
mounted in two pairs of two,
with each pair in a curved
nacelle at the wing trailing
edge, much like with the

Concorde today.
The Super Caravelle was to have
had a fixed nose and the Model

223 had provision for a hinged
nose to give the

sufficient visibility
take-off,
landing, as
(Ve get back to this later, as

The 'ogival' planform of the
Concorde's delta wing requires a

large angle of attack during
landing and takeoff. This means
that the forward view of the

name: cockpit crew would be severely
restricted during those

companies critical stages of flight. Even
countries during subsonic cruise

production nose-up attitude is required,
aircraft, again at the expense of forward

be vlsbllity over the aircraft
to needle nose. Something had to

After be done.

1967

agreed on the present
Concorde.

different

different

would each set up a
line for the same

actual manufacturing had to
divided evenly, or as close
evenly as possible.

Since two

in two a

pilot
during

final approach and
well as taxiing.

● ^j'i
I
s

‘T
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New York, London and Paris each
day, unless they happen to see
the aircraft taxi, takeoff or
land.

Concorde has probably generated
more pride, nore controversy
and more environmental hate

than any other civil airliner
of the past and now in service.
But it were the foresight and
dedication of the people of two
nations which have brought us
this graceful aircraft.

proposition because to keep the
unit price within
development costs
even be recovered if 200
aircraft were built.
As early as at the 1963

Air Show in Prance, the
was shown a design proposal of
the Concorde. This

both the United States and the
Soviet Union to initiate

own SST programs. In
Boeing was awarded a contract

to design the U.S. entry in the
SST race. This was followed by
official approval of
program
Richard Nixon in SEP

However, after much public
pressure by environmentalists
and because of the oil crisis,

the U.S. Senate in 1971 voted

against continuing the project,
eliminating many jobs with

service from

Singapore for a short while.
The

London to

reach,
would not environmentalists who

protested against Concorde, did
so out of concern that the

aircraft, as it flies at
the speed of

Paris

world

twice

would

around

sound,
destroy the ozone layer
the earth, and
the earth from harmful
the sun. Others were

about the noise pollution
said the Concorde would

whichprompted protects
rays of
concernedtheir

MAY 67 they
create

around New York’s JFK airport,
proved
later

SIT BACK AND RELAX I

However, both groups
wrong. It was determined
by the U.S.
Transportation's

Assessment Program"
fluorocarbons

Now, sit back, relax and think

about the fact that in only 10
minutes after take-off you will
be flying at 35,000 ft
ra) rather than the 35

it takes in a subsonic jet.
Also, enjoy that you will not
suffer from any "jet lag"
flying on the Concorde,
the cabin of your aircraft is
pressurized to an altitude

only 5,500 ft (1,680 m), rather
than the 7,500 ft (2,280 m)
other jet airliners. There
one crew member for

The ttfplcAl 6hape
0^ Concorde
u'-ing ci&oA -in
thc6 BJUXiih A<a-

vjayi, photo o^ ●the
&&cond production
cuACAa^t, G-BBVG.

the

then-President

69 .

by Department of
n
Climate

that the
(10,000
minutes

released [

aerosol sprays and refrigerants
were estimated to

times

by

cause 12 to
when

because

50 much

depletion as would be
the

as
ozone

it.
caused by
roeasure-

Concorde.

ments taken by the DoT and
Mew

months and also return to the

simulator every six
observed by an

Pilots

Sound been written

The

Britain at

close to

with

the

But the

its mind

have long
off by Britain and France,
costs ran so high,

point

breaking the agreement

France and dropping out of
Concorde development.
government changed
under pressure from France (the
French even threatened to seek

offlight
months to be

the

Authority
Concorde
subsonic

jet

THE UNLUCKY TU-144
York Port

demonstrated that the
was no noisier at

speeds than most

airliners in operation then.
Long years of fatigue
of the Concorde on the

shows that at the current
of utilization -

flying hours per year per
aircraft - each aircraft should
last until the end

century and perhaps
next.

ofinstructor. undergo
competency checks

with one came
The Soviets also came up

an answer to the Concorde,

unlike the U.S. proposal,
Soviet's Tupolev TU-144
so much like the Concorde,

Western press was quick to name
it "Concordski". A model of the
aircraft was shown at the
Paris Air Show and

abundantly clear
aircraft was a virtual copy

in-flight

every 12 months;
--The French Concorde

certified on 09 OCT 75 and

British version on 05 DEC of

the same year. Of the 20

Concordes built seven fly with
British Airwys and four with
Air Prance. The others

either in museums or are

IS
But

16other every

separate,
facilities

accelerated

the
passengers; you have

high-speed check in
before

looked was

thetesting
ground

rate

1,000

the
and

delivery of luggage after
flight. To top it all off,
food served is "gourmet
rather than the regular airline
fare .

your

theabout
a co-operation with the Soviets
if the British were to quit.

Concorde is

with the

and

businessmen.

Air

carrled

1965

style"Passenger services with
TU-144 started two years later,
but were suspended on 01 JUN
78, following an accident to
another TU-144.

theit was

thethat are

used
Today, the

extremely popular
travelling
especially with
During the past 10 years
France Concordes have

more than 620,00 passengers and
British Airways has seen close
to one million travellers on

board its Concorde fleet.

The difference in totals not

only rellccts the difference in

fleet size between the two

airlines, but is also a result
of the higher ticket prices Cor

the Concorde, which appeals
more to the businessman than to

the holiday traveller. And
there is more business travel

between Britain and the U.S.A.

than between France and the

U.S.A.

Load factors on Concorde

average 62% and it takes only
48% to break even. Not bad for

a trip which costs $5,104 for a
roundtrip between New York and
London

Compared to the number of

people flying on subsonic air
services, the number of
Concorde passengers is very
small. But that doesn't take

away from the fact the Concorde

is serving a vital air traffic
need.

It has become clear that the

noise and other environmental

concerns of yesteryear will not
materialize. Few people notice
the few Concorde movements at

of thisof
into It is

takeoff

travelling
km/h).

only 30

and you
the seconds

already
mph

rate

to take spare parts from;
—The lead aircraft in the BA

fleet has logged more than

10,000 flying hours and nearly
3,000 supersonic cycles. Out of
60,000 hours total flying
of the airline's

fleet, 40,000 have been at
supersonic speeds;
—In scheduled service,

airlines operate

Concordes exclusively
trans-Atlantic services;

--At the speed of 1,336 mph
(2,138 kra/h) the Concorde is
10% faster than a rifle bullet
and travels at more than 22 mi.

(35 km) per minute.

after

are

(360

the Concorde. However, once

flying, something proved
seriously wrong with the
TU-144. The Soviets, in their
desire to beat the West by

being the first to fly ®
supersonic airliner (they made
it too, on 31 DEC 601), had
apparently done such a rush job
in designing their Concorde
clone, it was plagued
problems. A prototype appeared
at the 1971 Paris Air Show, but
the production version, seen at
Paris in 1973, had many major
design changes. This production

the third TU-144
demonstrated at
but it crashed on a

in full

public

at 225

FEATURES OF INTEREST This

acceleration is
ESCALATING COSTS or

equivalent to
that of a sports car going from
0 mph to 62 mph (100 kra/h)
eight seconds. And when

Here are
features

Concorde;
take-of E
aircraft

times

of the Boeing

some

interest about the
--Concorde's

thrust in relation to
weight is about
greater than that
747;

—The range of Concorde
maximum payload is 3,870
(6,230 km) against 6 Kcn ●i

(10,560 t^e 747-2oSb'""
-Concorde circles the airport
upon arrival just lUe
subsonic jet. But it
first

By 1976 operating costs and the

opposition
environmentalists had reduced

the orderbook considerably. At
the height
options had been
airlines:

time

Concorde
of

anti-Concordeby in

total your

flight reaches 28,000 ft (9,800
altitude, you are almost

over Nantucket on your flight
out of New York and already you
are flying at Mach .95 (95% -
the speed of sound). in less
than four

n)of interest, 74
taken by 16

Air France, BOAC
(British Airways), PanAm
each; American, Eastern, TWA,
United - 6; Air Canada, Qantas
- 4; Branif Int'l, Continental,
Japan A.L., Lufthansa - 3; Air
India, Middle East A.L., Sabena
- 2 each.

1.7 both

their

on

8 ofwith

miles
hours you will

landing on the other side of
the Atlantic, destination Paris
or London. That is in only half
the time of subsonic jet

be

aircraft,
built,
1973 show,
demonstration flight
view of tens of

spectators.

nearby village,
crew of six and seven people on
the ground. 28 people
ground were injured,
were destroyed and 109 damaged,

carried out

the
awas

is_ Q i V€ H

can take off;
—No other airplane
take off

trave1.In 1962 both Air

British

Prance and

began
However, only Air France and
British Airways were to operate
the Concorde. Branif£ operated

flights

Airways

chartering their Concordes to

groups and this has turned out
to be a very successful

venture. If you or your company
would like to charter the

aircraft, however, count on

paying up to $40,000. British
Airways, Air France or Flight
Time in Newton are glad to take

your order 1!1

of As I said before, Concordes
their

thousands at

presenton a

the
It came down

killing

rate

utilization can last until

end of the present century
perhaps into the next,
then they will not

due to old age. Instead,
may be pushed out of
the

of

interchange
British Airways and Air
Concordes

and

with theConcorde
France

between Washington,
Dallas-Fort Worth,
London and Paris

respectively. These flights
operated at subsonic speeds
over U.S. soil and continued

until the end of MAY 80. They
operated under Braniff flight
numbers, but no Concordes were

ever painted in Braniff colors,
other than

material.

One BA Concorde was painted in
Singapore Airlines livery on
the port side for a joint

and

But even

be retired

theon
can land or

airportD.C. ,
Texas, from

14 homes at an

is doing the
are

when
Concorde

--There

control

they
service by

same;
only sixModifications were

on the other

had been built, and on
75 Aeroflot started

moving
the

nextthat

, 26 DEC

supersonic
and

Siberia.

generation

supersonic airliners. For
no doubt about It:

12 TU-144S surfaces on
Concorde wing, against 52
Boeing 727 wing;
--Concorde

of

make

will
on a

there
be next

coiTHTterclal SSTs,
past each generation
airliners has been followed
a newer generation, faster
bigger than the previous
There is no reason

Concorde will be an exception.

a generation

just as in the
of new

ofMoscow isservices between

Alma Ata in central

Only freight
accordance

Aeroflot policy to
aircraft on cargo services only
until they have proven to be

service.

the only
commercial airliner

brakes

COSTS WRITTEN OFF
operational
to have

than steel

--Concorde pilots take part
a tremendous amount of training
and retraining,
medical examination

inwas carried,

with

carbon rather The brave first venture into

civil supersonic air travel, as
represented by the Concorde,
will never pay for itself and
the $4 billion launching costs

standard bypublicityon ones;
andnewuse

in
one.

to believe
They have a

for passengersafe every six
7
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STIC1I\IEIC CIHATiriElC
longer exists. Northwest
lines has completed its
over of the carrier. Bar

Airlines is now

Express carrier, operated by
Eastern Air Lines. Eastern Air

Lines itself is to be taken over

by Texas Air. Aspen Airways is
supposed to become
Express. Rocky Mountain Airways
is really Continental Express
and so it goes. I wonder when
they will run out of new names
for airlines.

Air-

take-

Harbor

Eastern

above the airline's name and
we wonder whether or not there

are others with different city
names.

on an orange-red background.
The name of the airline in

English and Chinese, is also
in gold.
Pat McCollam sent the AirCal

sticker (No.6) with no airline
it.

bt/ VON THOMAS
an

No special airline or aircraft
to write about this issue.

However, as an article on the

Concorde is included, we like
to show labels of this

aircraft.

Several Concorde labels were

already pictured
previous issue of the

Vol.12, No.3,
more. The

label (No.l) and the

but smaller one without

big C, pictured
previous Log, are very rare,

in the early
Concorde service.

Braniff made a deal for

fly from

Dallas/Fort Worth to Dulles on

the way to Paris and London.
This service terminated

1980 and the Braniff

(see the previous Log),
discontinued.

anyone who sends an SASE.

Now comes a lesson in natural
history. 1*11 bet none of you
realized seagulls can speak
languages other than English,
depending on where they live.
Shown is a SAS/Danair label
(No.8). The two birds

apparently talking to
other in Danishl "When

the next ferry go?" asks
one. "It doesn't matter, I am
flying," the other replies.
Smart bird I I 1

name or any other text on
Christopher Murphy sent in

from Kuwait,

PIA, BWIA and
Trans Air. Thanks

all. This is the only way in
which we can keep up with new
issues.

Peter Rentzsch of Germany sent
in two new Lufthansa labels.

The one which shows a Boeing

747 with palm trees in the
background, says "At home in a
foreign country" in German
(No.7). The color is orange. A

"Heine Linie,

(Lufthansa, my

United
BILssome

Flugleidir,
American

are

each

does

the

the

Log,
but here are two

British

in

Airways
similar,

the

thein

Here is also a nice new label

from EuroAir, which flies from
London to Scotland (No.9). It

was sent by Mike Howard, whc
also sent one of those reverse

peelable limp items, probablj
made to iron on T-shirts. Both

the label and the iron-on shov

the BAe 748 aircraft. This 74J

is also pictured on the
airline's Dundee

London schedule. Mike

says Euro Air also

operates Viscount and
Herald aircraft.

They were used
days of
Later,
the Concorde to

blue one says
Lufthansa"

airline).

From Lee Bachar of Chicago we

received some nice new

Royal
labels. Both were pictured in

the Log Vol.12, No.2. One of
these labels is marked Chicago

den naeste afrge?

Det rager migenp^and

''7
ft

A1 ia

Airline

in

label

was

Will send one to

Jordanian

Ainsi nu'il cst d’usagc ci pmir on facilitcr I'idon-
lification, nous vous rccommaiidons d'ailaclicr Ic

porto.iUquolto 4 votro bujjaiji:. aprCs y avoir insiri
votrc curtc dt visile ou iiiscrit lisitilemciil sur

riStiiiucue voire nom el voire ailresse permanemc.

Nrmi

Name

Ariresse

Alldress
label According to custom utid to iimkc iilentificullon

easier, we suggest you attach this tag to your
baggage, after inserting your cailiiig curd or writing
your name and home address legloly on the back

France's Concorde

also pictured
and this time I

Air

was

previous Log,

am showing a BIL for the
(No.2) .

thein

same

Midway Airlines is using
a simple BIL which looks
like

Transport
BIL which Delta Airlines

always has available.

carrier

stickers
for

and

flight
not

theUnofficial

showing the Concorde
sale at

French

shops,
airline-issued.

Air

Association

souven1r common

are

Britishvarious

airports
but

and

these are

The Atlantic Gulf BIL is

dark

(No.10).

blue whiteon
label

Don

tne -cx-ne.

6£ue above iX
EagleAmerleanThe

(No.3) was received
Although

''7t Top pafit kcghtigkted ^oA. contAjut'^from

ishe
Lussky.
employed by American
Don was unable

Republic Airlines no
Airlines,

any Americanget
other American

No.4),

to be able to
know if

to

For those who keep track of these
details,
measurements and

stickers described in this colom:

cm) .

more. There are

Eagle labels (such
but no one seems -

get any. Please let me
you can track
these. American

the ATR-42 and

on the actual sticker.

|g 5 . I Diameter 4

ORANGE-RED sticker with GOLD text

and dragon.
i»6. I Diameter of sticker 3 7/8 in.
(9.8 cm); of circle 3 1/4 in.
(8.2 cm). BLACK: all outlines.

Aircraft trim is in standard

AirCal colors of yellow, orange
and purple. LIGHT BLUE: sky;
WHITE; clouds.

|)(7 . I Outside measurements :
3 1/2 in (12 X 8.6

American here the

of the

are

colors
as (10.1 cm) .in.

fglTI 6x2 1/8 in. (16.6 x 8
NAVY BLUE: background; WHITE:

border, text and aircraft; GOLD:
crown in the big C & the first C

of Concorde, words British
above word Concorde.

"3
ofsomedown

Eagle Is using
labelthe

the

Avions
printed bypictured was

aircraft manufacturer.

Transport
ATR-42

air wa ys
Aircraft trim is red and blue.

f?rn 3 1/2x2 3/16 in. (9 x 5.5
cm). ROYAL BLUE: border on both

sides; name & address text &
lines on front, and French text
on reverse side; WHITE: inner
rectangles & words Concorde & Air

France In border on both sides;
GOLD: narrow unbroken borders in

white areas on front and reverse,
and English text on reverse side.
|#3 .| Aircraft fuselage length 7
in. (17.8 cm); oval 5 1/2 x 4 1/4
in. (14 X 10.9 cm). BLUE: all

trim, text and borders in top
half; RED: all trim, text and
borders in bottom half,

American Eagle text

cockpit and the front wing of
eagle on the tail.
|lt4.| Diameter 2 in. (5 cm). BLUE:
rear wing of eagle; RED: front
wing and text. There is no border

Regional
labels

in
de

are 4 1/4 X

DARK
Prance.

showing up for many
One

airlines.
for

cm) .

aircraft;
pa IiTi

shades:

BLUE: trim and name on

WHITE: German text; BLACK:
trees; ORANGE in various
background.

|>8 . [ Diameter 4 5/16

cm). ROYAL BLUE:

ground, except for, BLACK:
segment (the ground on which
birds

first was

see

the

Now we also
such

Air Guadeloupe
Queensland

former

of
VeXloivthem

Finair.

for

Polynesia,
others.

Australia.
Pilots Airways,

ATR-42 as .well.

cheat-Air

and

asairlines tem
(10.9

back -

bottom

the

the

and

beaks

in.

of
entireAir

Bushthe
the NAMEnow uses

standing)
WHITE: all text

YELLOW:

are

birds* eyes;
bodies of

and

ADDRESS

birds;
and legs & feet of birds.
|B9 . 1 Diameter 3 1/2 i
BLACK

see some

Bill

label

●£ Hong Kong

like toWould you
nice

Demarest sent in a

Dragonalr
(No.5). It shows a gold dragon

CITY/STATE ZIP CODE
art?

new

(8.9in.Chinese cm).

WHITE: background,
aircraft and text; YELLOW: bird
on tail and wide cheatli
windows.

ISIO.M X 2 1/2 in.
cm). DARK BLUE printing
card.

plus
behind

&
PHONE

ef ne below

gulFotinntic (10.1 X 6,4
on whiteffJO

9
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c SoTtcorde ^
well

slots

theme model" for this

Boeing 737,
Boeing jet

airliner fleet. By the time you
read this, it will be almost 20
years since the rollout of the

737 prototype took place on 09
APR 67. This is definitely a

historic aircraft, worthy of
attention.

The

colum will be the

the "baby" of the

If

slot in front of the gear
and one behind it. These
should be just deep enough to
reach the cabin floor,

couple of sheets of
(0.0254 mm) styrene
into the slots as guides,
sure the main gear well
have the same

don't, the
level.

a»rwjv5
probablyexperience, or you

wouldn't be reading this colum.
These are my suggestions on one

way to do it, but it is not
necessarily the only way to get
the job done.

V'i" 1 H.S cm)

Concorde
British
aiiwajrs Using a

.010 in.

inserted

make

slots

*^2. 6" ( 15.2 cm)

1
O

IMPROVING BOEING 737 KITS6 (15.5 cm)
If theydepth.

floora will benose gear well
with .020 in. (0.5 mm)

to the level of the

The parts ate
full size for l/144th

scale in fig.l. Sheet styrene
of the width of the inside of

won' t beThe

boxed

styrene, up
cockpit floor.
shown

TlIT

ConcordeBritish
airways characteristics

from
The physical
which distinguish the 737
other aircraft in its class

the pot-belly engine nacelles
attached to the wings

short pylons, its landing
with "missing" doors
makes it an

wellCut two

bulkheads from .010 in. styrene,

using the patterns in fig. 2.
These are deliberately a little
oversize. These bulkheads are

pressed into the two slots and
liquid glue is applied to ONLY
the left rear of the

gearmain

Although the Concorde has been
in service for more than 10

of only three
for

Two

from British

Airways and the third from TWA.
They are drawn to scale in
these illustrations.

as the lettering,
of the sticks

the

manufacturer.

None

contain

the
MJ

years, I know

styles of sticks designed
use on board the aircraft,

of these are

I I I
ofname

on very

gear

are what

interesting model

subject. These characteristics
don't necessarily come across

very well in model form. I'd
like

enhancements to

especially the
scale version,

their appearance

cut to

and top
location

can

the

the

about

bottom

the nose gear well, is
form the front, rear

(cockpit floor). The
of the floor, by the way,

be easily referenced to
door cutouts. The top of

should

Fig.2 shows a Concorde
stick sent to me by

member Doris Lemar when

the aircraft visited
1986 .

MACH 2 TO MIAMI rear

bulkhead, and to the left front
of the front bulkhead,

tack-glue these bulkheads
the proper position,
need to disassemble

fuselage later to add the main

gear well floor and the
weight. When completed,
model should look as in

Just

intc

as we will

Dayton, Ohio,
Unfortunately it is just

stick with

in
describe

737-200

Airf ix

which

to some befloor

equidistant between the
of the left front entrance door

and the top of the airstair
door cutout immediately below
it. On the Airfix kit the floor

is parallel to the raised panel
line just below the windows

Fig.l shows the stick which I
was told was the first one used kits,

l/144th

will

and

a plain clear
a round shank and

bottom,

contain

British

for
on the Concorde by

Airways and remained in use
quite some time. They
three colors that

the

Three flig’hts inveek from Spring U)S4

British
airways

a

Itbubble

doesn't

writing of any kind
it at all, but

improve
fidelity to scale.

come in

I know of:

dark blue, transparent gold and
red

any nose

the

photcConcordeon

then
I have heard that a

but I

it. Actually, a

its contemporary, the

Douglas DC-9/MD-80
the 737 does not seem

legs and gear
DC-9 keeps things

on the

the nose

Unlike

McDonnell

white.

one also exists,

never seen

one would make

color is part of
scheme.

2.onit ais
again
Concorde stick.

have

red

that

color

color

four

two

thethe fuselage sides. Mark
floor location full-length on

both fuselage sides.
Two rectangular nose well sides
are next cut from .020

(.051 mm) styrene sheet,
the .060 in. (1.52 mm)

are drilled. The top, front and
rear parts are glued between
the sides as shown. A piece of
.060 in. (1.52 mm) diameter

While the glue

main gear well are drying,
kits's shallow nose

can be cut out and

accommodate the new

box. When

fit

double-checked

jointsseries,

ashamed of its
"5 of the

the

well

sense as

BA's Fig.3 shows a stick which a TWA
employee told me was used in
the early

airline was considering buying

some type of SST. Obviously
they had the sticks made before
they changed their mind about

supersonic
so all the airline

the

except for the raised
which is identical

sides. The top side
aircraft also has a
tail. These sticks

name/io wells. The

pretty well covered up
ground, opening both
and main gear doors only long

retract and extend

The 737 not only

keeps the nose gear doors open
on the ground, it doesn't even
have a full set of main gear
doors. The wheels themselves,
when retracted, form part of
the main gear covers. When on

ground, it is therefore
through the

as well as

gear well. The

go gear

enlarged
gear

with

for

have

onAs both
the

raised

when the1970s toin.

and

holes

I ofvariations,

different blue

in the

wellandshades

The
satisfied

after
thesticks

the raised
both

the

end

are
are madegold .

ided except for
enough to
the gear.

andby have

al ignment,
use liquid glue to attach it to

only one side of the fuselage.
Now that the fuselage parts
drying, we will proceed to

nacelles.

the

youII

Spir-it USA". The name
the appears

just

all-red, incluSi''"'
the logo, and an all-white
with a bright
name and logo outline.

one -s

writing, which appears
The edge around

the
on

side,
end.

on reverse

buying
transports,
wounded

any forward of the round
colors are

s ides .

writing that makes up
also

the

raised.
with were

one-s ided
iHg
one

Color

styrene rod forms the pivot for
a modified nose gear strut.
Note that a cut-out for the box

will be required in
fuselage bulkhead, part
The completed assembly

look like photo 1. The
tabs shown in the

align the fuselage
assembly.

up are

the

biggest

of the stick IS

Theysticks. are
height metallicridge the same

forming a
engine

problem with

The

r the kit

#18.

should

styrene

photo help
during

engines are

provided

intake

except
Concorde

the

easy to see clear
main gear well,
into the nose

lady has no modesty.

the inlets. Airfix has
a compressor fan and

lip, but nothing between
the

I am also showing
to Miami" brochures by
Airways, issued in early
They advertise
new service

Miami via

times a

two

Concorde
n

Mach 2
British

1984 .
airline's

London

an

up

nacelle wall. Wethe

from

can

usingIn addition to our new route to Miami

Concorde also operates
rectify the situation by
a length of plastic
straw as a duct,

diameter of the

match the outside

the fan disks,
and #35. I

London to

Washington - New York-
AND NOW

to
Washington

week beginning
Spring of 1984; southbound
Tuesday, Thursday and
and

soda pop
inside

should

three
in the

However, this is portrayed very
poorly in the Airfix
main and nose gear

narrow

The

straw
kit. TheLONDON-NEW YORK

10.30 & 18.00 from London

09.30 & 13.45 from New York

the front

gear well
bulkheads to the complex shape
required, we will try a
different approach. Glue the
modified bulkhead into one side

of the fuselage ONLY and hold
both halves of the fuselage
securely together (without
glue!) with strips of masking
tape. Using the depression
molded into the fuselage halves

for Airfix part #30 as a guide,
cut two slots in the fuselage

parts, using an X-acto #239
fine razor saw blade. This saw

cuts a slot almost exactly .010
in. (0.0254 mm) wide. Cut one

Rather than cutting
andwells show

depressions

contours, not
The

MIAMI
on

diameter

Aifix parts
found

rear ma in of

northbound on Wedne
Friday and Sunday. Flying
in each direction is listed
two and a half hours.

up as very
the fuselage

at all like the prototype.
737 in l/200th

Only the
and Nitto

#31

straws3 Times per week
(Via Washington)

From Heathrow on Tue, Thu. Sat.
Departing 13.00

Return Flights via Washington
on Wed. Fri. Sun.

Departing Miami 09.30

All sectors flown Supersonic
Daylight in both directions

Extensive connections to/from points
in Europe & Middle East, USA,

Caribbean, Central & S. America

havein

time that

fast-food

clear

work, in a number

restaurants.

straws,
without a thick colored
down the side,

LONDON - WASHINGTON

3 Times per week

of
as

popular Hasegawa
scale is

less-popular Heller
kits

The

those

stripe
best.

no better.^—H4 plastic

Fig.4 is a little bigger tha
playing card: 2 15/16th in
l/8th ●

13.00 from London
Tue. Thu. Sat.

n a

X 4

cm) .

blue

with

the

and

Concorde

reasonably proper
nacelles

kit also need
as there is no

leading to

have theare

Use 0/400 sandpaper to
the straw inside and out.
will help glue and paint adhere
better.

in. gear wells. The engine
on the

(7.4

Printing is white
background
title British

X 10.4

on navy
s ides

roughen
- This

Airfix11.45 from Washington
Wed. Fri. Sun some attention,

proper intake duct
the engine compressor fan.
With a

both

airways (to

left of the word Concorde)
crown inside the C of
in gold.

For further Information see
Concorde iTmetable.

Cut a couple of
about

straw ducts

.500 in (1.27 cm)long and
plug the end of one with
#31, the end of the other
part #35. Glue

however,
these

work,little

J
withthe

kits can be corected. I

you have some plastic

inaccuracies
part
with

wi th

assume

modelingContinued on pagz 14 in place
10 11
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OFC.

4

V vj \j
- FULL SIZE

*/ihhth. scale
2 RQD. i-

FIG- 2 Floo'k
71

FIG.- 1

wih both fuselage halves to get
exactly right,

satisfied, glue in
between the bulkheads as

styrene adhesives
the

fans

straw

better capture the feel of
real 737 ... and that is what I

was looking for.

ACC,

usually won't work
straws. Naturally, the
should face into

ducts. Proceed with assembly of
the nacelles as per the Airfix
kit instructions, but leave out
the

sub-assemblies are shown

theas

it When

place
shown

on

PHOTO 3 (ABOUE); NcLCzltZA and intake, duct Aufa-oAAemfatteA.
PHOTO 4 (TOP RIGHT); HitZAMit beMoeen bulkheads fiesnoved,

^loofL in place.
PHOTO 5 (BELOW): Fuselage side and modifications. Note

sheet styaene alignment tabs.
PHOTO 6 (BELOW RIGHT): Leoman 737-300 kit pants. Plastic

faagi one to protect pants fnom damage.

the

in photos 4 and 5.
Add a nose weight of about .3
ounce (10 grams) and secure it

in place with ACC or Epoxy. Now
join the two fuselage halves

using liquid glue. Remove about
.010 in (.2 54 mm) from each

side of Aitlix part #30 so that
it will fit between the main

gear bulkheads. However, before
gluing this part in place, you
may wish to paint the interior
of the main gear well and
inside of part #30.

gear strut must be

A BIGGER BABX BOEING

The Leoman resin kit of the

Boeing 737-300 in l/144th scale
arrived just in time for a

review in this issue. If you
have been disappointed with the
C3st-resin kits you have seen

don't let that bias you
Leoman kits. The

the BAe 146-200

are

Thefans.intake

in

nacelle

fit
photo 3. When the
assemblies are dry, test
the intake/fan sub-assemblies

and enlarge the nacelle intakes
When you have
fit, and the

aligned with the
of the nacelles,

fan/duct
with

duct

handy

before,
against the

737-300, and
before

necessary,

achieved a snug
intakes are

centerlines

glue
sub-assemblies

as

it,
models. The -300

18 finely-molded

first-class

includes

parts.

the kit

resin
the

■m
The nose

modified to fit the deeper gear
I sliced mine as shown in

added a .100 in
the

in place
ACC. Trim off the excess

from the front (it was a

handle, right?)

well.

fig. 3, and
(2.54 mm) long extesion to
strut cut from .050 in.

mm) styrene rod.
mounting tab at the end of
strut as shown, as

later be glued directly to
pivot rod in the nose gear box.
Complete the model by attaching
the modified and stock kit

parts in the sequence shown in
the Airfix kit instructions.
I have not discussed adding a
lot of details. It is up to

the builder, how far you
this direction,

gear

gear retraction
hydraulic lines,

much

Even without

the model will

REMOVE
^FC

(1.25

Cut off the
toYou should now be able

the two fuselage
the strips

files,

ADD .500 IN.

SPLICE

separate
halves by removing
of tape. Using a knife,
etc.,

the

willit

FIG.-3the
ofportion

each fuselage half between
two main

the resin.

The styrene parts for the
struts and wheels are

and keep the builder

raiding the supply of
Airfix 737-200 kits. There

these parts for

remove Windows and frames for

and cabin

the

Manoucherians of

cockpit molding technology,
price is about uS S25.
have a

later,
head of my model
line.

retail

I will

review

the

bulkheads, and
for the gear

If you don't

provided
included.

gear

usable

from

rare

using

Leo

Leoman tells

me the kit will be available

with decals for the Western

are

gear

provide clearance
legs to retract,
wish to lengthen the retracting
links -kit parts

decals more-deta i led

as this beauty is at the
production

with a

surface

surface detail.

are

very smooth, pit-free
and fine recessed

Also included

injection molded

styrene parts for the wheels

and landing gear, a singe sheet
of basic instructions,
set of Airliners America/ATP
decals for the

737-300. The parts are shown in
photo 6 and the
Leoman model

IS

#47 and 52-

the level of
the fuselage

at a later

of other

available by
fit.

bare metal scheme

date.

liveries

room

additional detail, particularly
on the landing gear struts, if
the builder desires to add

extra details.

on

ninedon't cut below

their notches in

sides.

Add a floor, or main gear

top, between the two bulkheads,
full-size

AIRLINERS international '87A number

are

adapting older decals to
and changing the registration
and fleet numbers to represent
the -300. I did not have time

to assemble the kit in time for

this issue's deadline, so I

cannot comment yet on the fit
of the parts. The detailing,
however, is exceptionally fine.
The fan engine nacelles are
particularly good. I have a
personal phobia against hot and
cold engine air exhausts that
you can't see into, and these
nozzles definitely do not have
this problem. No soda straws

will be required to form the
engine intake walls either, as
the detail in this area is very
well done. All control

surfaces, baggage doors, etc.
are represented by deep,
recessed lines which probably
won't be destroyed by filling
of joints and surface sanding.

Even small parts such as gear
doors are included, molded from

you,

wish to go in
Whatever you do add (nose
door details,

actuators,

wiring, etc.) will now be
visible.

The model contest
the

portion

airliner

will

Brides.

with

national

site,
well-run

of
well and a

upcoming
enthusiast convention be

shown On the negative side, there are
no molded gear wells for either

The landing
glue into small

the surface

This strip is
for l/144th sacle in fig. 2 The
length
dimension. Use

America West co-ordinated by
Since Steve was

the

Steve

involved
cut-to-fit more

added detail.
completed

in photo 7.

ais nose or main gear,
struts

1985

convention at

this should be

event.

The contest will

IPMS

the sametrial-and-error
gear
holes molded into
of the fuselage and

a

PHOTO 1 IBELOW): Nose gean well box. Note cutout in bulk
head. {All photos except ^7 by Genny Cole)
PHOTO 2 (RIGHT); Bulkheads in slots.

I fwings.

just cannot live with that,
techniques
for

have

classes for stock kits of

and jet aircraft,
of application

and markings
may be used. There will
classes for minor

(reconfiguration

kits),
models made from

you

perhaps
discussed

six

prop

where any

the

earlier

737-200 kit could be
There are

tabs to align

the

method

authentic colors

Airfix

adopted here,
locating pins or
the wing or stab parts with the
fuselage. Only time will tell
whether or not this poses a
structural strength problem
with this relatively heavy
model. I plan to add a music
wire wing stub spar when I
build my model, just in case.

of
no

be

conversions

stock

conversions ,
other-than

styrene, and
Steve also

classes for display
stand), aircraft

in non-authentlc liveries and a
Catch-22 class for airliners

that don't fit in any of the
other classes. The Boeing 707

o f

major

injection-molded

airliner dioramas.

plans
models (on a

L .4.

excellent kit of
airliner,

best of resin

/ r' In summary, an

a popular current
displaying the

1312



and Its direct variants will be
the theme aircraft for the

Show TAKEN OVER!
' 87

award fat/ JOOP GERPJTSMAcontest. A Best in
will also be offered,

the

Airline Enthusiasts would
to see the "100-model

Indlanapolis
like

I am sure

barrier

are going to
model for

broken. If you

Indy, take along a
the

attractive

color schemes

and right due
code-sharing, what
than a three-dimensional

to keep the memories alive!

With

full-scale

vanishing
to mergers and

better way
mode 1

contest. many

airline

left

NEW PRODUCTS

Airliners

prototypes of
Twin Otter and

These

ofClint

America/ATP has

l/144th scale
Caribou

Groves

kits.Leoman

should be available from him by

the time you read this,
is coming
bare-metal

AA/ATP

along well
Western

theon

727/737

decal sheet, as well as
Western DC-10 sheet. Both will

l/144th and

A PanAm

PHOTO 7: Lzoman 757-300 (Le.oman pKo-to).a

Leon Manoucherians not strictly limited to airline
aircraft, most airline
are covered. The

includes

embellish

model.

be available in

l/200th

billboard decal is also in

of the

Leoman line of resin kits has a

airliner

BAe

scale. types
list ofthe sheet

drains
growing
selections.

even

water

the belly of

Besides toaworks.

Don't be surprised when

prices of these decals
slighty higher than those of
previous sheets, as they may be
run in smaller numbers to

decrease the initial capital
investment. This goes back to
the theme of my colum in Log
12/2. Without growth in the

of active airliner

number of

to the

decrease,

and what is available will cost

more.

146-200 and Boeing 737-300,
plans a Boeing 757
due in DEC 86). A

MD-80,

hethe

are

your

Ex-Pakyiiian IntSAnaXional OC-10-30

C-fCRE wa& one o^ -the Cana¬
dian Pa(U^-LC a^cAa^t pcUnXed in
the oJjxJLine't, new coZok6.

(CP AiA photo via Tony HeAben)

(which was

767,
and Canadian Pacific ^ Airlines

Boeing
IL-62 FROM THE DEPARTURE LONGEIlyushin

Tupolev TU-104 are due in 1987.
They will be in l/144th scale
and will come complete
Airliners America/ATP

For more information,

AA/ATP, or write Leon at
Box 9840,
Fotocut,

Road, Box

13061, has a
brass antennas in

popular ailiner

Your response to my first colum
in the Log has been very
positive. I appreciate your

letters and pone calls. Please,
however, include an SASE if

you wish a reply to your
enquiry. The WAHS doesn't

provide an expense account for
postage.

Re-im,tatement o^ the pAoud taa-
diXionat name 'Canadian Paci.iic.
Aia Line&' mi ^oZZowed by the
int'ioduction o^ a new logo. 7t
wilt likely be the lait.

,iCP A-ca photo via Tony Heaben

The

disappeared on

t
with

decals.

contact

P.O.

Nordair's shares since 1985,
but under Canadian federal law,
control of at least 67.5% is

required for a complete merger.
The other 34.5% of Nordair

shares, however, were owned by
the Province of Quebec and

province's Parti
government refused to
CP Air.

The province

money-losing Quebecair,
other Quebec-based regional

airline, since 1981 and it was
hoping it could one day merge
it with very profitable Nordair
to form one strong Quebec-based

regional airline. Both airlines
headquartered in Montreal.

Only two

CAPTAIN'S LOG ago, Tony
concluded his great two-part
series on the proud history of
Canadian Pacific Air Lines / CP

Air / Canadian Pacific Air

of the

Herben

issues

number

modelers,

goodies
modeler will tend to

Glendale, CA 91206.
Inc. of Etieville

120, Erieville, NY
sheet of etched

all the

scales. While

the

avaliableII

full ownership of Nordair.

name Nordair

2 4 JAN 8 7.

Following

gration
and fleet into CP

the

Quebecois

sell to

Lines.

Now that proud history of
Canada's second-largest airline
has come to an end with the

purchase of the carrier by

fourth-largest Pacific Western
Airlines

Canadian

Happy Modeling

complete
Nordair's

the inte-

networkof

had owned

the
Ai r ,

expected Nordair Metro will
renamed Quebecair.

At this point it remains to
seen how many of Nordair's 737s
will be repainted into the

late

observed

it IS
Continued /(nom

schedule and a picture of the
Concorde in flight in the
white, red and blue
BA. The two inside

the usual tourist

text and pictures, showing
hotels along the
waterfront, people
beach, happy people on
the aircraft and a

showing BA's supersonic routes.
There is also a

head-on view of the

ready for takeoff. Shot with
long lens, it shows the
rising from the

unlike the photo

AIRLINE HAPPV HOUR
Concorde at

land,
registered
aircraft

BA/Braniff

Gander, Newfound-
Canada, in JAN

G-N81AC.

were used

be
(15.3
white

only.
faces

Fig.5 measures 6x8 in.
X 20.3 cm). This card is

and printed on one
Color of the two "watch

79,
These

the

Their

while

from parent company
Pacific Limited for

Can $300 million on 02 DEC 86.
The

be
side 1ivery

pages

promotion
the

Miami

the

board

of on
If

have interchange.
registrations

Braniff

combination will have a

fleet of 12 DC-lOs and 75
Boeing 737s and serves 82
destinations in North America
and 17 overseas. It will be one

of the top 25 airlines in the
world in terms of size and

revenue, which is expected to
be $1.8 billion annually.

new

and text on bottom half is navy
2 and MIAMI

is the crown

of Concorde in

legal U.S.

operating the

of the flight,
N81AC.

CPAL livery and as
mid-NOV 86 I still

Nordair's blue and white 737s
operating into and
Toronto.

With the takeover of

and that of Eastern

Airways earlier, CPAL

all major regional air services
in Eastern Canada except
operated by Air Canada and some
independent carriers.

as

blue. Words MACH
are in gold, as
inside the

both places.

portion
andN9 4AA

Other such registrations
were N94AB, 94AD and 94AE

arewere

C on
out of

But after Quebecair posted a
loss of more than Can $10
million in 1985, instead of the

predicted profit of
million,

government
propping up the ailing airline.
In AUG 86 it announced it was
selling Quebecair to Nordair

a joint commuter venture
had

JG)
globe Nordair

Provincialfour-page,
brochure,

(21 X 29.7
the same "watch

the front as those in

'Mach 2 to

in gold
of the front

the "watch

●The new

Concorde

I also have a

full-color travel

1/2 X 11 3/4 In.

cm), showing
faces" on

Pig.5.
Miami'

across the

page and
faces" is

British

8 Can $1.5gorgeous

Concorde
controls

Logo Liberalthe

6oncorde
new

a British
heat airways

06 ofenoughhadSince Mr. Herben's article went
to press, and before

the

those
on ^4

the sale

carrier, some other
developments had already taken
place.

notThe line

is printed
top

below

the text

Airways

service begins from Spring 1984
with three flights a week in
each direction."

The backpage shows a London
Washington

runway.
of

the

front cover of this issue.
The civil

on

Concorde London-Miami-I^ondon Schedule Now Canadian Pacific Air

(the fine old traditional
was re-instated on 12
itself has been taken

announcement said PWA and

will continue to

idependently, but
observers feel total

Metro,

of Nordair and CPAL (which
a 35% interest). The province's
34.5% shareholding in Nordair
was included in

Nordair Metro immediately sold
the shares to CP Air, effecive
02 JAN 87, giving that airline

Lines

name

JAN 86)
over. The

CPAL

registration
the

G-N94AA,

of
I1A1K8lUIW)

the aircraft

cover

the cheatline on

fuselage.
(I have a negative of a

back

under

the rear

on
NORDAIR IS PURCHASEDTm.-Mlay, 'Diiinxlu)', SiiliiriJ.iy Wi'diic'sday, Fnday, Sunday

IS
27 March

28Ar<nl

I May
2ftOclulH'r

28 March-

27Apnl
2it April -

2fi Oclolwr the deal.
In the most significant
those, CP Air acquired complete
ownership of regional airline
Nordair. It had owned 65.5% of

of
KiUU l.'iim lamd.: 2UF. 21)15

operate

industry
integrat-

BA 1 i(ir> Waslimglc12115 1200 121X)

UK) I IK)1155

Schedule on ^oun-page bAochuae mr> (I'idf)M25 Miami OiMO
flightMiami

15<MIIuiii’sIik;iI
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Ion is only a matter o£ time.
CPAL president Donald Carty has
already publicly said the
airline must find a new name

already been reached
CPAL and the Deluce

Timmins, owners o£ Austin,
CPAL to buy into the
But Air Canada made

between

family of
for

airline.

a better

offer, which was accepted. With
the purchase of Austin come
enough shares, when added to

the ones Air Canada already
owned, to give it a majority
interest in Southern Ontario

commuter airline Air Ontario.

(Quebec) on 12 HAY 86 with

CV-580. The airline's livery is
the same as that of Nordair,
with 'Metro' added to the

fuselage side. P'OST CaVIPID C0IPNIEIPand "obviously we'd like to see
in it -

btj (OlLLlAhi VEMARESr
something with 'Canada
internationally
important component."

1

that's In APR 66 CPAL bought a 25%
interest in Norcanair of Prince

Albert & Saskatoon

chewan) to turn it into a CP

Air Commuter, linking points in
Canada's prairie provinces and
Minneapolis, Minnesota,
CPAL points. Norcanair operates
two Fairchild

Convair CV-S40s, a
and several smaller

It recently placed its
Fokker F-28 jets into service.

an

(Saskat-
(RIGHT) BtLOLLtiiat

iho-t 0|J tJiugini
A300B-4, P2-ANG "Svid
0^ PaAadii>z" on take.-
0^^ IWe&ley Nayak photo)

The PVA purchase does not
include CP Hotels, which is
highy profitable. CP Hotels,
incidently, sold its airline
catering division in JUL 66 to
Marriott Corp. of Washington,
D.C., including kitchens in
Toronto, Dotval and Mirabel
(both at Montreal), Calgary and
Vancouver.

Air Canada also bought the Air
Ontario shares held by PWA and
that gives it 75% of a holding

both

Ontario. The

the othez

with

FH-27JS,
Bandeirante

aircraft.

first

two

company owning
Airways and Air
Deluce family owns
25%.

Austin

BOTTOM OF PAGE:

'*'2. TTFF7T Boetng 737-
2L9, \/R-HKP 0^ Vaagon-
aVi oi Hongkong. CoJid
■C4 one 0^ thaee t&&aed
by the caAOtea.

'’S. (RIGHT) 5UI-PAL

757-200 Adv. o,{ Poiyne-
&tan A-iAtinz6. Tht6 and

^2 axe ConttnentaZ-itze

FIRMING UP SOME DATESthe CPALPWA will finance

$350 milliontakeover from a

fund, built up in 1986 through
the sale and leaseback of 16 of
its aircraft (all Boeing 737s).

off

Some news that reached us too

late for Inclusion with Mr.

Herben's CPAL history:

The airline may now sell
some aircraft

overall long-term
Can $600 million,

for sale are

acquired by CPAL in the EPA and
Nordair takeovers, since
don't fit in the fleets
neither PWA nor CPAL.

a
CPAL started weekly nonstop

Shanghai services CPAir
itsto reduce

debts of
Candidates

737s

Vancouver -

on 19 APR 86.

Plans were drawn up in 1986 to
begin a round the world
freighter service together with
Flying Tigers, using

aircraft and crew.

Canadian Pacific Airlines
the Boeing

747F

Official Airline of EXPO 86, Vancouver

The 1986 World Exposition
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
May2-October13,1986

these
issue

it is worth
remains an interesting
nevertheless and

imentioning (14).

the U.S.of From the same part of the world
1 have been able to verify the
existence of CAAC 747-200B and

HD-80 postcards. Rick Neyland

sent me a copy of the 747 card
- a gorgeous side view
aircraft over the

City. The MD-80 is flying
Wall.

Many new postcards have come my
way in the past few months. Air

Niugini has a colorful card of
their A300 Bird of Paradise

taking off (tfl).

Dragonair of Hong Kong has
released three airline-issued

cards of their 737-200.

in-flight shot (t2)
terrific in color. The

card shows the inaugural flight
arriving at Xiamen Gaogi Int'l
Airport in China. There is a
children's band playing in

the aircraft. The

doesn't show

Dragonair's aircraft, but
instead has the same band with

a CAAC 737 in the background.
Dragonair's 01 AUG 86 timetable
could double as a postcard: a
glossy card with a picture of
the 737*s tall on one side and

the airline's schedule on the
reverse.

carrier's

Each airline would fill 50% of
the capacity. That plan may
be in doubt,

takeover of CPAL.
the air is the

CPAL's

into

white colors

come due for

Instead, a

livery may be designed anc

now

theAIR CANADA FIGHTS BACK

A totally unexpected result
the CPAL takeover was the

foilwing The West-German charter airline

Aero postcard
color

MD-83Lloyd *s
looks great in their new

flying

of of the

Forbidden
inAlso

continued repainting of
aircraft

sale

Air

have

OCT

provided
CPAL's

Canada,

up

PROVINCIAL

scheme,
coastline. This

aover

airline-issued

Continental

toof Air BC of Vancouver

Canada. CPAL and

had an agreement since
Air

services

hub

over

are

The

looks

second

fleet of orange

the new blue and
the aircraft

BC the Great BothAir
postcard is
Another new airline-issued card

flight.

size.03 airline-issued

excellent quality.

and ofare

as
BC83, whereby

commuter

Vancouver

which had been

Eastern Canada

bought EPA and Nordair,
of the coming deal between
and CPAL in NOV 86 and
fast to protect its
flank by buying

Jim Pattison for
in OCT 86

secured its position
central

major maintenance. is of a Conair 720B in

facing right.
to

new

applied.
Air

outmaneuvered in
Air

learned
PWA

moved

Another new airline issue comes

from Polynesian Airlines and
shows their 737-200 in flight

(i3). The style is similar to
the Baharoasair 737-200 and TAME

737-200 postcards produced for
the airlines by Boeing. All are
Continental size.

Airlanka

at the

these

I found two different

747-200B

convention.

cards have been out

while, I am

their quality and
many collectors would
seeing one of them
other card is of the

format and shows the

with a sunset behind it.

CPwhen front of

third card
Air Atlantic, the CPAL Commuter

Maritime

the east coast,
on 28 FEE

postcards
Althoughthe Canadianin

/
for

Impressed with
I thought

enjoy
(#5). The

provinces on
started operations

06, linking St. John's, Gander,
Stephenville and Deer Lake (all
in Newfoundland), Moncton

Halifax

a

Western

BC from

Can $25
hadowner

million,

already
Ontario by buying
northern Ontario
airline Austin
literally fro*" under
of CPAL. A tentative

(New
it

An unusual postcard featuring
an Emirates Air Service Dash-7

was sent to me by
collector. This card was issued

several years ago.

/l/ORDidlR
(NovaandBrunswick}

Scotia).

same

aircraft

in

and

regional
Airways,

nose

had

another

started CPAL

between

Rlmouski

MetroNordair

commuter

Quebec

butservices

City and

With the introduction of the i rthe

deal

The West.

cificWestern

I

Canadian PaU^tc 737-2T5, C-GEPM tn
the aixUne'A new coZox6 and tuie6
Fhench-Zanguage Ude ti Ahom. Othek
A^de hoA EngUth name. TkU Ia a Iok-
mex EPA 737 and um photoqfiaphed if
Toxonto, 02 JUN S6. \Joop GexxttAma)

'1
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From West Germany I received an
Interesting Inflight card of an

Airlines DC-10. It

the

737-300, Transavla Holland also
revealed their new colors and,

lo and

airline-issued postcard. It is
an artist's conception and has
the aircraft in flight facing
left. Michel Moskal's new

postcard,
beautiful photograph of
same aircraft. (16).

F-28-4000, Air Wisconsin F-27.
Here are a few more new air

line-issued cards to tweak your
interest: Air Miugini has a
card showing an F-26 in flight
over a small island, DLT of

West Germany has two: a BAe
Jetstream 31 and a Bandeirante.

An Air France Concorde postcard
is available showing
aircraft from under the nose of

another Concorde. SAS has a

landing shot of their P-27-600
and a sideview takeoff shot of

their DC-8-62. Another new card

comes from Tempelhof
showing their Mord 262.
thanks to Rick Neyland
Berndt Frenzel for

this information.

Aviation World. One spectacular
issue shows a John Wegg shot of
United's 747-SP21, N143UA in
full UA colors (FLF 006, 111).
Other FLF issues include:

PLP-001 Braniff 737-30C)Ultra

FLF-002 Braniff 727-27 colors

FLF-003 Skybus 737-200 (rare)
FLF-004 Connie Kalitta 727-35P

PLF-005 PanAM 747-221B new els

FLF 008?Southern AT 707-369CQ

(a great night shot)
Four Braniff Int'l 727-227:

American

advertises

service to the U.S.

behold. newa

airline's

(«8). While

the reverse of this card is

plane", I would not have any
hesitation at all in adding it
to my collection.

n

is115, ano.

the
i AmeAA.can Ajji-

tinu VC-10 caAd

I pAomotionaZ
! Zn German.

the

Along the same lines, Ansett
has four new flight souvenir

cards of their 767, F-28-4000,
P-27-200 and BAel46-200. All
aircraft look great in Ansett's
current colorscheme.

American Airlines, ein leuchtendes
San Juan

State

Continental

One shows a

the other a

Both ate

you to
providing

Closer to

Airlines of

has produced two
size postcards.
Bandeirante and

Cessna

inflight shots.
Bill Stubkjaer

these cards 1

home,

Washington
Beispiel amerikanlschen Erfolges.

Fliegt jetzt nonstop nach
FLF-008? Corvette blue

FLF-009 Orange/ochre
FLF-010 Mercury blue
FLP-011 Red/gold (#12)
The colors in

cards

Dollas/Port Worth und Chicago.

Airways
Many
and

providing

402 (17).
Fellow collector

Wickler reports that
Issued at least four
in a collector

Lodestar,
Viscount

L-1011-500.

more details on this

A1 Ian

BWIA

Thank

for

Van

has
these Braniff

are spectacular!
PLP-012 Piedmont Comm P-27-600AmericanAirlines

new cards
series: Lockheed

Vickers Viking
and

Does

cards are

EDITIONS
nice

737-200 Japan A.L. just released
beautiful inflight card of
their 767. Be sure to add this

card to your collecion

Boeing

popping up all
PI has released

issues showing:

a and

Lockheed
have

AEROGEM continues to publish a
very wide range of unique and
high quality postcards. Their

latest list has the following:

701 Aeromexico DC-10-30

702 Air Hawaii DC-10-30

703 American DC-10-10

704 British Caribbean BAel46
705 Burlington 707-321C
706 Empire (Piedmont c/s)

F-28-4000

707 LIAT Dash-8

708 Nationair Canada DC-8-61
709 PanAM L-1011 old colors

710 PanAm DC—10—10 old colors
711 Republic DC-9-50 new clrs
712 Skybus 727-291
713 TransStar DC-9-51

714 United DC-10-10

715 USAir 737-3B7

over.

three
anyone

- series?

435 Southwest AL (U.S.)
438 CAAC

439 Pakistan International

767ER

from

(P.2725)

Two new

appeared
Qantas

Zealand (P.2714),
inflight shots. Also
Zealand I have

oversized card with
views of Air Mew

747-200, 737-200 and P-27

postcards
Tiki

and Air
Both

from
received

fi4 [TOP LEFT) Vcu,k-7-105 0^ BmOuUu
Aifi Stfivlce., AUG 7S, A6-ALM, 6/n 09.
ftS (BOTTOM LEFT) Cu&na 40ZC, Saw
Juan kvdbimia, N26/50 [MaXt BAoicn ph)

[TOP RIGHT] BoUng 747-23S8,
kvi Lanka, 4R-ULF
*>7 (BOTTOM RIGHT) Tfian6avZa 737-3KZ,

PH-HVP, Zn neu) coZoAi (API 014]

have
Cards;

New
are

New

new cs

ff9. 5T-CLG an

F-2S-4000 0^ kJji
MauAxtanZe..

told they will come
cards

737-300,
Kuwait

TAME

I have been

out with

soon:

Continetal West 737-300,
707-320C,

the following
Air

an
New York

and's
( n »andA310

NRI K
i

card 2610E).

a Royal Nepal 727-116
colors), Lauda Air
SAETA Caravelle 6N and

F-28-1000. Look for more

to ome from this group.

PETER RENTZCH

bring out
collectors at a rapid pace,
latest include Air

F-28, Evergreen Int'l

(#10), Evergreen Int'l L-188C,
Capitol Air DC-8-32, Air
Queensland F-27-200 and DLT

(West Germany) Twin Otter.

(new

737-2T5,
Unifly
cards

Aerogem's latest
cards for this fall

lots of interesting
for all collectors:

0801 Air BC/CP Comm DHC-8-101
0802 Air Canada DC-8-43

0803 American 727-23

0804 Braniff Int'l 707-327C
(beige, old colors)

0805 Continental 737-024B
(new colors)

0606 EAL DC—8—61 hockey stick
0807 National 727-25 old clrs
0808 Northwest Orient 727-51

(old colors)

0810 Piedmont 727-22 old clrs
0811 Royal West BAe 146
0812 SunCoast 727-191 (new
0813 Sun Country DC-10-40
(new colors)

0814 United Viscount 734D
(old colors)

0815 Western 720-062 (old

series of
Dave Prins in

has Issued 11

cards:

The

new

Netherlands

spectacular
promises

aircraft

P & B HOLLAND

005 Spantax DC-6A
006 Transavia Caravelle

007 Air Ceylon DC-8-53
008 Transavia 737-3K2 on grnd.
009 Transavia 737-3K2 in fight
010 Maersk Air F-27 in flight
Oil TAAG Angola F27 on ground
012 Air Mauretanie F-28 (#9)
013 KLM L-188 on the ground
014 Air Niugini P-27 takeoff
015 Scribe Airlift P-27 on gr

continues to

new cards for

His

Niugini
DC-8-61

nw cs

new cs

I

/

I- I

. k

SPBCIAL-

three new

Air Beech

Pacific

L-1011 (MJ

MARY JANE'S RAILROAD

TIES just released

issues: Brockway
1900C (MJ 591),
Southwest Airlines

592) and Malaysian Ailine
System DC-10 with "PATA 86"
titles (MJ 593).

cs)
Another new publisher from The
Netherlands is WORLD AVIATION
PUBLICATIONS. Their first
releases are:

WAP 01 IPA (Belgium) DC-6B
WAP 02 USAF/ANG C-97
WAP 03 Transavia Caravelle

WAP 04 US Navy C-188 (DC-6B)
WAP 05 Emirates 737-340

WAP 06 Air Malawi 747BP

WAP o7 Spantax DC-7C
WAP 08 Aviateca CV-340

cs)

From other

publishers have arived:
A sharp new card from AIR
PICTORIAL INTERNATIONAL shows a

great shot of a Republic 757
(API 04). Better get a copy of
this card before Republic
disappears forever.

cosanercial
B f «B1BBBBUb.

/

MICHEL MOSKAL

77 Bgyptair 707
81 Pakistan Int'l 747-200
88 Air Zaire DC-8-63CAF

95 PanAm 727-235 new colors
96 PanAm 747ST new colors

99 Korean Air Cargo 707

A new postcard series has
surfaced in France.: AVIMAGE.

Their initial releases Include

ELITE LINE FOTOCARDS of our

friend Jon Proctor has taken up
the void left by the demise of

19



100 St. Lucia AW 707 old clrs

102 Saudla 747-300

106 Condor 737-200

107 Arab Air Cargo 707
108 Pakistan Int’l 737-300

109 Cathay Pacific 747-300
110 St. Lucia AV 707 new clrs

111 CAAC 737-200

113 Korean Air 747-300

114 Tower Air 747

115 Transavia 737-300

116 Air Belgium 737-300

WINGS S; TIHINGS
PC-«-6/CF, 0^

EuCAgAcen InteJinat-
lonal, NSIOEV
(P. RcntzAch photo)

by HJCHARV KORAN

glass covered case is sometimes

recommended. Riker Specimen
Mounts, or a similar type of
mounting case, are a good way
to do this. Framing the wings
and badges for display on the
wall is another

protecting a fine collection.
Or you could use cabinets with

small, shallow drawers to

display a collection and

the wings from just being
out in the

cabinets

military collectors for years.
If these simple procedures are
followed, the life of a wing or
badge, its value and its

potential for resale, will be
greatly enhanced.

It seems collectors must save

their pennies and brown-bag
to lunch for weeks on end to

feed their habit of collecting

wings, pins and badges. They
chase these elusive items down

;hrough the mail and search for
hours in dusty junk shops,
antique stores and flea markets
for the desirable collectible.

They study wings, inspect wings
and hoard wings. But many
collectors do absolutely

nothing to protect their
collection from time, the
elements and other problems.

nothing to an
encourage

Preservation is the byword.

item that will

deterioration.it its

This,

inevitable questions: to polish
not

then. leads to the

w^-wrwwwrw^ntum B

to polish
item

how to o for means

display
display it in, or on
handle the

what toan
i.

UDO SCHAEFER PUBLICATIOHS

47 CalAir DC-10-10

48 Lauda Air 737-200

49 Hawaiian Air DC-9-1S

50 Canadian Pacific DC-10-30

51 St. Lucia AW Hercules

52 GAS Air Cargo 707
53 SAT Caravelle

54 Misr Overseas 707

55 SAT 727-100

56 Dragonair 737-200
57 Transwede Caravelle

58 Cargo Air Lines 747-200C
60 TACA 767

61 TranStar DC-9-51

62 Burlington Air Exp 727-lOOP

how to

item? Polishing a

wing or badge is really up to
the individual collector. Medal

keep
left

Blueprint
used

collectors handle their items

with care and treat them so as

the

collectors

air .

have been by

to keep them in
condition. Coin

don't do anything to theirs. I

clean mine for display, only
because I would not wear a

tarnished wing
uniform,

with me to look sharp,

on by years

military and airline
Tarnish on silver

the surface over

time,

closely

piece
surface.

best

i.Jf
Wings and badges, like many
collectibles, are subject to
conditions that not only affect
their appearance,
their value when considering a
trade or resale. Often a large

amount of money is spent on a
wing, only to have it shoved
into a pocket for the trip
home, bouncing around with the
loose change. Wings acquired
through the mails are sometimes

jammed into a mailing packet
with no

on my own

It is a personal thing
brought

both the

business.

alsobut
^11. United kVi ll- My thanks go to Peter S.

Seibert and his article "What

Happened to my Medal!?! (in The

Medal Collector, the
publication of The Orders
Medals Society of America -

86). Many of his thoughts
ideas have been incorporated in
my "collecting comments".

nei> 747-2JSP, ex- in

Vankm, N143UA

{John Wegg photo) will damage
a period of

when

silver

pitted

official

and

JUN

and

AVIATION HOBBY SHOP

AHS-76 Lybian Arab 720
AHS-68 Aloha 737-200

as can be seen

inspecting a
that has a

AVIATION POSTCARD COLLECTOR

APC A58 Yemen Airways DC-3
APC A59 Kuwait Airways A310 protection

number of wings tossed into the
same packet, unprotected from
knocking into each other,
chipping enamel and scratching
the finish. At other times,

wings are sent along glued, of
all

even aI ,

As for taking care of a wing or
quality
soft cloth are

The

most

Back in August, Ed Young wrote
that he had heard from a

captain with Cassar-Cooper and
BAS Ltd. of Valetta, Malta,
response to his letter

wings. According
captain "said that he
1946 British Air

siIverbadge, high
cleaners and

most helpful and desirable,
cleaners help to clean
metal wings, if only getting
rid of accumulated dirt in the
feathered areas or in little

For

cleaning

products
and

DPR/WORLD of TRANSPORT

42 Dan Air London 737-300
xn

seeking
to Ed, the

found a

editions pi

420 Tnis Air A300

421 AirCal 737-300

422 AmericaVest 737-300
425 PanAm 737-200

427 Iraqi Airways IL-76M

a piece of
taped to

cardboard! Great for cloth and

bullion wings! And how about
that favorite wing being mailed
in a standard

things,
cardboard

to

Services

badge
that,
thing

or

of the way spots,
reasons,

or paste
work on cloth

(Malta) Ltd. pilot's cap
in his desk drawer and

because it was the

left (of BAS-M)

merged with two other
to form Air Malta in

thought that it

with the founder of the
airline, namely himself,
sentences later, Ed wrote

had received a second hat badge
which had been located when the
fellow cleaned out his desk]
sent me a photocopy of the
striking badge with

griffin standing on top of
upper part of the world. At the
bottom of the badge is a scroll
with "British

out

obvious

solutions

not
only
beforeBoetng 711-217,

W4548W ol
InteAnationcU. -in tied

,and gold eotofOt.
[John PAocto/L photo)

envelope. will

bullion

with a swab on a

will sometimes help

gold or
but care must be taken

itpaper

giving the post office a better
flatten

ON BUYING POSTCARDS
wings. Light rubbing

bullion wing
clean the

silver wire somewhat

so the

airlines

than average chance to
it out for

the future,
or badge will diminish

the least.

1947,
should

hethat

their
Most collectors

obtaining●postcards
collections

frustrating experience.
easiest source continues to

publishers which specialize
producing
collectors.

found antique shows
markets to be an

hunting ground for
Issues. You might want
consider joining

postcard club or subscribing to
BARR'S Postcard News.

Most professional dealers
send postcards to you
approval once they know what
you are looking for. It is
Important to establish your
credit with the dealer
beforehand

You have probably wondered how
much to pay for a postcard. My
rule of thumb is simple - if I
want the card, and the price is
agreeable in my mind. I'll buy

know

for good. Somehow, in
the value of a wing

stay●<700600

be La
can

to say

if care is not taken.
A fewThe

backing material will not be
soiled

be he

in

All collecto thers cringe at
thought of receiving a really
desirable wing or badge from an
air carrier or collector in a
plain brown

worse for

airlines send their
with some

forpostcards
In addition, I have

and
Handling a wing or badge a

great deal often places hand
oils on the surfaces of the

items and these will

tarnish and pitting,
reactions take place
surfaces are touched

wings are not protected or

old protective layer has
off with time. After a

and tell

He

flea

excellent

older
rampant

the
Tt

, somewhat
the

It

future issues I'll dwell

other areas of our fascinating
hobby. If you have a favorite
subject you would like me to

talk about, please drop
line.

it. If I feel the card is

overpriced. I'll walk by it.
Chances are I'll find the same

card later for the price I want
card is truly

have

to pay
Yankee

wrapper

wear. Most of
cause

Chemical

when the

if the

the

worn

"show

on

to

outlocal wings

protection
a

Airform of Services"
thereon.and we

that.

should

to pay. If the
unique and I just have to

it. I'll be willing
innate

stinginess fought against
desire for a New York, Rio
Buenos Aires (N.Y.R.B.A.)
Commodore flying
recently. The card
shelled out $15.

can take solace from

though,

special
themselves when

an item to another

precautions
collectors

that

the

was

Museum professionals
one should do

roe a

will Collectors,
know to take

precautions

mailing
collector. Certain
should be taken

to ensure that the piece
is owned, will remain in
same condition as when it

acquired.

are taught

A little while ago I received a
letter from a fellow

on

Tt with collectorMymore. your

lightly
soft

touched

areas .

badges
also

your

session

badges,
with

most

Britain, along
photocopy of some wings he
acquired for me.

wings struck me as

similar to some badge or logo I
had seen before, but I

inand withwings

rubbing the item
cloth will clean

amy
had

One of the

being very

and

Line

boat card

won and I

a

by
and

Protecting
from

important.
collection

fingerprinted
wings and

air pollution is
Displaying

in some type

just

Text eonttnaed on page 24Always try to bargain with
seller. It

ofthe

usually works. In 21

20



\

Imperial Airways pilot
been made in Egypt. The
Gordon P,

be 1ieved\ to have

second wing of Capt.
which I have been able to

with his miniature military
wing

(quite

wing
wear on

PKESIDENTUL MATERIALOlley
alongacquire,

medals also illustrated in this issue. The
<

/I
Presidential Airways kiddie wing in dull silver
with "bright" upper shoulders. The center is red
with the Presidential logo done in dark blue.
Letters "Presidential Material" also in blue.

This wing is a Stoffel Seals product.

is a cast piece and has a gold finish
worn). It is different from Olley's first
in that this badge uses a pin back for
the uniform. My source says this wing was
frequently by Olley, along with his
medals. Note the slope of the
necessitated by the casting process.

«r

worn

military
wings,

c o mme mo rative

Lockheed

the

1919-1949

shows

KLM

medal

Constellation flying over

legendary phantom Dutch sailing
ship "De Vliegende Hollander
(The Flying Dutchman)". Medal
was presented to members of
KLM's board of directors on

occasion

anniversary,
in.(6.3 cm)
came in a

logo on the lid, and the
1919-1949.

Medal commemorating the KLM
Christmas mail flight of the

in 1933 -

This medal

marked N.V.

Utrecht

item). The

is shown flying
the route taken by the Pelikaan

(plane) from Holland to the
Dutch East Indies. The

of the medal has

and signatures
crew members for

Medal's diameter

n

Pelikaan (Pelican)

fine

If

collectible.

box

Begeer
the

comes in a

Stichtsche
KLM money clip from among items
sent by retired KLM F/E Bob
Nellensteijn. This item uses

old KLM logo in center of the
circle. The same

circle form the basis

key chain. Logo and

the clip are in great shape, it
makes me wonder if clip was
used much, as its condition

outstanding. Clip is just over
two inches (5 cm) long.

(maker

pelican (bird)

of

30thof airline's

It is almost 2.5

in diameter and

box with the old KLM
dates

logo
for

cicle

and

KLM
Central Air Transport Corporation. According to
Ron Davies's book A History of the World's
Airlines, C.A.T.C. had been formed by the
Chinese government in March 1943 to replace the
German-sponsored Eurasia company. C.A.T.C. was

eventually acquired by Civil Air Transport (CAT)
in the late 1940s, along with China National
Aviation Corporation (C.N.A.C.). Deep blue CATC

the Chinese

white .

New York. The

reverse

burst
on

three

flight. Deutsche Lufthansa Ost (East) pilot wing. Hector
Cabezas of Frankfurt, West-Germany, says the
East-German airline assumed the name Deutsche

Lufthansa in 1956 when it inaugurated regularly
scheduled services. Successful legal action was
brought by West-Germany's Deutsche Lufthansa,
barring the East-German carrier from using the
name Lufthansa. The carrier was absorbed into

the East-German airline Interflug in 1963, which
had been founded in 1958 to operate to
West-European countries. This pilot wing has an
overall gold finish. Pin back for uniform wear
and no hallmarks. The center device is a blue

glassine with a gold crane.

is

(3.81 cm).

enamel letters and circle surround

characters done in red enamel.
Hallmarked Russel Uniform Co.,
wing is finished in gold and has a pin back.

m .\ on

i

\ z
X

T-

o
I

MAC Air, also believed to fly under the name
McArthur Aviation Company, is an operation based
on Long Island, using Mooney aircraft for flight

training and charter operations. The wing is
gold finished with a white enamel center. The
letters "MAC" are in red and the "bird" is blue

and yellow. Used in the mid-1960s, the wing is
clutch back for wear on the uniform.

AMERICAN AIRWAYS, INC.

IDENTIFICATION COUPONHeavy KLM 1919-1969 anniversary
medal shows birds

obverse side. A modernistic

design of people and stars is
on the reverse of

which

airline's 50th jubilee. A

striking collectible.

Nordair of Canada hat badge is
a striking piece. Overall gold,
high surfaces are brightly
finished and low portions are
somewhat subdued. This hat

badge has double screwbacks for
wear on flight crew hat and is
hallmarked "Rideau",

theon

N«t Good for Passage

DETROIT TO CHICAGOalley's
were

uniform

this

commemorates

Capt. Gordon

miniature military medals
worn frequently on his
jacket while he flew the Empire
routes for Imperial Airways. My
source says Capt. Olley wore
these medals just below his lA

wings when back in the cabin

talking with the passengers.
These medals are for his

service with the Royal Flying
Corps and Royal Air Force
during World War 1 and are,
from the left: Military Medal
for "Bravery in the Field",
British War Medal (silver) and

British Victory Medal, 1914-19
Capt .

full-size medals will be passed
on to his grandson.

piece,

the (MUNICIPAL AIRPORT) (MUNICIPAL AIRPORT;
I

^2
Vico I’residfiit-TraniQ ^

BAGGAGE

728 Form S. T. 1 1
★

CHECKED

ZI7 I
«jUfoitauaTiiCoiirw(r cNiueo wn> wwrm pilot Formerly

became

flew

need

Airlines

Airlines,
Airlines

Hawaiian

Inter-Island

Hawaiian

inter-island

wing.

airline

DC-3s

r
the

✓

1941.r V in

fulfilling

Islands. The center logo
with the colors, from top to

white and blue. The "ball

aservices,

throughout the Hawaiian
ename1

An American Airways flight coupon for a flight
between Detroit and Chicago, dated 05 JUL 33
the back! The coupon is a very light green with
the American Airways logo done in light blue. I
found this at a weekend flea market in Royal
Oak, Michigan.

is in

bottom, a red/orange,
in the center is also red/orange. The wings are
finished in gold and use a pin back. Hallmarked
Russell Uniform Co., New York, N.Y.

on
II

British Air Services (Malta) Ltd. A beautiful

wing, 1946-47. Silver finish over brass and blue
enamel in the center. The finish on the griffin
has worn off with wear. A large pin on the back
for wear on the uniform, and no hallmarks.

{bronze ) . Olley's
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could not put my finger on

Sensing a similarity
the "winged creature
pilot wing in front
the copy sheet
and the

the

collection,
and tell

it.

between

on the

of me on

from the U.K.

winged creature" on
badge in Ed Young's

I dug out his "show
sheet and

they matched!
I now have that

it is illustrated

Perhaps

have an opportunity to
photograph the BAS hat badge
for a future issue of the Log.

AViiccKAirir iPic€riiLii
II

by JOOP GERRITSMA
It

II
sure

Good
scheduled helicopter

the New York metropolitan area,

JFK and EWR airports with the

This wing was mistakenly left out
of the helicopter issue. Log 12/3. Wing is
silver with pin-back for wear. The center device
is white enamel with a light blue "wedge".

New York Airways operated
services in

linking LGA,
downtown area.

enough,
fortune for me!

andwing

along with this colum.
I 'll

I

Dick

there

engine quit! Repairs would
24 hours.

(NLS) in Holland, Lt.
Asjes (Res.) concluded

had to be a faster and cheaper

way to fly the mail than the
heavily-subsidized KLM service
and he promoted the concept of
using small, fast aircraft for
mail only to produce better
results.

A few months ago I received a
letter from my KLM friend who
spends his summers in Holland
and winters in the south of

Spain. Bob
retired KLM

wrote that he had

his desk drawers and that a box

was being sent to me via New
York. Bob said I could

whatever I wanted and

throw away whatever
appeal to me.

thrown away. Bob!

take

KLM boss Albert
was

Plesman,
for

who

this

only
take

present

departure, was
suitable aircraft
off was an

Nellensteijn,

flight engineer,
cleaned out

a

told the

ready to
F.XVIII, the PH-

Pelikaan (Pelican), one of '
regular line aircraft of
type, which shared the se>-„- ^
with the F.XII, eight of whi^'^K
were in KLM service.

'^■‘●ssma

the
and

i

Alp

— ^

keep
could

not

Arnica.

Part 4

tine. ■in BaxlzH mzIZ aittn 0W2 loiXh AmaZZeA
ca^e^. PanaiA’A PP-PSK, ize.n hZAO. ilyinQ ovza
viaXzA, MCLi> c/n Z117.

thatexplained aJoop

three-engined calledaircraftdid

Well, nothing got {Lockhe&d photo).t^nij zx-Pa.naiA L-IS A.ZmUne.d in ain-PostjagerS-4 wasthe Pander

born.

(Joop said Postjager
translated

decided nto substitute
Pelkaan for the Zilver
after

the LockheedTwins
is often

English
meeuw

had

the aircraft
behind
headed

the mailasinto beI felt like the kid in the
old KLM and

a couple

of old ID badges for suitcases,
including Bob's
worn bag tag, an
chain,
KLM medals,
pins of all
medals - commemorative

are illustrated

colum: the Christmas flight

the Pelikaan (Pelican) of
33, the 1919-1949 KLM
anniversary medal and
1919-1969 KLM 50th

medal .

transferred,
off, several hours
F.XX schedule, and
at 190 km/h (118 mph)
meant more hours in the
shorter

en
his

and

butMailfighter",
this

in
took
the
out

'^hich
- and

the

candystore
Air Ceylon hat badges.

two

opinion
should be

wrong

, because
designed

IS

l-18
f|

MailrusherII

tothe aircraft

rush

destination,

down.)

The S-4 was a sleek,

aircraft capable of
290-300 km/h (about

and would fly the mail route in
about 50 hours. Fokker,

built the

an equally sleek
aircraft.

was

mails

not

very old and
old

a KLM money clip, a
and

kinds.

their

them

air

on

were

the

totheKLM key
few

( ! )

three

Lockheed is known to have had a
project called
the

rest periods
mail

U.S., Canada and Latin America.
But when

into

Lodestars

leading-edge slots
its

which gave

superior
characteristics.

the tail

retracted

engine

shoot
ground
reach Batavia before Ch

The weather was lousy

if the drawnL-16 the U.S.

World War 2,
the

line for commercial
were completed

transports.
roately
were taken

following
remained

further

next

the

slow-flying
The main
wheel

backwara

nacelles.

was

the

production
operators

military

approxi-
Lodestars

L-14
to L-14,

unbuilt and I have
details

numerous

The

but 103itwooden

speeds of
187 mph)

onno wheels of

undercarriage
into the

and

winds less than favorable
much of the route, but Pel-?'^®*^
reached its destination

and 35 minutes ●
hours

after

The

departed Batavia

and was uneventful,
fast, until

reached southern
sleet.

items on it. The

Lockheed twin airliner then
the L-18, called the
It was essentially a
L—14 with bigg©r
external

thiswith asis
of AnotherLodestar.

stretched

engines. In
appearance the L-18
much

L-14 than did the L-14 from the
L-10.

in
DEC

30th

the KLM

hours

days,
minutes)

Amsterdam!

35 airline

over by

Air Corps (USAAC) in 1942.

andturn, designed
F.XX trimotor,

and

competition with the
F.XX could carry both the

(f the U.S.our Seven main versions of the L-18

were available:

four
and

leavi
35 Army1infast

anniversary differed^ing
ight

less from theS-4. The

mail
return
on 26

fl MOST L-18S WEAR UNIFORMSL-18-07: 730 hp Pratt a Whit
ney Hornet S1E2-6

L-18-08: 900 hp P&W R-1830
Twin Wasp SC-3G

L-18-10: 900 hp P&W R-1830
Twin Wasp S1C3G

L-18-14: 1.050 hp P&W R-1830
Twin Wasp S4C4-G

L-18-40: 900 hp Wright GR-
1820 Cyclone G102A

L-18-50: 1,000 hp Wright GR-
1820 Cyclone G202A

L-18-56: 1,200 hp Wright GR-
1820 Cyclone G205A

DEC
if just

aircraij
Where

str

In fact, the prototype of
L-18

33whereasand a few passengers,
the S-4 would carry only mail.

while in 624Editor Joop Gerritsma,
Hartford, promised
provide me with some details on
the Pelikaan medal and

attempt to condense
comments here. According

KLM was at that time
week

Batavia

Indies (now

for mail

Lockheed built a total of
Lodestars and 480 of these were

troop transports
the

the

Northwest

airframe and

modified

L-14-H2

L-14S

before

was

as was

Airlines

two

the a
tome

France
and

,, ®ncounti=.

Upon arrving over Holland
aircraft found itself ;
thick blanket
one missed

completed as
for

military. When
C-47 Dakotas

as the war wore

L-18s

commercial

wartime

operations,
remainder

the civil market after the

On 09 DEC 33 Asjes, sponsored
an independent committee,

was finally able to take
S-4 (registered PH-OST) up on
its first fast (Christmas) mall

the Dutch East

co-pilot
KLM (competition

those ays and
deregulation was still unheard

of!). Flying over Italy several
hours later, the aircraft lost
an engine (Wright Whirlwind)

and landed, only to have to
wait almost two weeks for a new

engine to arrive from the U.S.

In the meantime, KLM, not to be
outdone, readied its brand-new
F.XX "Zilvermeeuw" (Silvergull)
for departure to the East
Indies on 18 DEC 33. The

engines (Wright Cyclones) were
running and the aircraft was

ready to taxi, when the centre

ice,

headwinds

more

were converted to L-18s
the

completed.

snowI will U.S.todeliveryong
red .

the

werebyhis and more

available
first more

became

on, numbers
released

L-18the properto

ofGerritsma,

operating two flights per
between Amsterdam and

in
aof fog. But

approach

to
The first flight
prototype (NX17835) took
on 21 SEP 39.
its test

proved to
aircraft

of this

after
T t he
iwan Smirnoff

crew set Pelikaan
at Amsterdam's Schiphol AirnS'^^
on the second try. — *^^Port
DEC 33, New Year
Christmas

wereof the L-18

place

Already during
flights, the L-18

be the fastest

in its class. Because

superior speed many
travellers would later prefer
the L-18 over the DC-2 and -3.

flight to
Indies,

provided by
was relaxed in

for

contract

the

operators
military

and many- of
became available

on

first try, Capt.
and his

with a
in the Dutch East

Indonesia)Jakarta,

and passengers. The service had
started in the late 1920s

Fokker F.VIIb trimotors, taking

90 flying hours. By 1933
and

on

with It war
was

the
never

ion faster.

31
's Eve,

had
Of these seven, the L-18-56 was
the

commecial

military use.

was over.

In civil and semi-civil service
the L-18 operated in many

of the world during the
the late 1940s.

of the decade

pretty

all disappeared every

where, making room for the more
plentiful DC-3.

mail

its destinati
F.XII both inmost numerous,

service
reached

intrimotors andwereF.XVI11

taking

days,

passengers

sleeping in hotels along
way because night flying
such

operating the
81 flying hours, over 10
with

service,

Joop's final (humor,
about the Postjager:

cockpit,
for

OUS???) -
Beside

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE L-18 corners

war and into

But by the end
that followed, they had
well

note
bladed,

fully

All versions had three

controllable-pitch,
feathering metal propellers.

and If
crew

s a

big
cramped

enough

alone three, the
no washroom

often think

hauling an AA "
pun

countryside. Thanks, Joop.

the barely
people,
aircraft

on board!"

I have it

three-holer
around

The L-18 was, like the L-14, a
mid-wing aircraft of
fuselage construction and

same elliptical cross section.
The wing was of single-spar,
three piece construction,
fitted with the same

Fowler flaps and

twoover

was

monocoque
the

let
long

considered

distances

uncomfortable
had The Lodestar entered airline

service in MAR 40 (with Hid

Coninent) and by the end of the
been

airlines in the

too

for the folks.
And I

tough
(no

It

However, an ex-military pilot

and then flying instructor with
the

operated
aircraft.

hadyear 55 aircraft
delivered to

asLodestars were

14-17 passenger
intended!) large

built-in
the but

National Flying School 25
24



(LEFT) - NationaZ fuAtinti opZAa-
tzd Xhe ZdfLQZ^t ile.zt (UAtinz
LodoJitofUi in the U.S. and

them iong a^teA. otheA mxjoA aiA~
tine& had iuiitched to ConvaiA&.
NC 255S1, c/rt 2039, tooa tiie oiA-
line'6 £iA&t and i& in the pfie-
lUoAtd WoA 2 SuccaneeA Route Zi-

veay.

National Airlines converted at

least
operated a £erry service £ron
Great Falls (Montana)

Fairbanks and Nome (both in

Alaska) for the War Department
during WW2. The L-18s were used

to bring ferry pilots back to

Great Falls from Nome, where

they had turned their military
fighters and bombers over
Russian pilots.

to 26one carry

passengers on bench seats along
the cabin walls for operation

subsidiary,
Caribbean-Atlantic Airlines of

Puerto Rico in 1945.

0 to

with its

[Lockheed photo)Lockheed also developed a naval
bomber and patrol aircraft from
the L-18 for the Royal Air
Force and this type also served
with the USAAC/USAAF. None saw

airline service that 1 know of,
but several were converted to

high-speed corporate transports
after VW2 as the Learstar (see

next Log issue). A few of these
Learstars

service

small-package operators.

INTO U.S. SERVICE

to

don»estic services as well as to
Asuncion in Paraguay

United Air Lines also

the L-18, but I have
able to

about

routes. I have

operated

not been

information
dates and
only one

with a

aircraft

find any

size,
seen

airline,
Brasileira,

and

Brazilean

Aerea

Another
fleet

Navegacao

acguired two L—18s in 1942
three more in 1944. It operated

its

photo of a UAL L-18
clearly

registration (NC25633,
issue) and one photo of a
L-18 with the

legibleairline northeasterneven

with

saw them over

network, linking Rio de Janeiro
with Recife and Belem. The
airline lost three of its L-18s
in mishaps and never operated
more than two at any one time.

see this

- UAL
specialized

"City
1 don't

or not

name

nose.

UEFT) Alaska
StaA'i L- JS ioa&

detiveAed in

1943 ^{OA the im-
poAtant tAi-Meekiy
FaiAbank6 - Ancho-

Aage &ZAvice.
AAAival 0^ the
oiAcAafit at the
aiAline'& bait

at SieAAiZl Field
loai a iocial occa

sion ^oA the en-
tiAe community.

[Lockheed photo)

of
Fresno" on the

even know whether
is the same

official" UAL

f

this

The

' High
Taylor,

only

Seven U.S. airlines operated
the L-18 on scheduled air

services before and during WW2.
The first

Mid-Continent

placed it on its services

Minneapolis to
Rochester (Minnesota);
Moines - Ottumwa and Des Moines

MAR 40.

aircraft.

history.
n

Lodestars remained
in Brazil for

after the end
Bahiana

aircraft

in service

another 10 years
of WW2. Viacao

Horizons' by Prank
mentions the

J.one of these was

Airlines, which
from

St. Louis via

on Des

Lodestar
once, in an aside in
says other

had bought it.

which

^itlines
it used two

Bahia
(unnamed) Aerea

ex-Panair

State between FEB 46 and the
carrier's demise in 1948; SAVAG
started services in the south

JAN 47 with three ex-Panair

L-18s, using them until getting
DC-3s in 1952; Linhas Aereas

Wright flew between Rio de
Janeiro and Santos from 01 APR
47 with two L-18S, until it was
taken over by REAL one

later; Universal had
ex-Panair L-18s on its

Belo

in

TWA, "The Transcontinent-
Line", also operated an rJn
NC33604, fleet no. 241.
aircraft carried the ’

^ejct
the
and

Kansas City in
National Airlines followed when

the

ai

another decade and a half,
despite competition from DC-3s
and Convairs operated by other
carriers. In 1958 the airline

still had 11 Lodestars

service, operating them mainly
on the Miami - Key West and the
Jacksonville - Valdosta

Tallahassee - Mariana

City - Pensacola routes,
years later National's new
CV-440S took over these routes.

in

its first L-18

Jacksonville

- St.

went on

Orlando - Tampa
Miami

service on 15 DEC 41 and on the
Tallahassee

New Orleans service

"RESEARCH

fuselage below the windows
behind the wing.

LABORATORY" on
Petersburg

xn

U.S.

release

continent's

thepartly because

government would not
DC-3s to the

airlines during WW2. However,
it was willing to supply them
with the smaller L-18.

These had been military C-57s
before service with CPA and

were re-engined as L-18-08As
before delivery to TCA.
TCA operated its Lodestars
until 1947/49, when they were
replaced by DC-3s.

Jacksonv11le

Pensacola -

shortly thereafter.
Pacific Alaska Airways
subsidiary)

operations on 11 MAR 4i
Seattle

(a year

two
paabegan

●^-la
the

tse ..

Panama

Two
Rio

Horizonte

deon
National's

delivered
The first three of Juneau - Whlteho

. replacing
service.

Janeiro

service from early
later

Fairbanks route,
L-10 on the

L-18s were L-18-50S,

new by Lockheed. Although they
carried seven fewer passengers

operated
National's main competitor

Florida, Eastern Air
they served the carrier
in the competitive environment.
National operated a total of 11
Lodestars, but the other eight

surplus military
aircraft, built to military
specifications and operating
mainly on the airline's
military contract services,

converted

1948 until

that year
one of

Its
bankruptcy
following the crash of
its Lodestars.

Anoth Panair do Brasil operated South
America's largest L-18 fleet:
14 in total, but not all at the
same time. Several
due to wartime

condltons and the

terrain in

interior. Panair took delivery
of its first Lodestar in APR 41
and its last one in JAN 45. The
airline liked the fast Lodestar

so much, it transferred its two
DC-2s (ex-Pan American) to its

operations in Uruguay. (I
believe fleet standardization

on the Brazilean network was at

least as important a factor. )
The airline's L-18s operated on

Alaskan airline. er
Alaska

Airlines, took delivery
L-18 in 1943 for its
tri-weekly
Anchorage
Alaska's

Continental Airlines

three L-18s (at $100,000
in 1940. Their 900

quickly proved too
operations out of
Denver (Colorado) and

Installed 1,200 hp

Instead. By the middle of
Continental had an

fleet of six aircraft,

following year three of these
were appropriated by the War
Department, leaving Continental
with a severely trunkated fleet
of only three aircraft to
operate its civil routes with.
On 15 DEC 44 Continental

operated its last L-18 service,
between San Antonio and Denver.

The next day DC-3s took over.
During their service with the
carrier. Continental's L-18s

flew 14,000 hours and travelled
more than 2.5 million miles

(four million km).

bought
each)

hp engines
small for

mile-high
Lockheed

engines
1941

all-L-18

In the

Yukon Southern Air Transport
operated two L-18-40s on its
northern routes from APR to SEP

41, before returning them to
the U.S.A.

Staj
one

bythan the DC-3
ofin

importa

Cities.
Alaska

lostwere

operating
inhospitable

Brazilean

Lines,

well

int The first L-18 in Bolivia
into service in 1941
Aereo

routes,
trunk route through the capital
of La Paz.

went

Lloyd
domestic

Fairbanks
service,

largest

on

two

Alaska Star was
Boliviano'sthe

the Panagrafeedingrenamed

Airlines on 06 JUN 44.
Canadian Pacific Air Lines,

which had sold its first three
L-18s to TCA in 1944 before

operating them, started L-18
services in 1948 with military
surplus aircraft. CPA would

ultimately own 11.
They operated mainly on short
routes in Western Canada and on

the prairies until replaced by
DC-3s in 1950.

allwere

POREIGH SERVICE: CANADA
The Venezuelan domestic airline
Linea Aeropostal Venezolana had
five

1942 on.

Trans-C:anada Air
L-18s and

six L-18-lOs
second

Lines

received the
on 07

°'<3ered
rirst

41.

ex-USAAC Lodestars from
During WW2 National
two of these

Lodestars to freighters
operations

USAAC's Air Transport
airline

Oftf JANmilitary
for

for

H

(8ELCW) United AiAline's
WC25633. (UiU. photo via

Va€io Eubanks 1.

order

delivered in AUG,
42. As with the
several

Afor six

and
Was

OCT
SEP

airline

earlier.

domestic cargo
the

Command. In OCT 44 the

began
newly-awarded Jacksonville
New York route with

I

s L-14syears

theLodestars As late as 1967/68 a small
Montreal-based airline,

Royalair, operated a Lodestar
on a scheduled service from

Montreal to Toronto via several

Intermediate points along the
St. Lawrence Seaway system. The
airline went out of business in

1969 and the Lodestar became a
roadside coffee bar.

provedits tooperations on
beunderpowered

R-1830-SC3-G

replaced by the
in the

and

engines

R-1830-S1C3
aircraft

L-18-08AS*
were

L-18,
was

the

the

the

although the aircraft
definitely too small for
route. But it was the best
carrier had available. However,

DC-3

~Gfirst

them
SIX

into

six

turning
The second

ordered as L-18-lOs
built '

also

were

military
were

going
three

Canadian
1944 .

when Eastern replaced its
on the route with DC-4s after

W2, National was forced to
replace its L-18s with the DC-4
as well.

Within Florida,
L-18s remained in

but
Western Air Lines also operated
the L-18, but it was left with

(and three

War

to

specifications

re-engined by TCA before
into service. TCA bought
more Lodestars
Pacific

and
only one
after the

DC-3S)

Department's

complete.
Lodestars

FOREIGN SERVICE: SOUTH AMERICA

The L-18

service in South America,

considerablesawappropriations

Western's "military
National's

service for

were from

Air Lines in
H

2}
26



service. In Lisbon passengers
were able to connect to Britain

services operated by
continued

1949

were sold

included 15

23 L-18-08 and

sante time). These

L-18-07

their llitary equivalents.

and Middle EastAfrican

operations.. SAA operated its 19
remaining L-18s on military and
government services up and down
Africa's

Two airlines in Chile

operated the L-18 on
services. LAH-Chile had

augmenting its L-10 fleet,
first went into operation on 01
SEP 43

trans-Andean

also

their

six.
The

and

on DC-3

KLM for BOAC. SABENA

to operate the L-18 until
when the last three

the

network

the

two

Mew

u.s.

SABENA of Belgium operated
L-18 on its wartime

based on Leopoldville in
Belgian Congo. The first
were aircraft blocked in

York

east coast. The

did not begin civil
44,

when the war was all but over.

But even then the aircraft in

the beginning operated domestic
priority services for the
government only.

airline

L-18 services until 01 DEC
the

service.

airline'son
to Bast African Airways.

They
replacedoperated there until

by Martin 2-0-2s
CINTA, a small private airline
in Chile, operated three L-18s
on domestic services for about

two years in the mid 1950s,
alongside two L-lOs, until the
airline merged with
carrier .

hadEast African Airways

started L-18 operations on 22
PEB 46 with

aircraft. EAA inaugurated its
first international service,
from Nairobi to Dar-es-Salaam,
with the L-18 on 21 MAR 48, and

inaugurated a Nairobi - London
service, also with the L-18, on
15 APR 48.

in 1947. thebyharbor

They were seized
readied

Air

airline

government.

while they were being
for delivery to Regie

French

ex-BOACan

regular

priority
service

five

inauguration
Karachi

all with

also

inaugurated a
Malta

freight

42, followed

BOAC

Cairo

passenger and
on 06 MAY

days later by the
of a Cairo

Afrigue,

operating from the French Congo
under directions from

a

another the

pro-German Vichy government in
Prance. The two aircraft were

instead turned over to

desperately needed
to replace

Fokker and Junkers

its

In Argentina, Norsur started
operations on several domestic
routes in MAR 58 with eight
ex-National Airlines L-18s;
PLAS leased two from Norsur for

its Santa Fe

Aires route, and Lineas
de Cuyo operated
its service from

Buenos Aires via

centres. None of

Argentinean L-18 operations
lasted beyond the early 1960s.

Aden
SABENA,

new

the

connecting service,
the L-18. The airline

operated other
Africa and the Middle Bast with

which

equipment
pre-WW2
trimotors

military contract services in
the Congo and southern Africa.
Five more ex-USAAF Lodestars

FOREIGN SERVICE; AUSTRALIA

A60UE; Yukon SoutkcAn
CF-8TY, woi ex-
AZo6ka'i>

I CP Ain. photo)

TOP RIGHT; No^uA 1-/8-
LY-GHC, at Santa Fe,

An.gzntlna, 27 59.
(P.F. Laux photo]

SOTTOM RIGHT: ZS-ASP l&
one. oi 28 'iollt/i A,f/Ucan
A-Oiu)cl(J6 LodUtaa& -

(SAA photo]

services in
QANTAS and Ansett jointly

operated two L-18s on military
contract flights in New Guinea,
beginning on 22 NOV 42. Trans
Australia Airlines operated
L-18s on domestic services in

the southeast for a short while

after WW2. I do

details of

operations.

operatingRosario - Buenos

Aereas

the L-18 on

Mendoza to

some smaller

these

its Lodestars during and after
W2. It did in fact not

withdraw the L-18 from service

until 01 JUL 47, when the DC-3
the last L-18

Nairobi. In

to(C-60s) were also delivered
SABENA.

took

service: Cairo

over
operated

Congo and

All seven

themainly between
South Africa and in SEP 44 they

Lisbon

not have

these

any

TAA
operated 38total

Lodestars (but not all at the

BOAC

inaugurated a Congo

FOREIGN SERVICE: CENTRAL

AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN

L-44
The L-18 served extensively on

the far-flung and strategically
important network
Honduras. The airline

its first Lodestar in 1940

by early 1947
six out of the

total. All were

aircraft.

of TACA de

received
and

still operated
16 it had in

ex-military

In 1939 Lockheed initiated the

design for the L-44,
four-engined successor
L-14/18. Named

a

to the

the Excallbur,
it was intended for trunk

routes on which the L-14/18 and
the DC-2 and -3 had to ma^e

many refuelling stops because
of their range limitations. The
new aircraft was. to have a

Airlines

and

Airtaco of Sweden,

of today's Linjeflyg,
four

Caribbean-Atlantic
(Caribair) of Puerto

Quisqueya
leased

Airlines for one year beginning
for

forerunner

operatedRico

Caribair

National

Haiti. L-18Sof on newspaper

delivery flights throughout the
country in the mid-1950s,
continued

The first L-18 to enter service
with British West

Airlines was also the

first one built, c/n
was acquired from TACA in
and was placed on the
Spain (Trinidad) -

Bridgetown (Barbados) service
27 NOV 40. Four more

joined the fleet during WW2 and
Its

until the

early 1950s, when they were

replaced by DC-3s and Vickers
Vikings.

KLM (West Indies) had

Lodestars, released to
airline by the U.S. military in
1943. They operated alongside
the airline's L-14s throughout
the Caribbean and to the

countries along the northern
coast of South America. They

also inaugurated the airline's
wartime Miamai service via

Kingston, (Jamaica), Port au
Prince (Haiti) and Camaguey
(Cuba) in 1943.

fromtwo
Indian

They
with

very internal

and
pressurized
operations

based on the experience
With the XC-35.

its

services

for

at high altitude,
gained

fuselage45 serviceinAPR

Puerto

services

islands. One of these
ver nion

Airlines

in
It1954 .

Linjeflyg after the name change
from Airtaco in 1957, but
were gone by the

Sweden, operated two
on domestic
chari:<iE

late 1950s
More

Rican
1940

Port of
neighboringto

they
end of the

also

thewas

convertedTobago decade.7-ti —paesenger

by National
mentioned earlier. Quisqueya

on© t* —1.0 from 1.94B to

1951 on inter-island services.

o£on
and Artists’ tmpressioiio, factory

drawings and mock up photo
graphs show greatly different
proposals. The first one known

to me was for a 21-passenger
aircraft with single fin and
rudder. Later projects wore for

passengers. Twin fins
the L-14/18

somewhere

still a

with

projected.
which

50-

but I

Lodestars

international

during

and early 1960s.
recently, sir Air

® variety of
charter services, but it has
now been disposed of.

ex-USAAF
and

services the
BWIA operated the type
(Caribbean services

on

of
FOREIGN SERVICE; EUROPE

reach Europe
when Karhumakl

Finland,
domestic

replaced
Raplde

also

airline's

The L-18 did not
until 1951,

Airways (Kar Air) of
bought two
services.

seven-seat

biplanes. Kar
inaugurated
service to Sweden on 21 JUN 51

and operated frequent charter
services to other European
countries. They even operated
as far south as Egypt, in North

Africa, a distance equivalent
to Anchorage - Los Angeles. Kar
Air withdrew its L-18s from

26 to 30

and rudders The L-44 tucLi a pfiopa&pd ^ouA-cng.ine.d
de.vztopme.nt oij the L-J4/L-1S
Thl& h> but one the ieveaat con-

two

the

as on

FOREIGN SERVICE: AFRICA also proposed
along the line. Later

36-passenger
triple
There ate

mention

were

for

They
deHavilland

Air L-18s

DC-3, but this must
for the lower-capacity projects
only. If any of the 36-, 40- or
50-seat projects would have

been built, the fuselage by
necessity would have been much

larger than that of the DC-3.

been

f^lgunatloM unden. con^lde/iatlon at
the time. I

In Africa,
BOAC, SABENA and South

airlines such as
African

Airways depended heavily on the
L-18 to maintain their
in support of
effort.

plane
was

a

(Lockheed photo).tail

also sources

eventhe 40- andservices

war Amsterdam to the Dutch Bast

Indies and perhaps on a service
to the Dutch West Indies, which
was then under consideration.

the Allied aircraft,
are

passenger
believe

which would later evolve as the
L-49 Constellation.

projectsthese

South South African Airways ordered
two L-44s and Pan American

Airways wanted three. KLM Royal
Dutch Airlines is said to have

been discussing an order
four with Lockheed,

aircraft would have been

on the airline's service

African

ordered 20 L-18s

1940. The first

in OCT of that

following year the entire fleet
taken

Airways had

as early as
was delivered We know now that nothing

of the L-44,

thefor

with

Nose

L-44

conventional stepped windscree
and

windscreen. The L-44*s

size was said to be that of the

configurations
were

came

particularly
because the much more promising
L-49 Constellation came

sponsored by Pan American,
that is another storyl

ashownyear. In the
for

The

used

from

n
Two other

operated the
services

Caribbean

which

their

the

are

airlines

L-18

throughout
region

faired-in
overall

passenger service in 1954,
remained

but along.
But

withbywas

government

assigned to BOAC for its

the

were

North

aover

and nine

on

as a surveyone

aircraft until 1972.
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XC-35
pressurization had been tried
on a complete fuselage, rather
than in a cockpit section
alone.

dangerous o£ the flight,
Vincent Loomis and

their

Earhart

bublished by Random House,
York.

wrote

Jeff Ethel

1985 book 'Amelia

The Pinal Story',
New

n

A photo of the XC-35 appears
in the LOG of June 86, 12/1,

on page 17♦ 	
in

The XC-35 was basically a
highly-modified L-lOE Electra
built for the specific purpose
of testing cabin pressurization
and the high-altitude

supercharging systems

being developed by the U.S.
Array Air Corps under Major Carl
P. Greene, chief of the

Aircraft Laboratory at Wright
Pield, the USAAC's research and
development center.

a pressure differential between
the cabin and the outside of 10

pounds per square inch (0.7
kg/cm2. This n^de possible a
service ceiling of 32,000 ft
(9,760 ar) and it showed that
pressurization of entire cabins

is practical and would enable

aircraft to fly above the
weather 95% of the time.

On 13 FEB 38 the

demonstrated

capabilities and
path of air
dramatic fashion. It flew

Assistant Secretary of War
Louis A. Johnson from Chicago
to Washington, D.C., where his
presence was urgently required.
Air traffic in much of the

midwest had

standstill

XC-35

its

future

both

the

travel

It was on this Lae

leg that Earhart, Noonan
their Electra vanished (Manning
was not along for this trip).
No one knows for sure what

happened, but it is generally
accepted that the aircraft was

substantially off-course when
it ran out of fuel and Earhart

was forced to ditch it in the

Howland

and
engine

then in a

tocome

because

weather, but flying "above the

weather" at 22,000 ft (6,700 m)
pilot Major Stanley M. Umstead
got the XC-35 with Johnson on
board to Washington in record
time, reaching a speed of 300
mph (480 km/h) with the aid of
a 100 mph (160 km/h) tailwind.
However, tailwind or not, had
the XC-35 not been able to

climb

Johnson would not have made it

to Washington that day.

a
Plying at such
presented new and

problems. Ice formed on cockpit
windows and new heating devices
had to be developed; flight
instruments had to be adapted
to functioning at these high
altitudes and low temperatures;
thin air

altitudes

unforeseen
OA^g^nal 1937 Uatu-Canada Mx Unei L-lOA, CF-TCC c/n 1116, wcl&
bij Ain. Canada and acnoi>6 Canada to EXPO S6 in Vancouven in 19S6.

iPisnnz Langloiii photo).

at Harlingen, Texas, by former
Air Canada employee Ernie Sykes
10 years ago.
After

negotiations. Air Canada bought
the aircraft in 1983 as part of
the preparations for its Golden
anniversary celebrations
1986. The airline was founded,

as Trans Canada Airlines, in
1937, but the 50th anniversary
was celebrated in 1986 to

coincide with EXPO 86

Vancouver.

The XC-35 made its first flight
on 07 HAY 37 and was delivered

to the Air Corps by Lockheed
three months later. It carried

the military
36-353. The

difference

L-10 was

fuselage
"slit"-type windows instead of
the normal large rectangular
windows of the airliner.

of bad

ocean near a small atoll north

of Howland. The date was 02 JUL

37. Despite a

effort by the U.S. Navy and by
civilian ships.

massive search Canadian and U.S. private
owners when it made a belly
landing at Willow Run, Detroit,
in 1961 or 62. The aircraft was

then bought and restored by Lee
Koepke,
Airlines mechanic. As N97237 it

was flown around the world from

07 JUN to 10 JUL 67 by Ann

Pellegrino, Col. W. Payne, Lee
Koepke and navigator
Polhemus. The flight was made
in honor of Amelia Earhart.
Netween Nauru and Howland

Island, Pellegrino dropped a
wreath on the waters of the

Pacific, roughly at the spot
when Earhart and Noonan are

believed to have gone down.

serial

principal
with the

the fat

and

number

outward

regular
circular

*

Earhart

Noonan were not found. There is

strong evidence they they
captured by the
believed they
mission of

and
I

ofyearsmany
were

Japanese, who
special

the
required

superchargers to provide
engines with enough air
operate.

CentralNorththe anarrow

were on a

Japanese
Pacific,

died

spying

positions
Earhart and

Japanese

to

in
the

Noonan

captivity.

inabove the weather.
1 n

Pressurization soon proved so
valuable for both military and
commercial

During its test flights the
XC-35 reached altitudes of up
to 28,000 ft (8,340 or). For the

first time in aviation history
it was possible for aircrew to
fly in the sub stratosphere

without having to wear oxygen
masks and heavy flying suits.
It was also the first time

W.

applications
aviation, the USAAC in 1937 was

awarded the Collier Trophy for
its work with the XC-35. The

Coller Trophy is the highest
award in the U.S. for technical

in

CHAMBERLAIN'S L-10 FLIGHTSAs said, the fuselage of the
XC-35 was extensively modified
from that of the L-10. It

built of thicker

skin

hermetically
circular cross section

in

One,
British

and perhaps two, of
Airways' L-lOA fleet

into the news in 1938 when
British Prime Minister
Chamberlain used it 	
to fly to Germany to meet
Adolf

was

and

was

The

allowed

formers

and

sealed.

arrived back

on 14 JAN

painstaking
restoration process, took tc
the air again early in 1986. In
APR and MAY of that year the
aircraft flew across Canada

along much of the original 1939
TCA route. It arrived at

Vancouver on 10 MAY and took

part in the various EXPO 86
aviation events.

CF-TCC

Winnipeg, Manitoba,
84 and after a

in

panels
Neville

(or them)
with

achievement in aeronautical

development.

Air Canada bought this Electra
from Koepke, restored it to the
original
presented it to
Aviation Museum in

MAR 68, where it is on display.
In the summer of

aircraft was taken to Vancouver

by road to be the focal point
of the Air Canada anniversary
exhibit at EXPO 86.

Hitler in efforts

war in Europe.

to

special flights
was so extensive, the Electra
had to be returned to Lockheed

at Burbank for repairs.

through the Caribbean and along
north coast

across

through
the Middle

Asia.

reached Lae, New Guinea
JUN.

prevent a
the

America,

Atlantic,
Africa,
southern

of South

south

central

East and

a icraft

on 29

andcolors

the National

Ottawa in

TCA
the On 15-16

flew from London to Munich
back in a BA L-lOA
with Hitler the Germa
Sudetenland,
Czechoslovakia
German

believed
flew

SEP 38 Chamberlain

and

to discuss

n claim to

It On 21 MAY Earhart again left

Oakland, but this time the

flight plan called for a west
to east direction to avoid the

hurricane season

Caribbean upon return home. The
flight proceeded smoothly to
Miami via Tucson, and then

was inevitable that the

Lockheed Twins would make a
number of

special flights. I would
to look at some of those.

The 1986 the

well-publicized
like

ofpart
with a mainly

a
4

TRANS-ATLANTIC ELECTRA
thein

ispopulation.
the

It
"The

Island,

challenging

AimLia Eanhant and hen Etectna, NR16020, with which ihe attempted to
anoand the wontd in 1937, bat with which 6he di6appeaned oven the Paci^c.
She and hen navigaton, Eaed Noonan, wene neven ieen ofi heand o^ again.

(Aviation Collector Seniei poitcand via Stanley Baumoatd].

next leg, to Howland
would be the most

most

On 06 MAY 37 the German airshif

Hindenburg" crashed in flames

upon landing at Naval Air
Station Lakehurst, New Jersey

following an Atlantic crossing
on a scheduled

service. The next day
NR16059 flew

Atlantic to

newsreel film of the

Later that

returned the the U.S. carrying
the first photographs of the
Coronation of King George VI of
England, who succeeded to the

throne after his brother. King
Edward VIII, had abdicated to
marry an American divorcee.

MinisterPr ime

on L-lOA G-AEPR.
AMELIA EARHART n

and the TCA Electra,
went to

In 1956 it

The fifth former

CF-TCC, c/n 116, also
the RCAF in 1939.

bought by Matane Air
from the Canadian

the

operations in the
1966,

Perhaps no Twin became better
known Chamberlain flew again

Germany on 29 SEP 38 (his third
trip). The

to

internationally than

NR16020, c/n 1055, the L-lOA of
famous

flying

Crisis

full

nM

September
was in

then and he flew to
in L-lOA G-AEPR. He

returned in a BA L-14 the next
<3ay (see later).

was

Services

government and operated on
airline's

Province of Quebec until

when it was sold to the U.S.

passenger
LlOE

the

with

disaster.

month

Amelia Earhart. Already
for her previous
exploits, Earhart selected the

Electra for her dream flight:
flying around the world along
the longest possible route
the Equator, 20,000 mi (45,000
km) long.

over Sudentenland
swing
Munich

across

Europe

itsame
I

Air Canada leased this Electra

in 1962, painted it ail white
and decked it with the original

TCA logos for a flight across
Canada to celebrate

Canada's 25th anniversary. The

various legs of the trip were
flown by TCA Electra pilots of
the 1937-39 era and the cabin

crew was made up of former
stewardesses from

time.

WELL-KNOWN TCA ELECTRAS

Two of Trans-Canada Airlines

Electras came into

news long after their
careers had ended. One

even made a cross-Canada flight
in 19861

Accompanied by two
Harry Manning and Fred
Earhart left Oakland,
nia, for Hawaii on 7 MAR 37

the first leg
east to west

navigators,
Noonan,

Califor-

five L-10
the TCA/Air

airline
on

tSm
of her planned

flight. They
without

the

Do remember that

before the age
communication around the
courtesy
communications satellites which
constantly hover
Justly, .Lockheed

the Harmon Trophy for 1937
these two remarkable flights.

this was

instant

world

I f
of;

reached

problems,
takeoff for Howland Island in

the Pacific on 20 MAR, the
aircraft

Hawaii

but
CF-TCA, c/n 1112, was the third
TCA Electra (and its first one
bought new from Lockheed). It

to the airline

and served with

Canadian Air Force

War 2. It had

through a number

during the same of dozens of
i'

was delivered
on 01 OCT 37

the Royal
during World
passed

above us.

heavily

groundlooped and flopped onto
when

undercarriage broke off. Damage

loaded After its sale to the U.S.,

CF-TCC dropped out of sight
until it was spotted at
Confederate Air Force air show

was awarded

for
its belly the a

of
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PILATINC CaVIPIDSAIIIPiL by THOh\AS
VRkGGES

S

I would like to open with
passing on complaints I have
received from some members.

r
fi

L
\ %

US>-'t'
●»

^73I

O
People are telling me they are
sending out up to 20 letters
at a time and are receiving

about

know I

not

from

try

to answer when someone writes
asking for information, to

know I

the airlines

I feel it is

Vz.t£Lil 0^
aJjLCAa^.X
fiee text)
375 dmei

zntaAgzd.

responses to only
one-fourth of them. I

have been guilty of
answering letters too
time to time. But please

L-]4 NC2533 H.S. VandeAb-lZ.X which p-ccfeed up AtAandzd
Ra6iia.n piZoti, in Wew BfiunAwick, Canada, and took them

[Bitt Thompson photo).

Homad Hughes' 6peciatly-eqiUpped fLOund-thc-itioatd
fizcofid L-14, NK16937. Note that ^oaa o^ the cabin
uiindowi have been coveaed up in aaea o^ Zong-aange

(Bi^ Thompion photo).
to fJeio yoak.

^ueZ tanfi6.
you
trade or whatever. I

it when
This particular trans-Atlantic
Electra had been built for

Harold S. Vanderbilt, but it

was no longer owned by the
multi-millionaire when it made

Its trans-Atlantic return

flight. Its career was not over
yet after the feat just

mentioned. Beginning on 19 AUG
37 the same aircraft began an
extensive search in the Arctic,
piloted by famous polar flyer
Sir Hubert Wilkins. The purpose
was to find the Russian pilot
Sigismund Levanevsky and his
crew, who went missing on a
flight from the Soviet Union to
the U.S.A.

unsuccessful

aircraft was sold to the Soviet

Union and was registered USSR
N-214 in MAR 38.

In Britain, Sidney Cotton used
a specially modified L-12A to
make

flying record. Three days, 19
hours and 10 seconds later they
landed back in New York

mission accomplishedI They
covered 14,791 mi
and had also set a

♦ hate

don't answer me.

public relations on their
but on the other hand,

trying to save money,
should send them an

several unauthorized

reconnaisance flights over Nazi
Germany in 1939. He obtained
photographs of the German fleet

which the Royal Air Force had
been unable to get. After WW2,
Cotton used another L-12A to

poor

part,
they are

Maybe we
SASE or

had

(23,799 km)
new record

5

for the fastest time between '^ew

York and Paris - 16 hours, 33
minutes. Their flight had taken

them from New York to Paris,
Yakutsk,

k.

some stamps.

deck of cards, write to:raised will be put toward
restoration of the aircraft to

flying
completed,

be used as a flying museum. For
more information on the

and on where to purchase

the
to a couple of new

that have turned up:
Now on

cards _
Ozark has issued a new set in

Cities series. It is

explore

blindflying equipment.

the development of
condition.

this aircraft

Once

will
Moscow,

Fairbanks, Minneapolis and back

to New York. The record they
set stood until 1947, when it

was bettered to three days, six
hours, 56 minutes by a USAP

A-26 bomber/attac) plane.

Omsk,
Save-A-Connie

P.O. Box 9144

Riverside, MO 64168
U.S.A.

their
lied the Rockies. One deck

blue print and the other
black. Both read, "Make

tracks. Fly Ozark to the
Rockies.” The picture shows
snow-covered mountains, a blue
Jjy and a small airplane
(barely visible) flying by.

LOCKHEED L-14 PLIGHTS
ca group

your
inis

British Prime Minister Neville

Chamberlain flew from London to

back on BA L-14

second meeting
22-24 SEP 38.

was the airline's

had been delivered

in

Cologne and
G-AFGN for his

with Hitler on

This

Following

search.

the

the VANDERBILT ... AGAIN

L-14

first and

only
Chamberlain made

to Germany (on a BA
above) and

day on L-14 G-AFGN.

On 27-28 APR 39 another Twin

with a Harold S. Vanderbilt

connection came into the news.

L-14 NC2333 owned by him, went
searching for another Russian
air crew which had gone missing
on a flight from their own
country to New York. Brig. Gen.

ViafU/nU KOhKinahi and Major
had

Ozark is in the process
TWA,

be the last

issued under the

on 03 SEP. On 29 SEP

another trip

L-10, see
returned the next

(Since
q£ being
this

deck

Ozark namel)

integrated into

might well
of cards 1

LOCKHEED L-12 FLIGHTS

In 1937 an L-12A owned by the
Canadian Department of Trans
port operated the first dawn to
duk

Flying

Vancouver on J1 JUL with se-
th*»

from

know
HOWARD HUGHES card comes

don' t

this

otherThe

Dominicana.

rurmt deoK 01 nPt. The
^ of the airline's

f1ight
from

Canada.across

Montreal
I

to

>!9w?rrt Hughes tan be isMikhail

f: \ V * ●hi‘3

Gord ienko
ii

a

)
notdescribed

as having been an exeertfeiic

forgotten th

or

cardbomber

pfsistm on 30veral
ti 4.3iit fistops en-route,

4: «>
it
I

Ight Wf]?n pictures one^

tSfeo-touftnS)
bottom fourth

l»oi: iiortfcal

uhlt§ ahd blue wicii
letters in the blue (bottom)
bar .

ii

New York

out

top
bilb

£ 1Moscow

theymtiUr
Ity

ome-CmMi ^ir at in his

ah WlUl«ot fuel

W»±<atne;t: .

swamp

Brunswick,
and

the

Vanderbilt L-14. Their DB-3 wan

dismantled and sent back to the

Soviet Union by boat.

T- a ti 1 nG a r 1 y
innovat1ve

● t'heyears was

aviatigij ^l^nesf of
flfSt Old^r . On 10 JUL 38

four crew members

New York In a

Iunexpected adverseservice by TCA, then be 1 ng consists

bars ,

o

fay Canskaiatn

Qomnment. ne gsvethn^nt
considered such a service vital

between

onThey beiiyianded In a

Hiscou Island, New

Canada and were picked
Clown to New York

red,
wh 1 tpHughes and

took off from

specially
MX10037,

setting a new round

upto forge
Canadians

links
byL 14,

the aim of

the world

mod 1 £ f ed
in East and

much the same as the U.S.

Office

West,
Post

ma 11

with

u to

decks
once again asking yo

new

1 am

let me know
which

possible,
sample, so we can

about

Department
linked the the

cornets of the United

together a decade

aboutcontracts had
four ifand

send

tell other
them and

issued,

please

are

a
States

earlier.

Red, white and
bZue taimmed

L-n se-BZE 0^
SwedaiA wo6 a

l^amiZiaA 6ight
aZZ ovea (Veit-

eAn BuAope in
the 19506.

HeAe at Am6teA-

dam, HoZZand
09 MAY 59.

{Joop GeAAitAma C
photo)

Among the 12
passengers on

flight

Transport
and

Symington. The

piloted by two of the first TCA
pilots, J.H. Tudhorpe and J.D.
Hunter.

This L-12A, CP-eCT, c/n 1219,
is now on permanent display at
the National Aviation Museum in

Ottawa.

collectors

perhaps show them as well.
and

for the

Canadian

C.D. Howe

H. J.

was

crew

board

were

Minister

president
a 1rcra ft

were

SAVE A CONNIE
TCA

How would you like to help the
Save-A-Connle"? Theyf|

group
will issue for sale a deck
cards showing their
Super Constellation. The money

of

L-1049G

I

33*t. tr ●
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I DIE < rI by RICHARV J. VEVORCO

SHOT AT NEWARK:.

In this issue I'd like to

small tribute to World Airways
left scheduled service

Among the photos are three
color schemes worn

including the most recent
the modelers I have also

forward detail of Virgin
newest 747, "Scarlet
Northwest's

Anchorage", fleet no. 509.

present a
which

recently,
different

by World,
one. For

enclosed a

Atlantic's

Lady" and of
City of757new

I

I hope you do enjoy the photos and if

you feel you are holding anything you
would like to contribute,
don't hesitate to send it to
address is on the front inside
of the issue.

please
Myme.

cover
N505EA, c/n 22193.lAVOl/E): Ea&t&A.n 757-225f

For the future I am

selections on the 737-300,
to Frontier (I'll need both older and
recent schemes) and a selection
commuters.

planning photo
a farewell

on

(ABOl/E); WonZd AW VC-10-10 N1S27U, c/n 46626, ifiom UnUzd, in
the. oAAtine'i moit-Aecent cotoA scheme.

{BELOW, LEFT): Unidentt^ted WoAtd VC- 10-30CF tn Zong-6tancUng coloAi.
{BELOW, RIGHT): VC-10-30CF NlOiWA, c/n 46S37, a^tCA ACtuAn ^Aom lease

to Natayslan.
(BOTTOM, LEFT): ViAgln Atlantic's "ScoAtet Lady" nose detatt Isee text).
(BOTTOM, RIGHT): NoAthioest's 757 "City 0^ AnchoAage" N509US, c/n2319S.

<

Just one more thing:
and will answer any
questions on how to
photography of airliners.

I also welcome
comments

improve your

'Mr. *■
or

n:

(A800E): Velta L-1011-3$5-l TAiStoA 1, N729PA,
c/n 193C-inO.

ttUMUMUiuiu:

A PAIR FROM USAIR;

(A600E); 737-2B7 Advanced N321AU, c/n 22&S9.
{BELOW): 727-264 Advanced N774AL, c/n 219%4.

(
●Z\

oi&Ii-i

VN412PE, c/n 19029.fABOUE): PeoplExpAess 737- 130 us^ir^

txsmMUl
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PARIS - WASHINGTON, 0. C. - DALLAS/FORT WORTHtIM

I 0*w*<c

/ I
A roi BRANIFF AIRWAYSAIR FRANCE

1*^

B

|A !*«««) im

LONDON . WASHINGTON, 0. C. - DALLAS/FORT WORTHUnited was the fourth airline to inaugurate DC-7
service, the first flight being made on June 18,
1954, as "The Continental", nonstop between Idlewild
and Los Angeles. Unlike the DC-7's of other
carriers, United’s did not have a separate forward
cabin, visible on the outside by the separate pair
of windows on the forward fuselage. This area on
United's planes was used as a special cabin luggage
compartment. All luggage was thus carried on the
main deck just forward of the

j n.. =.r-f-ifle includes a history of the
chedule associated timetable

section on the
10th anniversary of

3 1’) C9
The s

Douglas DC-7 series
illustrations as well as a
supersonic Concorde on its
scheduled service.

BRANIFF AIRWAYSBRITISH AIRWAYS

●m a

cur Mil Cl €1 Cl Cl Cl (I Cl

(MI

>1M tiu

WESTBOUND

IR#ad Down)

EAST BOUND

(R«od Vp)Douglas DC-7
T—I 7,.. no-T was built as a result of a
The Douglas a.;,-,'raft Co. by American

proposal to stretched and more powerful
Airlines p^TAcan wanted an airliner
version of t*?® f^^^w Lockheed L-1049 "Super
to compete with the ne could fly nonstopConstellation" and one ^hat couio x y y
across the North American continent in both a
westerly and easterly dir

.-u.. p^T-cf- of the Douglas four-

oS .u. o-«o.n.^e„,.nes,^^
"I'oiLf t.e P.opeUe. J.ive
shaft. Three small “rhin ^ crankshaft,
power directly into the turbines (or
turbines, known as through the crank-
PRT's), added 20% more power^throug^^^^^
Shaft, and reduced ^ S72 OOO. Attached
engine carried a ^-bladed variable pitchto each engine were four four-
propellers with a „g to the DC-7, the DC-4
bladed propeller was ? g.^laded propellers,
and DC-6 series °f the cowlings and
The cowl flaps at streamlined over
forward of the nacelles titanium
those on ^he engine nacelles,
alloys were ^ mph at 22,000

Maximum speed of the u 23,500 ft.
with a cruising ° i^., wingspan 117 ft

elage length was 108 ft. 11 ^^^^3
6 in., and height 28 ft. / m.

ssc ssc KQUIPUENT

FLIGHT NUMBER

SSC ssc
Bout!

PlDID
GMT

Air*

port
Coie

.. i. .c ● T ● i. ^ . passenger cabin. The
idea was to facilitate baggage delivery to passengers
on arrival. There were no windows in this Lea uLd
for baggage in the cabin of the United DC-7's A
pair of windows was placed in DC-7's of other*
carriers in this same area,
other carriers this area had

u 1B9 64 168

R R CLASS OP SERVICE R R 5.

Mo.Fr. Tu.Th.

a S4.

Tu.St.

Dijb of Opentim

and again on those of

passenger seating.
ABOVE LEFT: BRITISH AIRWAYS SCHEDULES BETWEEN

THE U.S. AND GREAT BRITAIN EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1,
1978, SHOWING SUPERSONIC CONCORDE SERVICE
BETWEEN NEW YORK-LONDON AND WASHINGTON-LONDON

AS OF THAT DATE. ^ RIGHT; AIR FRANCE-
BRANIFF AIRWAYS AND BRITISH AIRWAYS-BRANIFF

AIRWAYS CONCORDE INTERCHANGE SCHEDULES

EFFECTIVE APRIL 27, 1980. THESE WERE THE
FINAL SCHEDULES ISSUED FOR THE TEXAS-EUROPE

INTERCHANGE AS THE OPERATION WAS TERMINATED

ONE MONTH LATER ON MAY 31, 1980. BELOW RIGHT;
AIR FRANCE AND AIR FRANCE-BRANIFF AIRWAYS

TRANSATLANTIC SCHEDULES EFFECTIVE WINTER
1979/1980 SHOWING CONCORDE SERVICE BETWEEN

PARIS-NEW YORK, PARIS-WASHINGTON-MEXICO,
AND PARIS-WASHINGTON-DALLAS/FT. WORTH.

+ 2 U20 00 Lv PARIS. Ar 23 35 CDG

Douglas DC-7B

+1 Lv LONDON. LHRM18 30 Ar 22 00

The DC-7B represented an intercontinental version
of the standard DC-7. it had more fuel tankage for
longer range operations. Each plane was cowered Kv
four Wright R-3350-972-TC18-DA4 turbo-com?ounr ^
engines, an upgraded version of the turbo-compound
engine on the standard DC-7. The DC-78 had the
same height, length, and span of the standard DC-7.

This

WASHINGTON... lAD- 4

18 00 17 40 Ar DullesI Airport., Lv

t Terminal.. Lv

Lv Dulles! Airport Ar

( Terminal.. Ar

M13 45 13 05
These

18 IS 17 55 Ar 12 $013 30

19 10 18 40 13 00 12 00

DC-7B's were ordered by American,
Delta, Eastern, National,
South African.

Continental,
r.r’ tot Pan American, and

j c ® operated by Pan American
and South African on ultra long range flights
more fuel tanks were installed " '

large longerons extending aft from
like those on the DC-7C.

M19 25 M18 SS Lv 12 45 11 45

Ar DALLAS/
FT. WORTH.... Lv M09 30 UOS 30 DFWeven

saddle tanks" in

engine nacelles.
These DC-7B's of Pan

American and South African with the saddle tanks
have erroneously been labelled as the only true
DC-7B's while those of the other carriers (not havina
these even further additions in fuel tankage) havp ^
been referred to as hybrid DC-7/DC-7B's. However
all carriers' planes are DC-7B's and were certifyA=4-
as such. All carry more fuel than the sLSJrd ^
DC-7. It's simply that those of Pan American
South African carried even greater
others.

- 5 21 00 20 30

as

i&sueo Ana \\. luft EfrCCTIVC APRIL 27. IMI

New York * Washington - Dallas/Fort worth - Houston - Mexico

Quotidien

Dally
Quotidien

Doily 0 0 © 00 0(2
and

amounts than the
13

sq. ft.

i-he Wright turbo-compound engine made
^ ● gross weight over

66,306 lbs.
Fully

The use of
A total of 97 DC-7B's were built.sizable increase in

Empty weight was
122,200 lbs.

106,000 lbs.

possible a
the earlier DC-6B,

and weight fully loaded was
loaded weight on the DC-6B was

AF AFIT AF It AF AF AF AF AF AF AF AFAF AF

402 401 262 077162 Ml ●17 Ml 007 M7 M7 ●SS●53 N7 ●S3

Douglas DC-7C

The DC-7C represented the ultimate stretch anrt
development of the DC-4/DC-6/DC-7 series. Wingsoan
was 10 ft. greater than that of the DC-7 and DC-7B
A five foot extension was added near the wing root*
on either wing, making it possible to position

farther from the passenger cabin

7D7 747727 CBV

F/Y Y

SSC CRV 747 747 747 747 SSC483 SSC SSC SSC
n F/Y/ F/Y/ R F/Y R F/Y R F/Y RF/Y Y F/Y

M M M M M M

The first DC-7 was flown from the Douglas
Tne tirsc santa Monica on May 18, 1953.

initial cSstoLrs included American Airlines, Delta
Air Lines, National Airlines, and United Air Lines.
In all 120 DC-7's were built. On November 29,

^nerLan inaugurated the world's first DC-7
and the first transcontinental nonstop

both directions, with flights between
Prior to that, TWA had

★ ★* ★ ★ *

Hie* e dp I73t 873* 183«

'H iz

1056Lyon 0 dp 0710

i2
and reduceengines

noise levels.
P«rl8 0
Chirlas oa Giulli Hoo fiSISar MU 8353

4service

Added fuel tan)cage for longer range operation
was provided for in the added wing center section and
in "Lddle tanks" in longerons aft of
like those on

African.

Each DC-7C was powered by four 3,‘400 hp Wright
R-3350 988-TC18-EA4 turbo-compound engines, a further
advanced version of the engine on the DC-7B. The
DC-7r hafl a winQ Span of 127 ft. 6 m., length of
112^ft^ 3 in and height of 31 ft. 10 in. Fuselage
length ■ and height were increased over that of
the DC-7 and DC-7B.

747
service in

New York and Los Angeles. . ^ ^
inaugurated nonstop eastbound service between Los
Angeles and New York in October, 1953. The American
DC-7 made the flight between New York and Los
Angeles in just over eight hours.

F/Y
M

, _ „ engine nacelles
the DC-7B s of Pan American and South

★

Parla 0
Chillis di Giull* dp 29M11N lOM iei6 101513M 171$ 20M 1818 ItlS StM

1|X
X ax iXIX lx

XIX iX□
National was the second airline to inaugurate

DC-7 service, introducing the type on December 15,
1953, between New York (Idlewild) and Miami. The
flights, known as "The DC-7 Star", were completed
in 30 hours, 30 minutes, and featured filet mignon
dinners, music and flowers aloft, and red carpet
arrivals and departures. Cockpit crew members on
the inaugural flight included Capt. S. Landers, co
pilot J. Watson, and flight engineer, G. Cunningham.

s m
io

s

|2
UaN«w York

KinnidY Ini. AiipiHl ar
!□□ □

IMI105
SI

i!s
BNBN

39 0630S3

i SSCssc
s as

of proposals by Pan American
range and passenger capacity
nonstop in both directions,

than the DC-7B but

other than Pan

s

iiMThe DC-7C grew out
for a plane with greater
to fly the Atlantic Ocean
The DC-7C had a greater range
was somewhat slower. Customers
American included Braniff, Northwest, BOAC, KLM,

, TAI, Swissair, Japan, Sabena,
A total of 121 DC-7C's were

IMSWathInBlon
OultM

1IM sIMSar

Idp 19 1SBS1IS8-.19;
▼s>

IS 22

Delta, the third airline to offer DC-7 service,
inaugurated its flights on April 1, 1954, operating
three daily nonstops between Chicago and Miami. Two
daytime flights were made, "Royal Biscayne" and
Royal Poinciana", and one night coach "DC-7 Owl

Comet".

Dallas/
Fort worth

iS

QO00Bl a

2
1ISS1355 13SS 21335Houston Bl

SAS, Alitalia, Mexicans
and Pan Air do Brasil,
built.

1518 1511 151ftdp 1518tl

|X |XiX X
A A

1715 1T15 1715 3t5«MsmIco N3«1711ar
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FIRST NONSTOP SERVICE —COAST TO COAST

STSTCM TIMETABIE iUNI, ItM EffECIlVE JUNE 1. 1934

american airlines

NATIONAL^ the nonstop

me n<Hfr J^C-7 «m oco-^toxantry rn S Kr»\irc tK-r<?c
(j l\* I® !I1M DMt flSM !IM M®»11 W?® iM iDtif Dm 1)18*. Tfiii
r unmatched travel time is made possible by the 365 mph cruising speed of the

I

I^AiRLINE OF THE STARS

UNITED
t

D
Fastest and Finest

rii

aHICACO
MIAMI “MowiToF

1 AffftVi<? ncNv I3C'-T, A-mcriesin■pxst<on-y>o*»ccf x.T-si.T\''.ixor^ i

flit

FIHEST BY EAR!

ffi a a smu fur mice Mra Los Aida asd lira M.
Add to the speed of the DC-7 Flagship, many new developments designed

spccirically lor your comfort — special suundpruuriiiK, newly designed seats, and

an air conditioning system that works on the ground as well as in the air. Make
your reservations now on the finest, fastest Flagship ever, The Nonstop Mercury.

Ssfffnniiiff Jutic lO
tie.y

^00-
DC.7 &C.70C*7 Sthilyh

701^

DC-7
Only on HATIONAI-.0C.7 Sp..d

combined with World-famed Luxury!

l:00p.mi i:45p.m. 4:450.111.
t ? t

10;00 a.m. 2:00 p.m, 12:20 o.m. Lv. CHICAGO Ar.
CST

■I 4. ;

Mai'nllnerst

i\
MIAMI I

6i<i0 p.m. 5:00 a.m.2:40 p.m. Ar. lv. 10:00 a.m.i 3,45 p.m. 1:45 a.m.1ST

*foi rlm«a w««kly SUN. MON, 7UCS. W|C>,

fly NONSTOP ● ● ●
Announcing America's First DC-7 ^,ircoach —
Economy and Luxury, Chicago-Miami

Fly DC-7 at North-South Excursion
Fares beginning April 15

AMemcAN

r
YORK-LOS ANGELES^^a1a=. ^ MEW

—T»li

●O

LOS ANGELES UNDER 8 HOURS
vynew YORK

>

THE NONSTOP MERCUftTS
t

j

f-

FLIGHT #a

Lv LOS ANGELES -9:OOam pST

Ar NEW YORK 7:1 Spm EST

FLIGHT

Lv NEW YORK 1:00pm EST

Ar LOS ANGELES 5:55pm PST

NEW YORK ★ FLORIDA * WASHINGTON * CUBA

NEW ORLEANS ★ TEXAS Ar CALIFORNIA ★ DETROIT

SEPTEMBER 1955
rC ,f' .g

AD FOR DC-7 INAUGURAL SERVICE ON DELTA FROM APRIL 1 , 1954 , TIMETABLE.
SERVICE ON THIS DATE WITH THREE DAILY ROUND TRIPS BETWEEN CHICAGO AND MIAMI.

JUNE 1954 UNITED TIMETABLE SHOWS THAT AIRLINE'S INAUGURAL DC-7 SERVICE EFFECTIVE
UNITED WAS THE FOURTH CARRIER TO OFFER DC-7 FLIGHTS.

DELTA BEGANTOP LEFT:

DC-7 "GOLDEN CROWN

TCP RIGHT;

JUNE 18 BETWEEN NEK YORK AND LOS ANGELES.

Members of the Royal Family
AMERICAN AD FROM FALL 1953 ON

MERCURY" SERVICE.
ABOVE:

NEW DC-7 FIRST CLASS

AMERICAN WAS THE SPONSOR OF AND FIRST
CARRIER TO OPERATE THE DC-7.

NATIONAL TIMETABLE FORTOP RIGHT:

SEPTEMBER 1955 FEATURES DC-7 ON COVER
WITH PASSENGERS DEPLANING VIA A RED
CARPET. NATIONAL WAS THE SECOND
AIRLINE TO FLY THE DC-7 IN SCHEDULED
SERVICE. ^ RIGHT; DELTA DC-7
FLIGHTS AS OF APRIL 25, 1954, THREE

AFTER DELTA BEGAN
DC-7 on APRIL 1

■i^/^oyal(^cinrtfifur
●(S/lcyal (d/lanyer
■o/^cyal (dBucayne

DC-7B

G
1 n

r H newest, fastest, quietest, most
luxurious airliner in the world!conoitten
● ● ●

AND ONE HALF WEEKS

OPERATIONS WITH THE

NONSTOP BETWEEN CHICAGO AND MIAMI.
HAD ALREADY BEEN

1BY £I r

NON-STOPLATE APRIL SERVICE

ADDED AT ST. LOUIS, ATLANTA,
CINCINNATI, AND HOUSTON.

DC-7 DC-7 DC-7 DC-7 DC-7 DC-7 DC-7DC-7 DC-7 DC-7Rea<l Reod

761749 701 78 4 hrs.75 79 748 Atlanta to Miami

Atlanta to Tampa

Atlanta to Chicago
Miami to New York

Miami to Chicago
Miami to Atlanta

Miami to Detroit

Miami to Cleveland

2 hrs. 50 min.*

93 min.

2 hrs. 14 min.

3 hrs. 30 min.

4 hrs. 5 min.

2 hrs. 15 min.

4 hrs. 10 min.

3 hrs. 58 min.

Miami to Boston

Miami to Tampa

Tampa to Miami
Tampa to Atlanta
Tampa to Chicago
W. Palm Beach to New York 3 hrs. 20 min.

736 New York to Miami

New York to W. Palm Beach 3 hrs. 20 min.

3 hrs. 50 min.

4 hrs. 8 min.*

2 hrs. 6 min.

4 hrs.

3 hrs. 50 min.

4 hrs. 15 min.

3 hrs. 30 min.Down Up 700 760

55 min.

55 min.

99 min.

4 hrs. 29 min.*

11:50 1:559:30 10:00 1:20 8:57 5:45Lv. CHICAGO (COT) Ar. 10:52 1:00 8:31 Chicago to Miami

Chicago to Tampa
Chicago to Atlanta
Detroit to Miami

Cleveland to Miami

Boston to Miami

12:54 Ar. ST. LOUIS

ST. LOUIS

Lv. 7:25

7:031:20 Lv. Ar.

10:34

11:00

Ar. CINCINNATI (EST) Lv.

CINCINNATI
*One Stop.

Lv. Ar.

Eastern Air LinesALL FLIGHTS DAILY EXCEPT AS NOTED

Effective January 1, 195A
All Times are Standard Time.6:50

6:24

12:25

12:50

11:59 Ar. ATLANTA

ATLANTA

Lv. 8:45

Lv. Ar.

AS OF JANUARY 1956 EASTERN AIR LINES OFFERED FIRST CLASS GOLDEN FALCON IN ALL THE MARKETS SHOWN

ABOVE.I2:38 Ar. HOUSTON (CST) Lv. 3:40 EASTERN HAD INTRODUCED DC-7B'S IN 1955.

2:53 5:35 5:00 Ar. MIAMI (EST) Lv. 9:00 4:15 1:45

39AtfiCOACH AIRCOACH

IIGHT TYPE: A.M.

HEAVY TYPE: P. M.

38



NOW!

New York to South America

vs^ithouf change of plane!

TtMfTAtU {mCnVE SEPltMIfl 14. I

EFFECTIVE SentMIEH 79. 19S7

uotthnental

AirLines
PANAGRA

P4H 4JHftlC4M GMACt AIMWAtS. MC

70 SOUTH AMERICA
A !Hr:nicAM - CFf t c

m1

tiSk A
r

DC-7B CLUB COACH

New, superlatively fast DC-7B’s, operating over
the routes of NATIONAL. PAN AMERICAN and
PANAGRA, speed you in record time from
NEW YORK to:

I

I

WORLD'S

PANAMA - GUAYAQUIL

LIMA - SANTIAGO

BUENOS AIRES

I

NEWEST

FASTEST

Also Daily DC-6B Service by El
—thrifty Tourist flights with savings up to 25%.

serving:
GUAYAQUIL

● BUENOS AIRES

From NEW YORK/ without change of plane/
PANAMA

LIMA ● LA PAZ

AIRLINERSCALI QUITO

● SANTIAGO /Vv AweiiicA\ Cuppehs 'Fti Oft BuiovA Time

Non-Stop Tourist Service to Paris and London
%i/lnmumrGAtm^iwy^ PAM£kGtt£k /'chicago-kansascity;\

DENVER - LOS ANGELES^y
●CnVICC TO PARIS AND ON TO ROMC IS tTrCCTIVE JUHI ll SCRVICE TO LONDON AND ON TO rRAHKrVRT. JULT U

AT LEFT, ABOVE, AND BELOW: PANAGRA TIMETABLE, AD, AND DC-7B
FROM SEPTEMBER 1955 FOP. SERVICES BETWEEN NEK YORK, FLORIDA,
THE WEST COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA.

SCHEDULES
PANAMA, AND ONLY PAN AM’S GOT ’EMI

and

ABOVE; AD FROM JUNE 1955 TIMETABLE FOR PAN AMERICAN'S NEi'J

SUPER '7' CLIPPER" SERVICE ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN FROM

NEK YORK TO EUROPE.

TT

EL INTERAMERICANO
701—DAILY—DE LUXE—>01 '
Direct—Through Plane Service '

NAL
Nmtieaei Alillnoi

DC66 0C7B DC7B DC6BDC7B 0C7B

“Sr~
0C7BWE THTU FRSOUTH AFRICAN AIRWAYS MO
SU18.-00 18:0018:00

19:00 ■
1)19:70

2l-ra)

18:00
19:00

D19-20
21:4fl

18:00
19:00

D19M
21:46

NEW YORK	
WASHINGTON
WASMINQTOH
MIAMI

... EDT Lv
... EDT As

EDT U
KST As

DC-7B18:00
19:00
19:70
21:20

OC-7B
Ciub

Coach

DC-7Bl&oo19:00
ni9:20
21:20

19:00
Di9.a)
21:20

All Flights Operate Daily
Except As Noted

Convair Club Club

DC-6BCoacb Coach ConvairCoach

pkk TN cu Convair Convair Convair Convairl Convair CBT T T
iiJIO . AF K A - ACfSTRALfC V.V.
iN nt HWh ft K I N Ca

Pen AnmkMn WorM Ainraye FLIGHT NUMBER 561 943 323 325 341 3273631 9635 3E t A TAIAMI t^T t.v
eoWE TMTU 8A

ChicagoiPANAMA CltY/BAUOA. «« Ai Oi:^ 03:00 01:S5 01:55 ICDt)03:00 J01:55 STEP sA^es-

SfRVlcg
01:5S

Super
Cor» Z)_ PAMAGRA

I Pan AnMrtcv).^rK« Airways}
PANAMACirV/BALflOA*
BOGOTA. Cotonte	
CAU, Colombia.
CALI. Colombia.
QUITO. Ecuador
( UITO, Ecuador ,

GUAYAQUIL, Ecuador ..
GUAYAQUIL. Eewder	
TALARA. Pwu®
TALARA, ParuA.
LIMA, Peru	

Leave Airport Ticket Counter
riiijt'l Depatlufe

Ml A Ot 7B 7.AS
3i1S
3:30

6‘.Q0
d «:1 SCJC76^up Co'il

Qf bil

b 8 00Q (CDT) L_v
(CP I) Lv75® Lv fl02:35 B03:40 B02:35 b02:35 B03:40 B02J5 Ul ST. LOUISg

3 Kansas City

7:15

7:30

7:50

tt B02:35Of 631 $A 1415A 242 75*
ICST) AfD Di 1 Dt f 1 D S 46

9,10

f r . 75*
.75* Lv

.75° At

.75* Lv

,75*
-.75* Lv
..75* Aa
.75“ Lv
-.75* Ai

f T
Except
TUij^

days

D Lv L I I 4512:45
c u12.1014 4009 00

c c
1000
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EPPECTIVE lEFTEMBEIt 14, 1955.

ABOVE AND AT TOP RIGHT: CONTINENTAL SCHEDULES FROM SEPTEMBER 29, 1957, SHOWING DC-7B "CLUB
COACH" SERVICE OVER A NEW ROUTE GRANTED CONTINENTAL BY THE CAB BETWEEN CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY-
DENVER-LOS ANGELES. SERVICE HAD BEGUN EARLIER THAT YEAR DURING SPRING 1957.

AT LEFT: SOUTH AFRICAN-QANTAS JOINT SERVICE ACROSS THE INDIAN OCEAN USING DC-7B'S OF SOUTH
AFRICAN AND "SUPER CONSTELLATIONS" OF QANTAS. SCHEDULES ABOVE LEFT EFFECTIVE JUNE 1, 1962.
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September 30, 1956
LOCAt TIMES SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY

PAA
APRIL. I9S7
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KL682
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TRANSATLANTIC
Y/F/DL
KL642

Y/F/DL
KL648

Y/F/B
KL644
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KL642
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KL644
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,C.
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16:30 21:00
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16:30
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09:30
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STOP

14:00filTTTV7iVi--i
Mo We

IPm Ms3!sm‘VjW Am-sms
SYSTEM TIME TABLE

NON NON
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13:55

NON NON
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13:55

10:00
10:45
13:40

U 10:00
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13:40
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STOP STOP
Lv

09:30 09:30

El Dorado
20th

FROM USA AND CANADA TO EUROPEBraniH's
C o m i n 9
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October
mail WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY LOCAL TIMES

Y/F/DL
KL642

Y/F/B
KL644
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KL642

Y/F Y/F/DL
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Y/F Y/F/B
KL644

EASTBOUND

TRANSATLANTIC
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Y/F/B
KL644parcel pest KL674 KL672

□ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NORTHWEST
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cargo 13*45 Lv HOUSTON

21*05 21:05 17:00 Lv MONTREAL

DC-7C
16:30
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21:00
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14:00

16:30
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21:00
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18:45 21:00
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16:30
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21 ;00
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14:00

Lv NEW YORK

Sa
NON
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13:55
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13:55
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STOP

09:50

10:00

10:45

13:40

if
GLASGOW

if AMSTERDAM

Lv4 <

SERVICE TO
KLM TRANSATLANTIC DC-7C

AMERICA AND EUROPE.

KLM HAD BEGUN POLAR SERVICE WITH THE DC-7C BETWEEN AMSTERDAM-TOKYO-ANCHORAGE.

THE FIRST DC-7C POLAR SERVICE OPERATOR IN FEBRUARY, 1957.

SERVICE EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1, 1959, BETWEEN NORTH
IN FALL 1958

SAS HAD BEEN

SEVEN SEAS

EACH PLANE WAS NAMED AFTER A DIFFERENT SEA ON THE EARTH.

The ORIEHTBraniff's

fabulous

version

Douglas DC-7C

— world's finest aircraft serving

of the

iheAmcri^

rn AZ I AZ AZ

516 508 508

AZ AZ AZ

518 512 510 508

AZ
TAHITI - U.S. A.FLIGHT NUMBER.

NEW YORK ● WASHINGTON

DALLAS ● SAN ANTONIO

EfIectiYe April 28, 1957, NWA will
fly DC*7C’s, Ihe finest, fasUist long-
range aircraft between .Seatlle-
Tucoma

Tokyo, Okinawa and Manila.

Tl 802 TI 88 Tl 88 Tl 89 Tl 89 Tl 801Heure

locale
F/Y F/Y F/Y F/Y F/YF/Y F/Y

M CLASS

i *«● ft*ft* ft* ft* DC-8 DC-8 DC-7C DC-7C DC-8DC-8

Heures Locales

Local times

and the Orient cities of Local

timeM :Si 0C-7C 0C-7C 0C-7C 0C-7C DC-7C 00-7C DC-7CAl R C R A FT F/Y
●■cr'

F Y
F/Y F/Y F/Y F, Y

CHICAGO ● DALLAS

HOUSTON

0 © 00 = T.U.

(GMT)
OPERATION DAYS

© ®
Y

THE SEVEN HILLS
b bc a a c

15.00 15.00 15.0015.00 15.00 15.00 15.00NEW YORK a. — 10 10 00 11 00 22 00 d. PAPEETEa.

(PPT)
08 30 07 15 23 10

SCHEDULES OF PAN AMERICAN, BRANIFF, AND NORTHWEST, THREE EARLY OPERATORS OF THE
1956 PAN AMERICAN INAUGURATED THE FIRST DC-7C SERVICE (ACROSS THE

ml
ABOVE:

R R

DOUGLAS DC-7C.

ATLANTIC).
BETWEEN TEXAS-NEW YORK AND TEXAS-CHICAGO.

IMPERIAL

IN JUNE

BRANIFF FOLLOWED ON OCTOBER 20TH WITH THE FIRST DOMESTIC DC-7C SERVICE,
REGAL

16.00BOSTON... 16.00 egT ..,. T ,,., T ,...a.
T '' T ■■■'

D.,,.

NORTHWEST OFFERED ITS FIRST DC-7C

1957, ACROSS THE PACIFIC.
DD O

©16.40BOSTON ... <3. 16.40SERVICE BEGINNING APRIL 28, D,.,. 8 ● ● ● -0 ● ● 6 ● ■ ● ● («. Q

I®
u w *?t2

0 0 o0 'tes yz
S H

H O

caz uu
8 Q

06.4008.40 09.50PARIS 08.40 fcT 	a.
ScraCo-

cruiter

o
Aircraft —>● D.C.7CHours EDOF/TF/T F.'TF/T 17 35D 8 8 _ 10 15 35 07 25

09 25 HONOLULU 3'
(HNL)

22 50

21 20

.rTAREAD

DOWN

a.

09.30PARIS 09.30 09.30 10.45+ d.d. B 	 U
Class FTE

tBA S50

FTE

tBA 552

TE F EFTE

tBA 548

TE FTE

tBA 542

F E FTE

|BA S58

F E F EO HGMT
% 7 V z

BA 630 BA 640 BA 632 BA 628 tBA 638 tBA 644Service BAS10 R R RR

ll.is10.10MILANO... I 1.15 I 1.15 12.30 10.10v-i-/
Monarct

11.15o.

FT F.TFTSu.Tu.

Th.Sa.

n.oo

Su.Tu.

Th.Sa.

20.30

2t.40

22.25

Mo. Mo. A A
MILANO(») d. I 1.55 I 1.55 10.55 11.55I 1.55 13.10 10.55Daily

23.30

We.Fr.

13.00 L
14.10

14.55

We.Fr.

20.30
Daily
17.00

— 8 21 50 20 15 a. LOS HI3ELES d.
(LAX)

14 00 02 20NEW YORK .

BOSTON

MONTREAL ..

-4 . . dep.

{orr.dep.
. . <^ep.

{orr.dep.

forr,
\dep.

MANCHESTER/LIVERPOOL

LONDON AIRPORT (Nartf.) ..

®LL L L L L L-4
Su.We.

15.00

Mo.Th.

15.00

Tu. Fr. Sa. Sa.0 a ●●L '.P
-4 14.00 ROMA (●) 0 12.25 13.2515.00 15.00 13.25 13.25 13.25 14.40 12.2515.00rS

a Jusqu'au 30 AVRIL/Until APR. 30.
b A partir du 1" MAI /Effective MAY 1st.
^ (1" MAI - 15 JUIN : ©/MAY 1st - JUNE ISfh : ®.
® (A parlir du 15 JUIN ; ® © / From JUNE 15th : © ©.

b. e. — Sous reserve d'approbation gouvernementale.
Subject to government aoproval.

L

19.00

19.45

We. .D
06.00

06.45

BGANDER ROMA 14.15 13.15fi d.Mo.We.

Fr.Su.

12.55

13.40

0D. ti ■O' Ba D P. D,

Tu.Th.Sa.

11.40

12.25

Su.
●a R R05.45

06.30
GLASGOW {Prestwick) . .+ 1 a

i Mo.We.

Fr.Su.

04.30

05.15

NAPOLI... 15.05 14.05Mo.Th.

06.00

06.45

Tu.Fr.

06.00

06.45

a.i

13.25

13.40

B-M
Tu. a- B.

0 0 0 0 00Th.Sa.

06.10

Sa. Su.a L B B B

TAI DC-8 AND DC-7C SERVICE BETWEEN TAHITI

AND LOS ANGELES IN EARLY 1961.

+1 10.30 15.30 15.25 07.45 14.40 08.3006.15 07.45 06.30 06.30 08.15orr.

t BA 550 First We. service May 14th, First Fr. Moy t 548 First Tu. service May 27th.
8A 552 First Su. service May 11th, First Th. May 29th.

t 6A 542 First Mo. service May 12th. t ®A 638 Last service May 3rd.
BA 644 First service May 10th.16th. First Sa. May 17th. BA 558 First Mo. service May 12th.

ALITALIA DC-7C SERVICE BETWEEN NEW YORK,
BOSTON, AND EUROPE AS OF JANUARY 1, 1959.

BOAC WAS A MAJOR OPERATOR OF THE DC-7C ACROSS THE ATLANTIC IN THE LATE 1950'S.

SCHEDULES, EFFECTIVE MAY 1, 1958.
TRANSATLANTIC PURE JET SERVICE WITH THE DE HAVILLAND COMET IV.

ABOVE

LATER THAT YEAR, IN OCTOBER, BOAC OFFERED THE FIRST
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SAVPiEirr Campid§> © / ^86 CctriL J?ce>ie

the golden oldies

NOTES FOR YOUR

COMfORT & CONVENIENCE
I've Found it intriguing that

inter-eBt in the colleetlriQ oF eeFety
Instruction cards has increased ever

steadily in the past Few years ae is
cleariy indicated by the areas oF
interest epeclFled in the memborahip

roster. From correspondanco directed
to me, I Find it very gratiFying that
my articles may have, in Fact, been
credited with this growing interest.

Many oF the new "interested
parties" are recent additions to the
membership oF the World Airline His
torical Society and thereFore have
always been perplexed as
oldest saFety cards". Since my

First article on saFety cards (some
three years ago} predates much oF the
new membership, I'll attempt to give
some clariFication to this age-old
question.

\

when
J

Fitr^hre ftMtp'rhcit. ●2)

Back and ^tioni. aovanA J*)39
ImpaniaL Ainwa^A. "CnAi^n Aafat^
bookLai.,

to the
II

ISSUED BY
si-

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS I PrM* U4 . t*
. « H .with

P^it4 m* C f , mmd ^
timeThus, we'll spend some

this article in acknowledgement
that First

'

of
AlCWAy TERMINUS, VOORIA STATION, S.W.1

~dren do*notbtL.
e aeroplane 13 ne^

too cold or too warm. The child travcli free
from dust and dirt, and there is such a lot to

interest them that they never have time to cry 1

some new Findings since
article.

T->i#ihh VKTOttA VII

■ifcdul and1 is theIllustrated in Figure
cover and some oF the text oF

Imperial Airways (London} Ltd.'s
smell yellow booklet entitled "Notes

CONFaHT S CONVENIENCE when

travelling by air in Europe".
Printed aa Form IA/X/65, this Fas
cinating leaFlet is dated 9/32 oF

Based

Imp S/rapH 1^ Anmchnallgurtpn
Zm Bfoucmlichkcii unsrrer G&sir sind allc Sitre mit

Anselinallvorrichiungrn vfrsfhrn. Dif Benuizung ist den
G.lsien frcigcstrlli, doch empfirhlt die Gwllschaft, dau »ie
Ix-i lifiigcm WVticT sowif bei Stan und Landung (Exi
wlclier Criegrnheii die CSMp gelxien werden, sitzen zu

hlcilK'n) lirmilzt vierdrn

BER CL'RT WIRB FOI-REVDERMAMEN ANCELECT

Lege die an drr linken Seite Ixftndlicite nach oi>en gebogene
Mriallosc diircli die Meiallxlilinge an dcr rediten Seite
ties (Junes lAhhilJunj; i
Sicliere den CJiiriel dtireh Einsehieben der Ledcriasclie

durch die Meiallose {Abiildimg 2)
Dtirch die Schnallen am Giirtel kann dieser fcsi Oder lose

gestelli werden. Der Ciincl soil so Test wie mbglicli sitzen,
ohne jedoch unhequem zu sein
CFFNEN DE.S Oi RTEIJl

Zielic die Lederlasrlie mil der rechien Hand
bis sich der Gund locken. Er wird sidi

Schviierigkeiicn offnen lassen {AbbitJung 3)

Lap straps arc provided on all the chairs for the comfort of

our passengers. Their use is optional, but the Company
recommends that they shall be used in rough weather and
during the ‘ take-of and landing (when you are asked to

remain in your seal)

TO FASTEN YOUR BELT

Place the up-turned metal loop on the left-hand side of the
belt through the metal loop on the right-hand section of
the i>dt {Plfoje look at illuslrolion .h'o.

Secure the l>eli by pushing the leather lab ilirough tin-
small up-turned metal loop {Pleasriook at i7/aj/rfl/(on.Vo. 2)

The bell may be loosened or lightened by means of the
buckles on the canvas sections of the belt. Keep the belt
as light as you can without discomfort

TO RELEASE BELT

Pull the leather tab i.i the right with the right hand until
bell is free. It will come away quickly and easily

{Please look at illusiralion A'o. 3)

For your

HOW A LIFEBELT
IS WORN

iike ships.
which 100,OOQ were produced,
on seating cspacitles and the subjects
discussed in the leaFlet, it can bo
logically assumed that those leaFlats
were issued at booking
well as aboard the aircraFt.

Air liners,

carry safety devices and
all those operated by
Imperial Airways are
equipped with lifebelts in
case of emergency. In
case you should ever have
to use. one of these belts
we gii'e below direcdons
for wearing them

A

mi the opposite pagr'<

offices as

^ figure 2
Paae^A 2 & 3
AhotvLng, "Lap Stnap (

Interestingly enough, most oF
the material content deals with all

the inFoncy
Such

kookLaL
-tbe.L.'t.)

n

.-J / n

\ n
AAO.aspecta oF air travel in

days oF the airline industry,

classic remarks Found throughout

include everything From "separate
lavatories For men and women aboard
the Hercules-Clase airliners", to

"the BtaFF will give you some cotton
wool to put In your ears in order to
prevent slight (!) deaFnees", to

"you too will be weighed; the dial oF
the

r

vi

7 1^ Ceimtnrpa itv maaretagp
Sur chaqiie si^r ime ceiniiire de securile est mix 1 la
disposition dr nos pnssagrrs. Leiir utilisation est facultative
mals la Compagnic conseille de les ulilixr par mauvais
temps et au moment du d^collage ct de ratien-issage
(lorsque I’on vous demandc de rcsier assis)

POUR ADJUSTER LE CEINTURE

Enfiler I'anneau redrrsse cn metal du cdttf gauche b Iravers
I’anneau de la ptartie k droile de la ceiniure {figure A'o- 1)

Aj'usier la ceiniure cn passant le cuir 1 iravers le petit
anneau redressc {figiere do. a)
La ceinture peut iirrf xrree ou desserr^e en x xrvant des
boucles qui x trouvem sur panic toile. Garder la ceinture
aussi sen^e que possible sans nuire au comfort

To adjust the Belt Put it
on as you would a waist"
coat or sleeveless cardigan, LS:

.r

OL

tt

weighing machine is seen only by
the oFFicial",
only and no smoking For the entire
Flight, (Considering the meteriels
used For construction oF these early
airliners,
idea

FIGURE 1to mentions oF atewarda

Coven /93d ImpeniaL Ainwa^A
iea^Let including Lij^ebelt
inAtnuctionA (enLan^ed inAetJ.
Note hainAt^Le and cLothin^ on
model cleanL^ Ahou/ing. tkat etia.

that's not oniy a auperb
but e vary necessary one!}

POUR d£faire la ceinture
I

Tircr Ic cuir a droile avec la niain droile jiisqu'a ce que la
ceinture soil dcifaite. Elle sc dtffaira rapidement et facile-
meni (yiiurrA®. 3)
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Another intoroeting Find
From Imperial Airways, dated 7/39.

to the Fact that it la solely a saFety
card, “■
Printed on

alsowas

9to6h 7 Bm Omb
□ua

\ntmnmgnng in dirmpm tiugxeaq
die G3s(c dns Flug-

zcug nach Moglichkeit durch die Kabineiitiiren verlassen.
Eine dieser Tiiren befindri $ich auf der linker Seilc am

Bepinn d«-Pnmifnadengangr»-und-eine auf der linker
-Seiie in der kleincn Achterkabine. Sollte es unm6glich
srin, diese Tijren .?u benutzcn, so mussen die NotavisgAnge,
die wie folgl vrrtcili sind, benuui werden ;

Eire Luke in der Deckc des Fuhrcrraumes

Fine l.uke in der IVeke de« Pracliir-.iu
eilir Uiier Vtim I'mmrnndrndrrl.

r ,n ftrr Urfkf .(fl) Tlllr l|( ( Mlltf lllllll|ll|-

Eine Luke in der I>cke der iiJf/r?en Achiffkaijine

kriccn mh dcm Rrtrnr»«>grn hrrairj gr»ioMPn

dim ill Dlauigange Itemitzl werJen 1;
M'aiserlandungrn durirn die Fensier nichl herniis'jrsiossen
wrrtJrt>

Turrn a

dn iJecltr

Kmvrgrnrg rxlt»~ in thim air iinrr
In ihe e\-enl of an emergencs landing pa
leave the liner, if possible, bv the
the left siJe looking forward' in the nhservalion comdor

-ftY-the left side-looking forward in lhrsmall rear
If it is not possible to use these doors use ihi-

emergencs' exits tvhich are provided in the following
positions :—

A hatch in the roof of the control cabin

A hatch in ihr roof of ihe freiKhl fomparimfiil reached lij-
a l.sddrr from the nlisrrsniHUt frirntlur

ihr re.ir .if llie

A hatch in the roof of the sn'all rear cabin

. <T,«. iii- p

r.-tiM Ittirigutcs CSIIJ- L'»e jour rllfo"'

CfRCfl(C(lCl IllMlllS! 11 UW'lc lit \tater you , . ^
out Thr %Wr»do^^’5 or tr\ lo pri onf »» »» >
»hroiic^ tlir PviM In roof

Figure 2 shows the entire loaFlet,
glossy paper with black encJ

white photos and brown highlighta, it
addresses the Ensign-Class
Note the simple (!) instructions For

rngers should
doors, one in

Fall einer Aussenlanduns soil.1

entrance

and-v

cabin.
air1iner.

use oF the seatbelt and the Flotation
cushions. Assuming one would with

stand the impact, hie chanCBB oF getting
out oF the- nF>F«-fche>lt la very questionable.

I» ODTttT BBI

uelcl.e d

errelrhen i»t
'llmr».

nu« 71

rii

I h ill «hr Mmf vrIi

Moving ahead about 20 years, FiQLlPB
3 shows ore oF two Blmtlar saFotV C8rd0
uSt cJ oUuai-iJ tlie CaBber-i, ''

- -4^r» SH«> KaHtkh Re>TNu»erift-
rrdcij,

all c%U\r> (]<t tiiii. If i>i)In »c9Hitx irn^imn^taci<iI i QT-iM
to

Tyillcai oP the HSSbs,
onnen.

How ratncrniuti Nf>T knorl ye
UF, duff >iirt. ictil ^'rrs.il t rirf., ●!.. h di

Kieigrn, sondern niir cfiirch dir Auigangr I than rod hiqhliqhte,
A/l-PA-t2fc> .

are used on Form

It iBAdcJitionaily,

aurs we coiiectors PfiPer tO

tiro of

the dinos

immortif>M dr MrranrM dr rrt armn
Dam le ca> dun niierrijwgc forre les pawagers devroill
fjuitirr ravioli, li noiiililc, p.nr let poiie* silurej rune a
gauche, lens He l-.i niarclir. tiaiit le enrriclor nlnertainire
el I'autre i gauche, sens de la marchc, dant la peiiie
cabine arriere. S'il n'esi pas possible d’uliliser ces portes
$e servir des sorties de serours rjui se irmivem aii-i position*
suit’anles ;

as a "Fleet card"

the Floorplans oF several

the same brochure. Included are tha
"60-passenger Constellation" (alias
L-749}, the

(L-1043G) and the "Super-C Constellation"
(L-1049C).

since it contains

aircroFt in

r ^

"Super Constellation
It

Although no revision dates/
remarks can be Found on either version,
the earlier issue would bo that For the

T u 1 14 A
Une trappe an plafond de la cabinr dr pilotage

■Jne trappe an plafond dii coniparlimrnl au
erhelle ou corridor oliservaloirc

Crfi nllrini

L’nc trappe au plafond a I’arrifre de In cabinr ceiilrale
Une trappe au plafond de la petite cabine nrriCre

● *

Super-C with raFts stowed in the wings
(the only diFFeronce between the two
versions oF this leaflet),
show the rafts relocated into the cabin
oF the L-1049C

several inadvertent inflight inflations
(Naturally

U
Cjvlitre toules Irs fenfires peiiveni fire poiitvc? cn dcliors

de facon a en fairc une sonic dc serours. Ulilisec voire

rniidr pour fairc reri, Hans Ic cat d'liii nmerissage forrf,
lie pas louclirr aus fenfires on essuyer ele snrlil pni les
pones mais passer unir|urmenl par les i.ssues au plarcind

Ki
The later

:IU ina●-I

iz w

Eastern did Followingas

IFIGURE 2
TM □F wing-stored rafts,

inflated liFeraFts dangling by a 300—
lbs tension lanyard From the wing does
not improve the Connie's aerodynamics!)

I

^ <S 5 ",6nA.L^n" bookte.t
de.A.c.n.LB Ln^ e.xit 4-rca.tLon.A and
ope.xationa..

●i

iJumping ahead yet another 10 years,
we have Figure 4 illustrating a sampie
oF CsA’Q early
Folders,

uzpi^NcwTNf HUorm no tu m a

SAFFTY INSntUCnONS FO« THE TV 1M A

INCTAUCnOKI DC SCCURtrC POUR L'AVION
TU IMA

SICHERMCITSV0RSO4RIFTEN FUR TU IM A

npABHJu no EESocuaiocrH oojieta ann
rUCOUKHPOB CAMOJUTA TV-i04 A

W

A jsafety instruction
Highlighted with yellow,

red and blue, is the accordian-Fold
leaflet used on the TU-104A. Also

available is a similar card For the
TU-124.

existence oF these leaflets For other

CSA aircraft in use at the time, such
as Britannia, TL-14 or IL-18?

a
1M.ifrbrftH neccssitc mnis nr pas s'en servir avant d’y

fire invite par un nietnbre de i'equipageLifelielis are fined to ail chairs fur

case of emergency, but you must not start

pulling them on until told by ,n member
of the crew

Can anyone advise as to theuse in

'TTl
4

IN
R

MtrttiingMirrHirn i.H*

If ii^An alien riiiggastsilzen sind fiir den

Nolfiill Rciiungswrsirn .ingebraclit. Diese

sind abei inir nucli .Au/lordcniiig durch

ein Besaizungsn.ilglicd anzulegen

ft'
tUMWMT 0» WHM TO BO1^ Crintnrr dr nfirtirifr

!>.* ceiniurcs He s.iuvci,ige soni fixers i

pour ctre iitilisers cn cas dr

QUICK f ●
FIGURE

WKVK UK 111 UUK IIM
'Pag.e.A. 6 & of "^nAi^n" booktt.t
e.xpJ.ainina the. uAe. of "Lifebe.lt
whic-h toaai^ we eaLL "FLotatio
CuAhionA". §uAt imagine having
to uAe one of theAe toda^
aboa/id a 7^7*

//

n

BZEVHnSinVflK

FIGURE 4

One Aide of the ea
deafLetA uAed on lU-IOkA,
The othen. Aide eontainA text

ont^ (like top panel in
HuAAian) in Cgeehf .Fn^liAh,

nd Qenman.

tiwtdr rear U»
VUr 9^ kit th4 plaM.

■ 4

.1. Raise the fnyit of (he seal and
take ho1d.of lhe.jmall tab ai (he
front of the lifebelt with the right
hand

F h aapPull (he seal forward Knd up* 3- Relain hold of lab and place
ward by means of the'tab at the arm through loop extending
front of the belt

4. Place right aim ihrougli
mainiiig loop' and fasten lifebelt
-at righi'liand side, making sure
that lirgbelt Tils comlbriably

tiene

over the front and rear join of the
lifebelt fdtom env** taMnOiwm

tm ImvIm ilfvifl aarf kLb ntL

^ FIGURE 33- Mainienir la poign^e el passer
fc tras gduehr It iravera Ja tangle
Rui joint let deux ntitmildcs de
la ceinture

I. Soulev^; I'e^fll du liQge et
tlrersuHajiHilKpoien^ k Tyvinl

●«deia' c^'raf ^¥Tec la'Siailf dreiu

4. Paueide Bras.droit par I'autre
ungle itrocpi’ la telnlure par la
panic'drolie en i'assurani qu'clie
ne vous' Rene pns

Q. Hrer'ic siige en avant el cn
le ^outevani ee -Krvant.'de U
pdigrik k I'avant de la cdhiure /ilu .FAL

Th-
Fnont and bach of ea
Connie "Fleet-eand",
leaflet iA of the aeco ndian-
fold Atjfle, (CoueteA^ Q, Ceanle^J

CA

i.^Ifb'e .jdic' Vo'rdrrkanie .ides
Silzci hpeh uhB eigreif^die kleine
vom en der Reitungswnle.enge*
brachleXauchei&iiflernrMnAfand

4'.' Stecke den uchfrn Arm durch
die reclite Schlinge unc( befestige
die'Weste an der rechten Seiic 10,

3- H-.tlle dir Laschc fetl' und
iiecke den linken Artn diirch die -

linke Schlinge der Rettungtweaie

a. ^ihe den Site an der Laiche
lUeh vorh h'ocb

49
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AlICCKArir IPK€irilLIE by 200? GERRITSMA

>

■V j

4 figure 5
:v

■

I

F/Lont and b ack ALn. Canada'A
is-tu aafid uAe.d ion. the.
' ^ ● InAdt ■

L-/OA

1^86 n.Ld'A Fain.,
Aa

1
LA

NX
d^taiI oi e.xit ope.n.ationA.
■L i ^ e.v e.AtA, b xaae. poAitionA, e.tc.,
axe auxxent Aix Canada At^ie,

The
._365'
B0£»N0 .

'iX VM*»

UnJXed'A "fli/Ang Lab," 247V WX/3365,
c/n }9SS, M06 the lait 247 btUZt.
Seen at Chicago t4uniC4.pal, 1940.
[Std VavtSA photo vta Vaeio tubanfu].

Two issues ago we looked at the
development of 'The first

modern airliner', the Boeing
247 .

In this second part of the 247
story, we take a look at the

airlines which operated the
aircra ft.

The First

biplanes,
almost

but

immediately.
JUN

aircraft.

Swallow

suspended
It was resumed on 06

using more-powerful
Salt Lake City (Utah)

Elko as the southern

in 1927- Five Stearman

mailplanes were bought in
and another year later
and Seattle were added to
network. On 30 JUN 30

was

Modern 26

United Air Lines and its four

immediate predecessor airlines
were the largest operators of
the 247. Together they took
delivery of 59 airline versions
and one executive version of

the 62 standard 247s built, and
of 10 of the 13 modernized

247DS that followed. The four

United companies are discussed
here in the order of their

founding dates:

NATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT

NAT was the first company in
the United States formed

specifically to operate as an
airline. Pounded 21 MAY 25, it
started operating Contract
Mail route 3 (CAM 3)

Chicago to Dallas via

St. Joseph, Kansas
Wichita, Ponca City
Oklahoma City on 12 MAY 26 with
10 Curtiss Carrier Pigeons.

Service on CAM 17, Chicago
New York via Bryan, Cleveland
and Bellafontaine began on
SEP 27. The Carrier Pigeons

were replaced by 18 Douglas M-2
and eight Travel Air mailplanes
in that year.
Travel Air 6000 cabin planes
inaugurated a daily Chicago
Kansas City passenger service
on 01 FEB 28. On that day NAT

Dallas

saving a
but the

passenger service was halted on

replaced
terminal

Special
1928

Spokane
the

the

United

million,

money

FOR NOnUAL DOOR

OPERATION

«#( toi ih* tMpttkt't ilfMl
IQ d»p4«nQ*

Airliner
MofV oponlno do«.

DUVERTUnE OXfNE RORTE
6N SITUATION NOflUALE

to ilfnto
“ctoQrvd lo ftopton* /

quernfil mIoHM* boughtairline was

Air Transport for
Walter Varney used
to start

bydu cofwnandQAl front

$2tf’ouvrlr lo DOrtt.

Part 2 this

ventures

California and Mexico, but that
is another story!

airline
hardly an
L-10A Eloctra

a "claBsic".

in rod and

was only

1 n
Although Figure 5 is

oldie", this Air Canada

saFety card is certainly
This unusually rare card
black, Form #L10A C4-BB),
produced in limited quantities For

Canada's SOth

Used atooard a beautiFully

ff

01 OCT 28. In late 1926 NAT had

acquired the first of
Trimotors,

Curtiss Condor sleeper planes
were shelved after cancellation

of the passenger service.
On 07 MAY 30 NAT was bought by
Boeing Air Transport and became
part of United Aircraft and
Transport.

VARNEY AIR LINES

12 Ford
PACIFIC AIR TRANSPORTforplansbut

PAT was founded by another
airline pioneer of considerable
fame: Vern C. Gorst, a bus

operator in Oregon, on 08 JAN
26. Service on CAM 8, Los

San Francisco

the celebration oF Air

Anniversary.
restored CF-TCC, the cards were a

necessary item since the L—10A
transported passengers For publicity
purposes accross Canada to the
19BG Exposition in Vancouver,
is quite clear by the high-tech
graphics that the card is oF the
present Air Canada style,
certainly not
original TCA L-10A cards,
Fact, aaFety cards were ever used
on the aircraFt during its prime.

Air

from

Moline,

City,
and

Angeles
Seattle, was inaugurated on 15

SEP 28 with 10 Ryan monoplanes.
Boeing Air Transport acquired
control of PAT on 01 JAN 28 and

the airline bought six

40B mail/passenger planes. it
continued to operate under its

even after a complete
DEC 28.

became

divisions of United Aircraft
and Transort on 01 FEB 29.

It

Varney Air Lines was founded by
most colorfulone of

American

Walter T. Varney,
express purpose of bidding
CAM 5, a branch line of

proposed transcontinental
from

the

airline
BoeingIt's

pioneers,
for

a cepr-int oF the
iF in

01 the

for

the

mail

Pasco

on the Northern

Railway, via Boise
(Idaho) to Elko (Nevada).

Varney offered thereby a fast
air mail link between the east

and the Pacific northwest,

particularly Seattle. Service
started on 06 APR 26 with six

own name,

merger with BAT on 17
Both BAT and PAT

In closing, please allow me to
sincere thanks to the

allowing

service,
(Washington)
Pacific

express my

Following individuals For
to share these truly treasured

Mr.

Two

in MAR 31, PAT
Los Angeles

years later,
bought

Seattle passenger service

West Coast Air Transport and in
the four months that

me the
with my readers:"classics

Brian Carver (British Airways)
Mr. Ron Wilson (Historical Aviation
Service) and Mr. Barry Wilkins
(Air Canada).

M

from
I

also started Chicago
night mail services,
whole business day.

followed.
Trimotorsplaced six

service on the route.

Ford in
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BOEING AIR TRANSPORT

BAT was fbunded by William B.
Boeing to carry mail on CAM 18,
the 1,918 mi (3,086 km) Chicago
- Omaha - Cheyenne - Salt Lake

San Francisco route.

01 JUL 27

with 24 Boeing 40A mail
passenger planes
designed for BAT by
Egtvedt. The service took 20
hours one-way and the mail
travelled by train between New
York and Chicago, for a total
transit time of 48 hours. That

on 01 SEP

Transport
Chicago mail

System". Its network
from New York to

Seattle and

However, all
continued to

their own names.

RENTSCHLER'S BIG GAMBLE!

In 1932

his big gamble,
of United Aircraft,
ordered 60 Boeing
replace every aircraft in the
fleet of the four United

companies to place the
combination firmly in the No. 1
position in U.S. air transport.
Only 59 were airliners. The
other one was an executive

aircraft for United Air

Transport

The first 247 built

delivered, to PAT, on 05 APR 33
but was immediately returned to
Boeing for development flying.
Boeing Air Transport operated
the first 247 service, on 22
MAY 33, with the second 247.

This aircraft had actually been
delivered before the first one,
on 30 MAR. It was placed on the
Chicago - San Francisco route.
The last of the order for 60

was delivered, to NAT, only
five months later, 25 AUG 33.

247s

two

stretched

Dallas,
Francisco.

airlines

under

operating airline, seven
had crashed: three of NAT,
of BAT (one

ex-Varney aircraft), one
and one of Varney (while in BAT
service). One NAT 247 had been
static tested to destruction by
the USAAP under 160% design

load in early 1934.

to
the military in 1942. Converted

it was

of Mexico in

San

four

operate

of which was an

of PAT
back into an airliner,
sold to LAMSA

(5-£i/-the scenic
routes

1945. 'poAOLttzZXJjn^
■the. Rodilei,

City
Service started on WESTERN AIR LINES

and

especially
Claire

Western Air Lines and its
Western Air

Lines,
33 different 247s

Fred Rentschler made

The president
Rentschlei

247s

predecessors.
Express and General Air
operated
between DEC 34 and JUL 42, when
the remaining ones went to the
USAAF. They were the largest
247 operator after United, but
only one
Boeing. That was the second to

last 247D built. Eight
bought second hand from
and the others were leased at

various times from United.

With the appearance of the DC-2
and especially the DC-3 the 247

year

tc

was obsolete less than

after it

a

Itentered

outperformed
that

service.

every

speed,
operating

tr ied

could

inwas

aspect
passenger comfort,

economics. Boeing
salvage what it
bringing out the upgraded 247D,
but although this aircraft was
much faster, there was nothing
Boeing could do about
10-passenger
remained

was cut to 32 hours

27 when National Air

began New York
serves.

On 30 OCT 28 BAT became part of
Boeing

Company
founded and on

the same day the first of 11
Boeing 80 biplane trimotors for
12 passengers entered

One of these was operated as an
airborne post office, with full
mail

board. It operated on the Salt
Lake City - Oakland night mail
segment of the transcontinental
service.

counted: bought fromwas

to
were

Unitedby
FREQUENT-FAST

SCHEVULES...WITH

MODERN EQUIPMENT

the holding company

Airplane and Transport
when this was WAE had been founded on 13

25 and had developed a mail and
network

JULwas
the

whichcabin,

cramped compared to
that of the Douglas models.
Between 21 SEP and 22 NOV 34

the

before it was

with

inpassenger
southwestern U.S.

service.
forced

Transcontinental Air Transport
on 24 JUL 30 under pressure of
Postmaster General Walter F.

Brown.

to merge

●D'UAL took delivery of 10
models direct from Boeing

builder), and it sold or leased
the same number of ’straight’
247 to smaller airlines. In
1936-37 it sold or leased out

as it took delivery
DC-3S. The

247s continued

on less competitive
routes until taken over by the
USAAF in mid-1942.

However, one 247 remained in
service with UAL until 1945.

This was "The Flying Lab".
In the 1930s UAL was

active

navigation
equipment

operations. In 1937 it assigned
a 247D (NC13365, c/n 1958, the
last 247D built) to its Flight
Research Department. This was
the only 247 not taken over by

sorting facilities (theon

But founder,

Harris ’Pop' Hanshue, continued
operating CAM 4, Salt Lake City

Los Angeles, and CAM 12,
Pueblo via Denver

WAE's

Pacific Air Transport was taken
over on 17 DEC 28, but a
bigger merger on 01 FEB 29
Boeing and Pratt & Whitney form
the United Aircraft
Transport Company, of which BAT
(and PAT) became a part.
JUN 29 UAT/BAT took
Air Services,
its network east

from Chicago. Stout was at that
time operating Ford Trimotors.
By the spring of 1931 the
airlines together had
known as United Air
on 01 JUL of that
Air

another 26,
of more

remaining
service

Cheyenne
and Colorado

much

saw

and
mailed EXPRESS

more
Springs,

profitable branch lines off the
United system. Hanshue operated
DC-2s under the name General

financial

him to sell

Lines and

in DEC 34 GAL leased two 247s

from United. On 01 JAN 35 GAL

again became Western Air
Express, More 247s were leased

and the network was expanded.
Several 247s were still in the

fleet when the airline became

Western Air Lines on 17 APR 41.

both ETTTCnVE DATE JUNE 1. 1939

in

When deliveries were complete,
Boeing had 20, Pacific eight.
National 22 (one of its's order

for 23 crashed on the delivery
seven. All

to BAT when

airline fully absorbed
Varney on 30 SEP 33.

{ScheduZe coveA v.ia GeoAge CeoAtey Ja. )and

Lines,Air

pressures forced
them to Eastern Air

but
On 30 WYOMING AIR SERVICE &

INLAND AIR LINES
United

Both

AVIANCA

know

with

Express and
1938 .

Western Air

each)
over Stout

thereby pushing
to Cleveland

flight) and Varney
Varney 247s went
that

(one

aircraft later went to

of Columbia and I do

1 n

operations
and

Wyoming
between

Cheyenne in MAY 30. Denver
Billings services started in
APR 31. In APR 38 the airline
was renamed Inland Air Lines

and it acquired the two Boeing
Monomails that had been built.

began
Great

very
new

radio

airline

not

operated

Falls
developing

and

in

how long they

WiImington.
aids

forfour

become

Lines and

UNITED AIR LINES FORMED
INTER-AMERICAN

Travel

the

two

extensive
the

JOURNAL
Aviation

&
United Air Lines became

operational airline on 01 MAY
34 and the names of the four

founding airlines disappeared.
UAL inherited 52 247s: 25 from

AirInter-American

Supply is listed as
1936 and 1937

and two 247Ds in

production
Winter 64 issue of the

American

an
United

was officially
organized as a holding company
for National, Varney, Pacific
and Boeing (the airline!). UAL
called itself proudly the
World's Largest Air Transport

year owner

247sLines
ofBetween 01 MAY 35 and mid-1942,

least

from

inPENNSYLVANIA AIRLINES &

PENNSYLVANIA-CENTRAL AIRLINES

Pennsylvania A.L. and successor

Pennsylvania Central operated
at least 17 247s, all leased
from United, between 01 APR 35
and JUL42, when the remaining
ones went to the USAAF. Several

others had earlier been sold to

the Canadian government for
service with the RAF.

Clifford Ball started Pittsburg
- Cleveland services on 27 APR

27. In NOV 30 he was bought out
by Pittsburg Aviation Indus
tries and his airline became

Pennsylvania Air Lines.
Six 247s had been leased from

United before 01 NOV 36, when
the airline merged with Central
Air Lines to form P.C.A. Eleven

more 247s joined the fleet in

the next three years to operate
services west of Washington,
D.C. and in the Great Lakes

region. DC-3s replaced 247s on
most services from JAN 40 on.

Wyomng and Inland had at
six 247s, all
United.

an

list inleased 247

(LEFT) PAodacXZon the 247 at

Boetng tn Seattte; (RIGHT) Cockp.it
0^ the 247. [Both photo6 v-ia Vaeio

Eubanks).

BAT (including six
19 from NAT and eight from PAT.
Before UAL

ex-Varney),
the

Historical Society.
All four ended up with

I at unknown

Inter-American
and

ofII
NATIONAL PARKS AIRWAYS

formedwas
AVIANCA

dates. I
was a

NPA placed three 247s, leased
from United, in service in Utah
and Montana in NOV 34 (one) and

DEC 35 (two more). About one

year later they were bought
from UAL. On 01 AUG 37 NPA was

taken over by Western Air
Express.

WILMINGTON-CATALINA AIRLINES

of Columbia

believe

trading

operating

DURING WORLD WAR 2

If\,
\I annot\ IT company

airline.
«« <«J

9 a .V Y

●f AAHSthe

Air Lines,
and

had

- aw.'iiwi ofissue

Eastern
The same

r

JOURNAL says

Northwest

American Airways

247 registered
during 1942. The

the JOURNAL
what

pan
Airlines. .1 one

names
the

not

airlines
and I

used

contract.

eachThis small carrier operated
amphibians on its only route,
Wilmington (near Los Angeles) -
Santa Catalina Island, from its

inception in 1931 to SEP 42,
when services

wartime restrictions,

a runway on the island was
built until mid-1941

airline ordered two

from Lockheed, it it
have leased two 247s

theirin
onarticle

does
247 in

explain
used the

oelieve

trainers under

these

aircraft
were

USAAF

for
ended under

Although
not

and the

Lodestars

said to

from

as

they

SERVICE IN ALASKA
operated

after
airlines

shortly
Three Alaskan
247s during and

53
52

J.



r

WW2. White Pass Airways of

Skagway had one In about
1940-41, Wien Alaska Airlines
two from 1943-44 to 1946 and

Woodley Airways two from
mid-1944 to FEB 46, after the
airline had become Pacific

Northern Airlines.

ZIMMERLY & EMPIRE A.L.

XA-Vjy, c/n 1693,
one iJ^i/e 24 7* ope-
Aatzd by LAUSA, Me.xico.
It U306 lo/mvity uiith
Bogging A,T., United
A.L., WetitZAn Aoi Ex-
pn.e&6 {aZt aj> WC/33/2)
and the USAAT. Ai XB-

JEB and XA~GUjJ, it luA-
vived to FEB 52. {UAL

photo).

It was not at all strange that
the first 247D was intended for
Luft Hansa and not for

DLH's chief test pilot,
Schatski,
airline's

recommended

stability be improved,
then developed a different
and rudder and lengthened
engine nacelles to meet
recommendation.

United.

Dr .

the

and

a

had flown

247s

directional

Boeing
fin

the

this

two

that

Zimmely Air Lines was one of
the half dozen or so small U.S.

airlines which operated 247s
after WW2.

Bert

operations
ex-Canadian Pacific Air

247s in the State of Idaho on

28 JUL 45. The airline's name

was changed to Empire Air Lines
when it received its CAB

certificate in MAY 48. DC-3s

replaced the 247s in MAR 48 and
the carrier was taken over by
West Coast Airlines in AUG 52.

OTHER SMALL U.S. AIRLINES

One 0(5 thA.ee 247a 0(5
Mexicana de Aviacion,
XA-BFK, c/n 173S, wot,
NCI3356 0(5 VaAjiey, Boe-
ing A.T., United, Penn-
iylvania A.L. It uxu
in Mexico untii 1950.

Zimmerly
with

started

three

Lines

MILITARY SERVICE

In 1942 the U.S. government

bought 27 247s, mainly from
United and Western, for the

U.S. Army Air Force. They were
officially taken on strength
in JUN and JUL 42 and were

operated
Command as

aircraft

replaced
& Whitney

R-1340-53 units, the same as
those in the T-6 Texan/Harvard
trainer and widely available in
military stocks.
Two of the

became instructional

during the war,
destroyed in incidents and
was

designated C-73. They
with Air Transport
liaison and transport

and their engines were

600 hp Pratt

used on other than short

services and on various cargo
and charter operations.
The following airlines
known to have operated
with number and year
acquisition:

Aero Transportes:
Aeronaves de Mexico:

Aeronaves de Michoacan; 4,1948
Aeronaves Oaxaca:
Aerovias Reformas:
Lineas Aereas Guerrero Oaxaca

2, 1946
(This could be the same

company as (A)
Lineas Aereas Mexlcanas S.A.

knownlocal
P-A6AR, c/n 1944, the ^iAAt tiuo 247a i5o^ Veut&che La^t Mania, at Schiphoi
AiApoAt, AmiteAdojTi. Veipite &wept-back loindihiied, thii i& a 24 7 and not a

IKLM photo via. Joop GeAAitima)

unt i 1 leastat lateservice

1945, when replaced by DC-3s.
247P - Ace text.

are

247s,
first

byIn Brazil both VARIG and SAVA

had each one 247. VARIG's

entered service in 1944 and

SAVA'S in 1950 ( I ) .

A Victor Inchausti of Panama

owned a 247D in 1957-58. This

HP-232. I have

its

have

no proof I) it was operated as a
private aircraft, not as an
airliner.

THE 247 IN CANADA

Six 247s and one 247D

airline service in Canada,

but one were ex-Royal
Air Force and most

previously operated
Pennsylvania-Central Air Lines.

British Yukon Navigation of
Vancouver bought a 247 in OCT
41 for services to the Yukon

Territory. Yukon and Southern
Air Transport of Edmonton,
Alberta, bought two (DEC 41 and
MAR 42), also for services to
the Yukon. In AUG 42 it also

bought the British Yukon 247.

Quebec Airways bought two (FEB
and JUN 42) and Maritime

Central Airways of Prince
Edward Island one (NOV 41). All
but the MCA 247 went to

Canadian Pacific A.L. when it

took over Yukon Southern and

Quebec A.W. CPAL also bought a
247D from the RCAF in MAY 42.

following the 1600 and 1700
series numbers of the other 60

247s. However, the two did have
the aft-sloping windshield of
the 247D, but the
cowlings and rudders of
247. It is believed the

aircraft were used by
German aircraft industry to
familiarize itself with modern

aircraft construction techni-

preparation for
late

perhaps
experimentally by the carrrier.
However, the Winter 64 AAHS

JOURNAL says a German newspaper
article of 1935 claimed the

the

flown onlywere
of

issue

lists

airlines

of the

several

which

The Winter 1964

AAHS

small

operated the 247 after WW2:

JOURNAL

U.S. 5, AUG 44
1-3, 1941 aircraft

airframes

were

one

the

USAAF
engines,

the

two

the

247s were

Berlin

A third 247 was

DLH by Boeing in SEP
was the first

1946, but it
delivered and was later sold to

Phillips Petroleum
executive transport. It was the

only 247D to go to Canada.
Following RCAF duty it ended up
with CPAL (see above).

operated
Moscow service,

testflown for

34. This

true * 247D, c/n
was

on
was c/n 1951,
seen

existence.

2, 197? (X)
3, 1940s

fourColumbia Airlines; 2 in 1945;
Zigzag Airways: 1 in about 1948
(I have seen photo proof of
this aircraft);

International Air Service of

Latana, Florida: 1 in 1956 &
57;
Sky Tours/Island Airlines of
Port Clinton, Ohio, operating
on. the Port Clinton - Bass

Islands service: 1 in 1954 and

beyond (I have seen photo proof
of this aircraft);

Central Aircraft of Yakima,
Wash.: 1 in about 1956;

Travelair Taxi of Cleveland,
Ohio: 1 in 1963.

OPERATIONS IN MEXICO

More airlines (16)

more 247s (18) in

in any other
the U.S. Many of
sold and resold many
among the small ailines in the
country.

photo proof of
I believe (but

sold to a broker after
The other 20 were _

service as
and

released
the

the

I > war.

back to airlinenever

downwar was winding

Beech C-45

widely
services the Boeings

gues

building warplanes in the
1930s.

in

18) became

for

had been
before,

went

other

(Beechas an the(LAMSA): 5, JUL 44
Lineas Aereas Mineras: 1,JUL45
Lineas Areas de Pacifi

availableEvidence

the

toseems

contention they
scheduled

Luft Hansa and

saw

All

Canadian

had

with

support
never

services with

CO:

1,'50 (D
1, JUL 49

several

through merger of CKi ,
and in 1950

Mexicana de Aviacion:

saw
operating. As
most of the ex-USAAF C-73s

and

carriers.

we

operated

Lineas Aeeras Piche:
Lineas Aereas Unidas:

Mexicanto small

Latin AmericanIhe ioAt ainiooAthy 247 in the U.S.A., NC13347, c/n 1 729 o^ the Pacific NoAth-
weit Aviation HiitoAicai Poundation at Renton. OAiginaZiy detiveaed to Paci^/ic
AiA TAanipoAt, ihe oiAcAa^t aiio iaio iZAvice in Canada and in Coita Rica (?)
be^oAe AetuAning to the U.S.A. It Moi a cAop duiteA when the PNAHP ACicued it
^foA ACitoAation to United Aiji Linei coZoAi. {Photo via Vazio Eabanki)

government.

Department of
seven 247DS (actually
247s) from PCA (Pennsylvan
central) in ">id-19 40,

they

CanadianTheCia.

3, 1936

Servicios Aereas Chiapas:2,'51
Servicios Aereas Nacionales:

2, about 1950 ©
__os Panini:

;ia-

we 11

for

were

and

as

operated
Mexico than

country outside
these were

times

the Phillips
Servicios Aerec

as

communications,

disposed of i
early 1942. .

went to the RAF i
were

nc 1941

scrappers,
1941 and
sold

late

was

4 or 5, NOV 44
Taxis Aereas Nacionales; 2,'48

(This could be an earlier
name for Servicios Aereos

Nacionales)

Servicios Aereas

c/n 1735,
ve survived to at

few others are

i Sot""’.
n

One
n

toone

the

Canadian airlines

sixother

One of the

Chiapas aircraft,
known to ha
least 1959. A
known to have
early
plentiful

availability of
Beech 18 after
247s out of service

The first three 247s in

were not intended for

operations at all.

they were awaiting shipment
the Republican forces
Spanish Civil War when

were seized by the
government in Santa Cruz in MAR

37. Next, they were auctioned
off to pay part of the debts
the Repiblicans owed Mexico.
Other ex-United 247s reached
Mexico before WW2 and

arrived near the end of the

as the USAAF declared

surplus.

There is no evidence to suggest
that the 18 Mexican 247s were

WITH THE RAF
British

Mexico

airline
is IN SERVICE

In 1941 the
Force

(modified 247) from
c/n 1726, -

ined with

Air

247D

RCAF.

formerly
the

ed

systems
was

Royal

Instead, one

the
acquired

to survived into the

However,
and

1950s.in the

they
Mexican

the yt-. This

with PCA. It i^emai
RAF until 1948 and was

electronics

was

numbers ready
the DC-3 and

WW2 put most

quickly.

LUFT HANSA BUYS THREE

247s built,
and 1945, went to

airline Deutsche

(two words 1n

style!) in 1934. These
often called

are not.

resulted because

aircraft were built immediately
ahead of the 13 true 247Ds and
had 1900-series

numbers, as the 247Ds
rather than 1700-series numbers

us

c/n

the

Luft

pre-WW2
are

247DS, but they
The confusion probably

two

The last two

1944

German

Hansa

radio and

research.
based with
tions Flying

the

it
while 4-a-
Telecommunica

OCT 4 4
first

ILS

For a

the

Unit and in
world's

SOUTH AMERICAN OPERATORS

Columbia received a
247 in DEC 35 (or DEC 37?
sources differ) and it acquired
at least

made

automatic
usinglanding,

and

more

war

them

my radar

adjust
the

the

Landing

special
itor and

Later
with

signals
equipent to moni-

autopilot.
ft operated

Blind

the

SIX more before being
renamed AVIANCA in JUN 40. More
followed and it is believed the
airline

different

the

construction

did.

aircra

RAF's

Experimental Unit.
operated 13

247s.

to 15

Several are
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....from the left hand seat.... try to support,

number of Connie related
The SAC committee is selling a

material, so please
write them and ask for their list of material.
Address: SAVE A CO^JNIE, p o
MO 64168.

by

Paul F. Collins
Box 914, Riverside,

With this issue of the LOG, we close the book

on the twelfth year of operations of the World Air
line Historical Society. We've come a long way in
the years since the first LOG was mailed out in the
spring of 1975. We started out with about 20 mem
bers receiving that first issue. This issue will
be going to about 1300 members, all around the

world. Member number 1886 was ju.st signed up prior
to my typing this coliann. I am looking forward

to signing up member number 2000 before this year
is overl

I can t think of anything else that needs to
be covered at this time,

blem with the Society
please feel free to write,

your letter in a timely manner,
happy collecting....

Should you have any pro-
or need any questions answered,

I will TRY to answer

Until next time.

CONTENT

DELETED DUE

TO PRIVACY

CONCERNS

Along with new members, last year we obtained
a new Editor. Since taking over the job, Joop
Gerritsma has been doing a super job. With each
issue he has strived to improve the contents and
quality of the LOG. This issue is no exception.
With Joop doing such a complete job handling the
editorial end, it has made it easier for me to

handle the day-to-day operations of the Society.
I look forward to working with Joop for a number
of years to come.

WOOSTER
COLLECTORS MODEL AIRCRAFT

Since 1982 we have been supplying the
Airlines with scale model aircraft,
printed in the livery of the Airline
concerned.

I mentioned in the last column that I

working on a constitution and by-laws.
I'm still working on them,

a rough draft finished by the end of last 'year
so I could send it around to several members that
were interested in checking it over,
to get it finished before the first
this

members.

was

We can now offer you the opportunity
to purchase these increasingly popular
quality models

Well,

I had hoped to have

These models, for those that have not

seen them, are similiar to Air Jet

models, but come in 7 or 8 pieces,

including stand, and all you do is
"snap'

ready painted and decaled.

I will try
quarter of

year has past and get a copy out to those

It looks, at this time, like the finished
product may show up at the convention this
for discussion.

them together. Models are al-
year

If this is the case, please be
sure you plan on attending the Society business
meeting. For additional information and catalog,

please write to: Wooster, 89 Manton Rd.

Earlstrees Ind Est

Corby Northants

England NN17 2TZ

Enclosed with this issue of the LOG
find information
to be held

you will
on Airliners International

in Indianapolis July 16 through 19,
You may already have received this information
from the convention committee,

have attended any of the last three
should be

87

Those of you that
conventions

on the convention mailing list,

like to remind you that if you have any questions
about the convention and any activities that will
take place during the convention, please direct
such questions to the convention committee and
not to Society HO. We do, however, look forward
to seeing you in Indy at the Adam's Hark in July.

I would

[AVFATidN HOBBY
""T:*mNADA LTD.

also enclosed »ith this issue is another form
to use when ordering your Society jacket
Four dozen jackets were received at HQ a week be
fore Christmas and all orders on hand at that time
were sent out. Sorry for the delay, but l had i-r.
wait to order the jackets so we got a price break
on the total jackets ordered. We still have a
niomber of jackets on hand in various sizes, if

93 Briarwood Avenue

Rexdale, Ontario.
M9W 6C9

Tel; (416) 675-7656

snd hat.

Society member Chris Nottingham is now
offering post cards under the name of

Aviation Hobby Canada Ltd.

a very nice selection of cards that are

well presented in their latest catalog.
Included on the list are a number of

card producers that you do not normally
see on most other dealers list,

to the address above and ask how you
can receive this list,

also producing post cards,

you saw their advert in the LOGJ

AHCL has
you want one, shipped same day order
you best get it in as soon

received.
As soonas possible. ,

as those jackets on hand are sold, it will
be about two-three months before probably

additional itema
are ordered. At present we have plenty of hats
on hand, if your just interested in that item.

!

Write

AHC Ltd. is

Tell themThe SAVE A CONNIE project is coming alone
very well I understand. This is a worthwhile
project and one we as members of the Society should
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BUYING

AIRLINE TIMETABLES, SCHEDULES, BROCHURES,
PORTUK COLLECTOR

LITERATURE

OFFICIAL AIRLINE GUIDES

We buy singles or box lots, send list, or send

Balfour®

material on approval. P.O.Box 10r>3« ● r.impil. HL ● 8l 3-«37-3S>!>0
- OniOIN.M. -

MINIATURE WINGS

LAPEL PINS

WINGS

CAP BADGES199 Wayland Street

North Haven, CT 06473

(203) 288-3765Carl Loucks

FIRST V70RLD AVIATION, INC.
NEW CARDS FOR THE COLLECTOR

LEAGACY OF LEADERSHIP—A pictorial history of

TWA through 1971. Prepared by TWA Flight Opera

tions Department. A collector’s item...$15.00.

Shipping and handling $3.00.

AIRCRAFT SLIDE FLEA MARKET
hasThe International Airline World Publishing Co.

produced hundreds of Historical Collector Post
Cards. Only 500 copies of each of these cards is
being printed. The cards represent many aircraft
and color schemes never before printed as post

There are eight different paint schemes
the Air Florida Electra alone. If your inte

rested in getting in on purchasing this set of
cards, write to the following address for additional
details.

WANTED
Wholesale and discount prices at $.58 each, (10
minimum items ordered). Air mail postage includ

ed on advertised slides. Over 25,000 slides for

sale. When in Miami call us and we’ll bring the

slide-van to the end of the runway.

Send one dollar for slide list, a sample slide

and a "free" slide of CV-990 in GALAXY A/L full

titles (N990E). Write us or call:

BOEING 707^ DOUGLAS DC-8^ DC-7^

DC-^I, CONNIES, CONVAIRS AND MARTINS.

FACTORY MODELS:Also available are tie tack/lapel pins from 20

airlines. Air Force Cne, PSW and RR. Flight bags

from Delta, Eastern, United and TWA. Gift cer

tificates are available as well. Send for a FREE

catalog which lists much more. Write:

cards.

on

MIKE EDEN

8037 MILLCHASE
LEWISVILLE, NC
27023
(910) 9i|5-2242

Aircraft Slide Flea Market

244 tR'’ 32nd Court

Miami, Florida

First World Aviation, Inc.

P.O. Box 794

Broomfield, CO

I.A.W.P. Company

140 W. Possum Road

Springfield, OH
Tele:

(305)-649-5967

(305)-642-5297

33125
80020-0794 45506

For Visa and MasterCard orders please call

1-800-USA-AIBl

Tele: 513-325-8903

V. er The Postcard Post

RR3, Box 268

Boonville, NYAMERICANAIRLINES AVIATION HISTORY AVAILABLE HERE 13309

35mm Color slides

Covering all types of Aircraft... Military, Civilian,
Warbirda, Antique, Homebuilt, and Commercial.

Audio Recordings
Audio cassette recordings of some of the older participants
in aviation over the past sixty years,
discussions of the way it was a long time ago.

Research Service

With your requests we will check through a library of
20,000 black and white negatives that go back to the late
twenties and early thirties.

New and used

COMPLETELY NEW BOOK

JUST ARRIVED! Looking for rare and hard-to-find postcards

The Postcard Post

NOT JUST A REVISION

showing airline airplanes?

has been selling such cards to advanced col-
Firet personFEATURING:

700 Photos and illustrations (500 more than my AA. book printed in

1982) covering all periods of the AA history from 1920's to the
present day period of 1987.

lectors for many years through its mail auc-

If you'd like the chance to bid on

and hard-to-find airline postcards, just

tions.

This books is not just an updated version but is revised and
expanded throughout.

Princs are made to order.

rare

Books

WeHistories on American Airlines as well as all predecessor and

acquired companies.

send us a card or letter and let us know.
Please scad S2.00 and we will forwards catalog of available
glides and five slides of older commercial aircraft.

also have occasional mail auctions of air-

Extensive illustrations and photos of aircraft and facilities,
timetables, advertisements, logos and service marks, labels and

route maps.

When you write, let us know ifport" cards.

auctionyou'd like the "airline" or "airport
BOX 6fi8

BEECHER ILLINOIS 60401
Order now from; George W. Cearley, Jr.

P.O. Box 12312

Dallas, TX

material, or both.

75225

Book is $15.00 plus $1.00 postage and handling,
please add $6.00 for postage and handling.

Overseas orders

6362



AIRLINER KITS, DECALS AND
COLOR SLIDES!

0>N

'S'®'

■V

kits and decals with 	
1:144 scale

MINIMUMFAST WORIOWIOE MAIL ORDER of those hard to get airliner

ORDER with your check or money order ($25.00 minimum credit card order),
our speciality, some other scales available. FOKKER F28s,
Douglas DC6Bs, Martin 404s, Convair 340s, & McDonnell Douglas MDSOs

i s

7s ,DeHavilland of Canada DASH
are of fe red.

shoot duplicates onOur color slide catalog now lists 33,000 original slides from which we
Eastman 5071 film with KODAK processing and mounting. From 1939 through the latest jets.

SLIDE CATALOG $3.00, KIT i DECAL CATALOG, $1.00. BOTH AIRMAILED ANYWHERE FOR JUST $3,501

Cr«dlt card phona orders 10:00AM-10:00PM Pacific 7 days a vraak or writo:

(408) 629-2121

cATPINCORPOf^TED
3014 ABELIA COURT

SAN JOSE. CA. 95121

VISA0o;ress

1/48 SCALE PAPER MODEL KIT
KIT FEATURES:

●ALL SCALE.SHOWING GREAT DETAIL
● NOCUTTlwr^°^^™^^“^^' heavy, HIGH GLOSS. COATED PAPER
● NO PAINTIk? ~ parts PRECISION DIE CUT AND READY TO ASSEMBLE
● NO nc^A PARTS DETAILED AND PRINTED IN FULL COLOR

DECALS REQUiRFn
● STAND INCLUDED
● CLEAR, EASY TO

AeroGem Slides offers the highest quality 35mm K25 original
color slides of airliners and military aircraft from around
the world by our expert staff of over 30 photographers. We
specialize in the hard to get push-back and taxiway ramp
shots. All with regular lens. We never compromise quality.

AeroGem Dupes (NEW) offers the best in 35mm Kodak duplicate
color slides of airliners and military aircraft from the
exciting and interesting past. Each selection offers the
best possible shot of that type with that airline from our
new "Hall of Fame". All rare shots of out-of-service

aircraft. New state-of-art duplicating equipment offers the
best possible duplicate. Each shot is carefully duplicated.

AeroGem Postcards offers the best in color postcards of
airliners from around the world. New cards issued by Aero
Gem and others regularly.

AeroGem Shirts offers original design airline logo theme
shirts. Old and new logos. New designs with each new list.

AeroGem Books offers the best in airliner books from around

the world,including the world-famous ●'*P AIRLINE FLEETS INTL,
JP85 available June 1 :pre-publication price(before April 30)
is $19.95 US or $26.35 CA. After that: $22.50 US/$29.70 CA.

Coming in the future: AeroGem Calendars, the first all-color
airliner calendar from North America, AeroGem Collectibles,
new collecting ideas and AeroGem Prints, new color prints.

Send for our latest free lists. Please state your interests.

eroCeir/
Slides

>

r.-i
i

A Division of AeroCern. incIN KIT

follow step by STEP PHOTOGRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS

A 0>LISH/I\ lit /’U

Made in usa 3-D PAPER . INC.

PO BOX 3938

CHULA VISTA. CA 92011
PosicordsWe also offer JP Postcard Sets. A Dn i/n »>● 4 j<

619 575-5136

ShirtsKits available at $19 A Diuision 0/ AeroQern. Inc

IPlease add $2.75 for postage & handling.
California residents add 6% sales tax.

Checkbox for choice of airhne
and number of kifsoesired BooksA Oih^iujii tjl AU'roCn'/'t !iuMake check or money order payable to 3-D PAPER. INC

DELTA 727-200
Name	 P.O. Box 290445

Davie. Florida 33329 USAPSA 727-200

federal

express 727-100

Address

City State 		 Zip

„J
64
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ACK

1213 SANDSTONE DRIVE

ST. CHARLES, MO. 63303

FULL COLOR AIRLINE TIE TACKS AND LAPEL PINS

Pins are in full airline colors with great detail, doors, win
dows , etc. Pins are available in two sizes. The larger 2

($5). Both may be used as a tie tack or

All pins are MADE IN THE USA and of sturdy quality

All pins are available in 2" size except the 757, F-28,
BA-146, 737-3D0 and DC-9-80 which are available in 1"

The asterisk (*) indicates both 1
are $6 each.

If

($6) and small 1

lapel pin.
metal.

It

Size

or 2" available. All logos
If

REPUBLICTWA PSANORTHWEST

ORIENTDC-9-80

*L-1011

*707

*727

*747

*767

LOGOS: arrow,

GLOBES, NEW

DC-9 727

DC-10

*727

*747

727 DC-9-80

BA-146(Old Colors)

757
MEXICANA

USAir

727UNITED
737-300

*727

*DC-9

DC-10
DC-10

AIR CANADA727

747AMERICAN 727

767 747
727 EASTERN

737
747

*727 OZARK
707 757

DC-9WESTERNDC-10

DC-9-80

LOGO: NEW

*L-1011

DC-9 DC-10

727
CONTINENTAL

727
OLD BRANIFF air FLORIDA

TEXAS INTL
DC-10

747 Orange
727 Blue

737 DC-9
PAN AM

PEOPLE EXPRESS *727

*747

FRONTIER

DELTA 737 737

*L-1011

*727

*767

AIR FORCE #1
PIEDMONT

Presidents 707

*727

*737

F-28

757

LOGO

NOTICE. We have just lost our licensing agreement with DELTA AIR LINES

o use t eir logo. This will be the LAST chance to purchase DELTA pins.

Please add $l.oo for postage and handling on any size shipment,

e ivery time is 2 weeks. Check or money order is accepted.

Kiddie wing collectors:

Normal

Send SASE for free kiddie wing list and prices.


